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Abstract
Frequency stability and low-frequency power oscillations are two major concerns in modern
power systems. PV-STATCOM is a patented concept which enables PV inverters to provide
STATCOM functions, during day and night, as well as real power modulation during daytime.
This thesis aims to utilize PV-STATCOM capability effectively for enhancing frequency
stability and power oscillations damping.
A novel, simultaneous real power-based Fast Frequency Response (FFR) and reactive powerbased Power Oscillation Damping (POD) control is proposed for PV-STATCOMs. This
control not only significantly reduces system under- and over-frequency deviations, but also
uses the unutilized capacity of PV inverters to enhance damping of critical modes.
A novel night and day Reactive power-based Frequency Control (RFC) is proposed for PVSTATCOMs, that deploys the unutilized reactive power capacity of PV-STATCOM for
frequency stability improvement. RFC modulates the system voltage, via PV-STATCOM
voltage control loop, to control the power of voltage-sensitive loads and reduce the generationdemand imbalance. Sensitivity studies show that the load type and its composition, and
location of RFC-equipped PV-STATCOM play a significant role in the efficacy of proposed
controls. RFC not only provides a 24/7 complementary frequency support service but
potentially obviates the impact of system inertia loss due to replacement of conventional
synchronous generators by inverter-based generators.
A new combined RFC and POD controller is also proposed for PV-STATCOM utilizing
unused reactive power capacity of PV inverters. The studies show that depending on PVSTATCOM location, the proposed combined RFC+POD controller can effectively enhance
system frequency stability and power oscillations damping.
This thesis also proposes a fast power-frequency droop for PV generators and an enhanced
synthetic inertial response for wind generators. These two controls operate in a harmonized
manner to provide improved frequency support while reducing the stresses on wind generators.

ii

The proposed PV-STATCOM grid support functionalities can potentially open up new revenue
streams for solar farms. The mechanisms of such financial compensations are expected to
develop in near future with the unprecedented growth of solar farms globally.
MATLAB based simulation studies are performed on two-area-four-machine and 12-bus study
systems using modified WECC generic dynamic models for PV plants, wind plants and loads.

Keywords
Photovoltaic (PV) Solar Plant, STATCOM, PV-STATCOM, Flexible AC Transmission
System (FACTS), Small Signal Analysis, Power Oscillation Damping (POD), Fast Frequency
Response (FFR), Reactive power-based Frequency Control (RFC), Generic Dynamic PV Solar
Generator Model, Composite Load Model (CLM)
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Summary for Lay Audience
This thesis is about employing PV solar farms during day and night for purposes other than
solar energy conversion. Solar PV generators of both residential and utility scales are rapidly
growing in electric grids. A PV solar farm mainly consists of solar panels, PV inverters, and
control systems. PV inverters are electronic apparatus that process the electricity generated by
the PV panels to adapt it for the electrical grid use. However, the expensive infrastructure of a
solar PV farms remains unused during night. Even during the day, the full capacity of PV
inverters and other devices is not necessarily deployed, except noontime in a sunny day.
This thesis proposes several new controls for PV inverters to use them more effectively during
day and night. After large disturbances, e.g., a generator trip, the speed of the synchronous
generators, which determine the system frequency across the grid, deviates from its nominal
value, i.e. 60 Hz in North America. Moreover, generators may oscillate against each other.
These phenomena may grow and lead to system instability and eventually blackouts, if not
corrected rapidly.
In this thesis, three new controls are proposed to enable PV inverters to mitigate frequency
deviations and generator oscillations. These controls include:
i) Simultaneous Fast Frequency Control (FFR) and Power Oscillation Damping (POD)
control;
ii) Reactive power-based Frequency control (RFC); and
iii) Combined RFC and POD control.
The feasibility and applicability of these controls are investigated through accurate
simulations. The results show these new functions of PV inverters can enhance the
performance of the electric grid significantly. Furthermore, a new control for wind turbines
and PV generators is developed to work cooperatively and reduce system frequency deviations.
The proposed control reduces the stress on wind turbines that prolongs their life. All the
proposed controls in this thesis demonstrate the potential of PV inverters to enhance the electric
grid operation with a minimum applicable cost.
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The proposed PV-STATCOM grid support functionalities can potentially open up new revenue
streams for solar farms. The mechanisms of such financial compensations are expected to
develop in near future with the unprecedented growth of solar farms globally.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

1.1 General
Frequency stability and small-signal stability are two important aspects of power system
stability. Large frequency deviations and power oscillations have adverse effects on system
loads, protection systems, and system operation which can eventually lead to major
blackouts. Therefore, it is important to restrict frequency deviations and stabilize power
oscillations. In recent years, frequency response and power oscillation damping have been
negatively affected by the ongoing paradigm shift in electricity generation, globally due to
the installation of inertialess PV solar generators. These systems have different
characteristics than conventional synchronous generators. According to International
Energy Agency (IEA) reports, it is expected that PV systems which had a global installed
capacity of 398 GW in 2017 [1] will grow to 8500 GW and provide more than 35% of
global electricity in 2050 [2]. However, these PV generators have a superior capability of
fast and flexible real and reactive power responses which can be used to enhance the system
stability at a much cheaper cost than installing new stabilization devices such as FACTS
devices for stability services. This thesis focuses on frequency stability and small-signal
stability of power systems and proposes remedial actions that can be taken through
innovative controls of large scale PV solar plants.

1.2 Frequency stability
Frequency is a system-wide indicator of generation-demand balance in a power system.
Large frequency excursions can negatively affect load behavior and system protection. It
can potentially damage equipment, and eventually destabilize the power system [3].
“Frequency stability” is the system capability to maintain steady frequency when a
disturbance in the system leads to a large generation-demand imbalance. It depends on the
ability to maintain/restore equilibrium between system generation and load with minimum
unintentional loss of load [4]. A simplified model of frequency dynamics in a lossless grid
is given by [3]:
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2 H sys

d sys
dt

 Dsys sys  PM  PL

(1-1)

where ωsys is the system frequency, PM is the input mechanical power to the generators that
are controlled by the governors and PL is the total load power, all in pu. Hsys is the system
inertia constant in seconds, and Dsys is the system damping. If the generation is larger than
demand, PM>PL, system frequency rises and creates an over-frequency event. However, if
generation is less than demand, PM<PL and frequency declines causing an under-frequency
scenario.

1.2.1

Conventional frequency control

When frequency deviates from its nominal value, certain mechanisms are invoked to
restore the frequency to its nominal value [5]. Figure 1-1 demonstrates a typical underfrequency event and restoration after a large generation deficiency in a system. Inertial
response, primary frequency response, and secondary frequency response are the three
main mechanisms which influence frequency behavior from the onset of imbalance to
recovery of system nominal frequency. In addition, Under-Frequency Load Shedding
(UFLS) schemes may be activated if these controls are unable to stop the fall of frequency.

Figure 1-1 Typical frequency deviation after a large generation deficiency
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1.2.1.1

Inertial response

Immediately after any significant generation-demand imbalance in a system, and due to the
latency in the response of the governors, the kinetic energy stored in the drive-train of rotor
and turbines of synchronous generators is automatically charged/discharged to compensate
the power imbalance. When the kinetic energy of generators is discharged, their speed
(frequency) starts declining. The Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF) during the early
instants of an imbalance can be calculated by linearizing (1-1) and neglecting the deviations
in the system frequency (∆fsys=0) and input mechanical power (ΔPM=0) [5]:
d  sys
dt



PL
2 H sys

(1-2)

RoCoF, as seen in (1-2), is inversely proportional to the system inertia, Hsys. In other words,
the frequency changes are slower in systems with larger inertia constant which gives
enough time to governors to respond and restore the frequency. However, the stored kinetic
energy of synchronous generators is limited and inertial response cannot last for more than
a few seconds.

1.2.1.2

Primary frequency response (governor response)

During the primary frequency response, the input mechanical power of synchronous
generators is controlled by governors to constrain and stabilize the frequency deviation.
Governors compare the measured frequency with nominal frequency of the system, and
vary the valves to control the flow of working fluid, e.g., steam. Governors are classified
into two main categories [3], as below:
i) Isochronous governors: control the valves to restore the frequency to its nominal value.
A Proportional Integral (PI) controller is generally used in these governors. When only one
generator supplies the load or one generator is in charge of system frequency control,
isochronous governors perform satisfactorily.
ii) Power-frequency droop governors: when several generators are contributing to
primary frequency control, usually a power-frequency droop characteristic is incorporated
in governors to ensure stable operation of the system and appropriate sharing of the load
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according to the capacity of the power plants across the system. Figure 1-2 shows a typical
power-frequency droop characteristic. The slope of the characteristics, R, is the speed
regulation or droop, which determines the ratio of speed or frequency changes with respect
to the output power of the generator or valve position. For example, 5% droop implies that
a frequency change of 5% (3 Hz in 60 Hz system) will correspond to 100% (1 pu) change
in output power of the generator [3].

Figure 1-2 An ideal power-frequency droop characteristics [3]
As shown in Figure 1-2, if frequency drops from f0 to f’ due to generation deficiency, the
generator power increases from P0 to P’ according to the droop characteristics. Hence,
generators need to reserve power, spinning reserve, to be used during contingencies. The
full response of governors is typically delivered in 10-60 seconds [6]. At the end of this
stage, the frequency is stabilized and settles at an off-nominal value as shown in Figure
1-1. Power variation during primary frequency response is solely based on the droop
characteristics of the generating units. This is irrespective of the disturbance location,
which may lead to off-scheduled power flow in the tie lines.

1.2.1.3

Automatic Generation Control (Secondary Frequency
Control)

After completion of primary frequency response, the frequency needs to be restored to its
scheduled value, e.g., 60 Hz in North America. In multi-area interconnections, a power
imbalance in one area causes governor response in other areas which affects the power
flow in the system tie-lines. Balancing areas are in charge of controlling the power trades
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with other areas via tie-lines. Automatic Generation Control (AGC) is a mechanism to
accomplish these goals by a proper change of power set points of the governors across the
system. The time frame of this stage is 1-10 minutes [6]. In isolated power systems, AGC
is implemented as a decentralized control function by adding a supplementary control loop
to the governor set point. In a multi-area power system, centralized secondary frequency
control is used to dispatch the generators according to Area Control Error (ACE) signal.
ACE is the required change in the generation of the area and expressed by (1-3) [3, 6]:

ACE  Ptie lines  10 f

(1-3)

∆Ptie-line is the net change in the power exchange with other areas (MW). ∆f is frequency
deviation (Hz) and β is Bias Factor which is commonly expressed in (MW/0.1 Hz). The
required ACE is supplied by spinning or non-spinning reserves in the system.

1.2.1.4

Under Frequency Load Shedding

In the case of large disturbances, system frequency may deviate beyond permissible range
because of inadequate inertial and/or primary frequency responses. To avoid frequency
collapse and help the system to restrict the frequency decline, Under Frequency Load
Shedding (UFLS) schemes are deployed to disconnect blocks of loads if frequency reaches
predefined set points. For example, for areas with a peak load of 100MW or greater in
Ontario, the under frequency relays should be set as in Table 1-1 [7]:
Table 1-1: UFLS scheme in Ontario
Load Shed at

Cumulative Load

stage (% of peak

Shed at stage (% of

load)

peak load)

0.3

7-9

7-9

59.3

0.3

7-9

15-17

3

59.1

0.3

7-9

23-25

4

58.9

0.3

7-9

32-34

UFLS

Threshold

Delay time

stage

(Hz)

(s)

1

59.5

2
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However, unintentional disconnection of loads is a drastic measure that degrades power
system reliability. A reliable system frequency response needs to stop the frequency decline
above the highest set point for UFLS, e.g. 59.5 Hz in the Ontario power system.

1.2.2

Frequency stability metrics

The adequacy of system frequency response can be quantified through well-defined
metrics. In [8], several Frequency Response (FR) metrics are introduced which mainly
reflect the efficacy of the system primary frequency control. These metrics are commonly
used by North American Electricity Reliability Council (NERC) to assess the sufficiency
of frequency support services in different balancing areas and set the Frequency Response
Obligations (FRO). The metrics use the measured frequency at different points in time after
a power imbalance occurs. Some of the most important metrics are as follows:
i) Frequency Nadir is the point where the frequency decline, after a generation loss, is
arrested, point C in Figure 1-1, and frequency starts to recover. At this point, the
governors’ response has compensated the effective power shortage. Frequency nadir
measures the rate of primary frequency response to arrest the frequency before
triggering the first stage of UFLS.
ii) Frequency Response (FR) relates the size of power imbalance, e.g., the generation lost,
to the variation in frequency after settling at a steady-state value (point B in Figure 1-1).
The metric is the ratio of power imbalance size to frequency deviation at point B:
FR 

Imbalance size( MW )
10( f A  f B ) ( Hz )

(1-4)

fA is the starting frequency immediately before the onset of the frequency decline (point A
in Figure 1-1 and fB is settling frequency when the primary response is completed. FR is
traditionally expressed in MW/0.1Hz and has been traditionally employed by industry to
describe the capability of a system in stabilizing the frequency.
iii) Nadir Based Frequency Response (NBFR) relates the size of the imbalance to
frequency nadir. Frequency nadir metric is highly dependent on the size of the power
imbalance and system operating conditions, e.g., system inertia. FR, on the other hand,
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indicates the ability of system frequency control to stabilize frequency but does not
guarantee that frequency nadir is effectively limited by the action of governors. NBFR
indicates the reliability of a system frequency response to arrest frequency before activation
of UFLS. This metric is the ratio of the power imbalance size to frequency deviation at the
nadir point:
NBFR 

Imbalance size( MW )
10( f A  fC ) ( Hz )

(1-5)

fA is the starting frequency and fC is nadir frequency. NBFR is also measured in MW/0.1Hz.

1.2.3

Impact of Inverter Based Generators on frequency stability

Increasing penetration levels of inverter-based generation systems, e.g., wind and solar,
have raised concerns about their potential impact on power system frequency stability. In
fact, these generators have different characteristics from conventional synchronous plants
which affect different aspects of power system operation [9].
The negative impacts of inverter-based generators on frequency stability was first observed
due to high penetration levels of Doubly Fed Induction Generators (DFIG)-based wind
farms in power systems [10]. To maximize owner’s profit, legacy inverter-based generators
are controlled to generate maximum available power via Maximum Power Point Tracking
(MPPT) algorithms. Therefore, regardless of system frequency, the fast-response inverters
convert maximum available solar or wind energy and typically provide neither inertial
response nor primary frequency (governor) response. Hence, replacement of conventional
synchronous generators with inverter-based generators can negatively affect system
frequency stability.
Generally, the growth of inverter-based generators alters the following characteristics of a
power system [8]:
1) Reduction of the system inertia: As shown in Section 1.2.1.1, the RoCoF immediately
after power imbalance is highly dependent on system inertia. Lower inertia causes steeper
decline/rise in frequency and results in a larger frequency nadir. In this case, the primary
frequency response may not be fast and sufficient enough to arrest the frequency before
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triggering UFLS. In addition, high RoCoF may trigger generator protections or antiislanding protections that work based on RoCoF.
2) Displacement of primary frequency control: Replacement of conventional synchronous
generators, which provide spinning or non-spinning reserve, with PV and wind generators
reduces the system contingency reserve capacity.
3) Dislocation of primary frequency response reserves: Wind and solar power plants tend
to affect energy and spinning reserve dispatch. The dislocation of system reserve can cause
transmission system congestion during frequency contingencies.
4) Increased requirements on adequacy of secondary frequency response: The
intermittency of PV solar and wind energy increases the need for fast response frequency
services to avoid unintentional power shortage in the system.
The study conducted on Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)
interconnection of North America concludes that “inertia reduction associated with up to
50% instantaneous penetration of wind and solar generators has inconsequential impacts
on frequency response provided that adequate fast primary frequency responsive resources
are maintained” [11]. In [12], simulation studies of Eastern Interconnection (EI) of North
America show that FR gets decreased in high wind penetration scenarios. Assessment
studies in [13] show that despite frequency response degradation, EI and WECC
interconnections can accommodate up to 80% of PV generation penetration while
frequency nadir remains above the first stage of load shedding activation in large
contingencies. On the contrary, for the same penetration scenario, UFLS is triggered for
N-2 contingencies in case of Texas Interconnection (TI) which is a smaller interconnection
than WECC and EI. Statistical analysis on frequency dynamics in continental Europe has
shown that in the future high wind and PV generation scenarios, frequency nadir will be
below the security requirement of 49.2 Hz during 18% of hours of a year, thereby
increasing the risk of UFLS activation [14]. Frequency response observations in Ireland
power system (an isolated system with high penetration of wind power) show that
displacement of synchronous generators with DFIGs reduces grid inertia, which leads to a
higher RoCoF and frequency drop in contingencies [15]. Similarly, studies conducted in
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[16] demonstrated the decline of inertial response in TI because of increasing penetration
of wind generators. Studies conducted on the Ireland power system revealed that RoFoC
will increase in future scenarios with high penetration levels of wind power. Therefore,
system operators in Ireland decided to relax the limits from 0.5 Hz/s to 1 Hz/s [17].

1.2.4

Techniques to enhance frequency stability

To mitigate the above-mentioned issues, various techniques have been proposed in
literature and some of them have been implemented in field. The proposed solutions range
from modifying the droop characteristics, i.e., slope and dead-band, of conventional
generating units to deploying new technologies, like energy storage, for provision of
frequency response [18].

1.2.4.1

Frequency support from Inverter-based generators (wind
and PV solar)

Negative impacts of inverter-based generators on system frequency stability can be
mitigated by these generators themselves via modification of their control system. The real
power control loop of inverter-based generators is modified to transform them into
frequency responsive units (instead of operating in MPPT mode). A supplementary control
loop, with frequency as input, is added to the wind turbine control system to appropriately
modulate turbine torque/real power. The output of the supplementary loop is proportional
to the RoCoF (df/dt) to emulate the inertial response of synchronous generators termed
“synthetic inertia” [19]. In [20], the provision of primary frequency control by DFIGs is
studied by adding a supplementary loop with power-frequency droop characteristic. In
these studies, the wind turbine is operating in MPPT mode, i.e., having no real power
reserve for frequency support. The required power for frequency response is obtained from
the stored kinetic energy in the turbine blades. Discharge of the turbine kinetic energy
lowers the turbine speed and hence cannot be sustained for a long time. In [21], it is shown
that kinetic energy stored in the blades of a 3.6 GE wind turbine can provide 0.1 pu of extra
active power for more than 10 s without reaching the minimum speed limit. However, the
inertial response from wind turbines is limited during low wind speeds because of lower
stored kinetic energy or high wind speeds when the entire converter capacity is fully
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deployed for real power generation [22]. Currently, some manufacturers like GE and
ENERCON

implement

WindINERTIA™

and

Inertia

Emulation

technologies,

respectively, to release the turbine kinetic energy during large frequency excursions [23,
24]. The techno-economic analysis provided in [25] proves that provision of synthetic
inertial response by wind turbines in Great Britain grid can reduce system operation costs.
Large scale studies conducted on WECC, EI, and TI systems using validated models of
bulk interconnections and realistic penetration scenarios demonstrate the efficacy of
synthetic inertia and governor response from wind generators to oppose the risks posed by
high proliferation of inverter-based generators [11, 26, 27].
To provide sustained frequency response, wind generators need to curtail their power
production and operate at an off-optimal operating point, e.g., 80-90% of maximum
available power [28]. The power curtailment is achieved through either pitch angle
controller or converter control [29]. Variants of torque (real power) loop modification for
provision of synthetic inertial and/or primary frequency responses by wind generators have
been proposed in the literature [30-32]. However, alternative techniques, like slow PLLs
[33] or direct synchronization of wind turbines to the grid without PLL [34], are also
proposed in the literature.
However, provision of synthetic inertial response or primary frequency response may
present some issues to the wind turbines. Abrupt change of the turbine real power, i.e.,
electromagnetic torque, leads to higher stress on the rotating mechanical parts which results
in faster aging and higher maintenance costs [35]. Hence, wind inertial response is
commonly activated for large frequency deviations, e.g., >0.3Hz. A rate limiter is also
used in the real power control loop of wind turbines to limit the rate of change of
power/torque. However, these limiting factors lessen the efficacy of synthetic inertial
response of wind turbines [36]. Furthermore, wind turbines’ inertial response is followed
by a period of underproduction, i.e. recovery phase, to restore the lost kinetic energy during
the support phase and re-accelerate the wind turbine to the optimal operating point. From
the power grid perspective, the recovery phase is seen as another generation deficiency,
which delays frequency restoration, and can cause a second frequency dip in smaller grids,
like islanded systems. To mitigate the second frequency dip problem, in [37], the time
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instant of the second dip is estimated to adjust the output power of the wind turbine to
prevent sudden power reduction after the support phase. Similarly, in [38] an observer is
designed to estimate the available mechanical power during the recovery phase and restore
the wind turbine to its optimized operating point smoothly.
Similar to wind generators, frequency responsive PV generators are realized by
modification of their real power control loops [39, 40]. PV inverters can support overfrequency incidents by rapidly reducing their power generation. However, they have no
rotating mass to store kinetic energy for under-frequency support and need to operate in
curtailed mode if under-frequency support is required. Operation in curtailed mode can
impose an opportunity cost on facility owners. However, a well-designed ancillary service
market may compensate the revenue lost for augmentation of system frequency stability.
A techno-economic analysis in Hawaiian island reveals that provision of frequency support
by PV generators using an optimized frequency-watt (droop) function can save money for
the Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO) if they pay PV owners for the lost generation
opportunity costs [41]. It should be noted that the power curtailment in PV solar or wind
generators may be practiced for reasons like transmission constraints, system balancing,
and over-voltage prevention [42, 43]. In [44], an Active Power Control (APC) method is
proposed to provide inertial, primary, and secondary frequency responses via a curtailed
PV plant to meet Frequency Sensitive Mode (FSM) requirement of the European code.
Time-domain simulations and statistical analysis confirm the positive impact of the PVbased frequency support on short- and mid-term frequency stability.

1.2.4.2

Energy storage systems

Technology advancements and cost reduction of Energy Storage Systems (ESSs), like
batteries and flywheels, make them a promising alternative for frequency support [45]. For
example, Angamos Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) project in northern Chile
provides 20MW/4MWh fast-spinning reserve which is delivered to the system during
significant frequency deviations [46]. In [47], Ultra-capacitors are deployed to provide a
rapid frequency response when frequency deviates in French Island of Guadeloupe with a
high percentage of wind and solar generation. The ESS significantly enhances the
frequency response of the island in scenarios with a high percentage of inverter-based
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production. Siemens has recently launched SVC PLUS FS, a STATCOM with ultarcapacitors, which can emulate inertial response by injecting real power [48]. In [49], a
hybrid energy storage system composed of lithium-ion batteries and ultra-capacitors is used
to compensate the supply-demand mismatch. The power contribution of battery and ultracapacitors is allocated by a fuzzy controller so that ultra-capacitors compensate the
transient power changes and batteries respond to steady-state power needs. A lithium-ion
BESS is deployed in [50] to enhance the degraded frequency response, i.e. RoCoF and
frequency nadir, in a system with a high percentage of wind production. In [51], a method
for optimal sizing of ESS is proposed to ensure the capability of ESS to emulate the inertial
response of a synchronous machine with inertia constant of H. The simulation studies show
a significant improvement in terms of reduced frequency drop and smaller frequency
deviations induced by wind power variations. Similarly, an ESS sizing approach for
supporting both inertial and primary frequency is presented in [52]. An optimized
coordinated control scheme to deploy distributed BESSs for provision of primary
frequency control is proposed in [53]. In light of BESS technology, the concept of “Virtual
Synchronous Generator (VSG)”, an inverter that performs like a synchronous generator, is
proposed in [54]. In fact, BESS mimics the rotor’s inertia. A review of different topologies
and applications of VSG is presented in [55]. This concept is used in a diesel-wind hybrid
power system to enhance the system frequency response [56]. An adaptive inertial
controller adjusts the virtual inertia constant of VSG with respect to RoCoF after the
disturbance. The results indicate that not only the frequency behavior of the system is
improved after large disturbances but also the wind-induced fluctuations in frequency are
mitigated. The stability and design procedure of VSG is studied in [57].

1.2.4.3

Demand response

Demand response is described as, “Changes in electric power consumption by the end-use
customers from their normal consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of
electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity use at
times of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability is jeopardized” [58]. The
idea of using demand response for balancing generation-demand was presented in 1980
[59]. However, recently, in light of advanced measurement and communication systems,
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demand response has drawn more attention. Demand response is realized through either
industrial loads or household appliances [60]. In [61], a smart load controller is designed
and implemented in household appliances, e.g. refrigerators and air conditioners, for the
purpose of frequency control. Currently, some Independent System Operators (ISOs) in the
US, e.g. California ISO, New York ISO, and Electric Reliability Council Of Texas
(ERCOT) are accommodating ancillary service markets where participant loads can bid
for the provision of reliability services like primary frequency response [62, 63].

1.2.4.4

Voltage-based frequency control

Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR), as a subcategory of demand response, has been
deployed in distribution grids to reduce load consumption for energy conservation, load
peak reduction, and reduction of system losses [64, 65]. Accordingly, in [66], a backup
frequency support control based on dynamic voltage control of loads is proposed. In fact,
the load consumption is partially controlled by its voltage in order to lower the generationdemand imbalance during system upsets. The proposed control is implemented on the
Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) of a conventional synchronous generator in
Guadeloupean Island, France [67]. The experimental results demonstrate a significant
improvement in the transient frequency response of the island with no impact on customers
and no need for extra infrastructures. Similar control is studied in [68] for an isolated
system with large aluminum electrolysis load. It is shown a 3% voltage deviation causes a
change of 5.4% in the load real power, which makes a good case for voltage-based
frequency regulation. However, synchronous generators P-Q limit plays a key role in the
effectiveness of the control, and care should be taken especially when the generator
operates in under-excitation mode. A Voltage-based Frequency Controller (VFC) for
isolated micro-grids is designed and added to the exciters of diesel generators in [69]. The
results show that VFC is able to regulate intermittent frequency variations induced by wind
generators, and its efficacy is comparable to ESS-based frequency regulation. Therefore,
VFC relaxes the need for energy storage systems in isolated grids having a high share of
intermittent power generation. The theoretical principles of reactive power-based
frequency control in large power systems are presented in [70]. The objective is to enhance
the damping and overshoot of the system “frequency regulation mode”. The lowest
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frequency channel of a Multiband Power System Stabilizer (MBPSS) which is added to
the exciter control of a synchronous condenser is tuned for this purpose. Simulation results
in several study systems show that Var-based frequency response is a competitive
technique and can replace demand response in some systems. Likewise, a Multi-Functional
MBPSS (MF-MBPSS) is deployed in [71] to improve frequency stability, power
oscillations damping, and voltage stability of the New York state power grid. Rigorous
controllability and observability analysis are conducted to assign each function to suitable
candidate synchronous generators and FACTs devices. The corresponding band for each
function is tuned taking into account the voltage limitations. In the abovementioned papers,
reactive power-based frequency control is implemented in the excitation systems of
synchronous generators. However, in modern grids, as mentioned before, synchronous
generators are displaced with inverter-based generators. In addition, synchronous
generators are usually far from load centers which limit the effectiveness of the VFC.
In [72], a conventional power-frequency droop and a so-called Q-inertia controller are
added to the real and reactive power control loops of a VSC-HVDC, respectively, to reduce
both frequency deviations and RoCoF after power imbalances. In [73], in addition to real
power-based synthetic inertia and droop control, reactive power-based frequency controller
is added to the reactive power control loop of a DFIG wind turbine. The combined
controller reduces the burden on real power-based frequency controller, hence less kinetic
energy is discharged and DFIG rotor speed deviation is reduced. Reactive-power based
frequency controller is especially useful when real power support, e.g. in low wind speed,
is limited. The voltage-based frequency control is applied to an SVC in [74], and a robust
adaptive controller which uses local measurements is developed to enhance system
frequency stability while voltage stability is maintained.

1.2.4.5

Need for new frequency support services

In February 2016, US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued a Notice of
Inquiry expressing concerns about the shortage of primary frequency response caused by
retiring synchronous units, some of which provide primary frequency response, and
replacing them with resources such as wind and solar. Accordingly, FERC asked for
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comments on reforming rules and regulations regarding the provision and compensation of
primary frequency response [75].
The findings of a comprehensive study on the frequency response of Eastern, Western, and
Texas Interconnections stress the need for adequate “fast response frequency support
services that can sustain for an adequate time” [76]. In addition, loss of inertia and
increased RoCoF is becoming a challenge for some system operators like EirGrid/SONI
(Ireland), National Grid (Great Britain), Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) [77].
Therefore, system operators are taking different measures to tackle these expected issues
in their future grids.
EirGrid/SONI of Ireland has introduced new frequency services like Fast Frequency
Response (FFR), which is defined as: “the additional increase in MW output from a
generator or reduction in demand following a frequency event that is available within 2
seconds of the start of the event and is sustained for at least 8 seconds” [78]. Enhanced
Frequency Response (EFR) is a new ancillary service in UK which detects a change in
system frequency within 500 ms, and is able to provide the contracted change in active
power within 1 second [79]. In February 2019, ERCOT approved the addition of FFR to
its responsive reserve services. ERCOT FFR resources should be capable of automatically
providing their full responsibility within 15 cycles after frequency meets or drops below a
preset threshold and maintains the full response for at least 15 minutes [80]. In [81], It is
shown that each 1 MW of FFR can replace 1.4 MW of conventional primary frequency
response (obtained by 5% droop) in ERCOT. These modern services are procured by
different technologies like those reviewed in previous sections. In [82], a comprehensive
review of FFR resources is provided.

1.3 Power system low-frequency oscillations
Rotor angle stability refers to the capability of maintaining synchronism among
synchronous machines in a power system after a disturbance [4]. Transient stability and
small-signal stability are two forms of rotor angle stability which are mainly influenced by
synchronizing torque and damping torque, respectively [3]. Small-signal instability is
manifested in a power system in the form of angle, rotor, or power oscillations. These
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oscillations are associated with the electromechanical modes of the system. The
electromechanical oscillatory modes of a system are generally classified as local modes
(0.8 to 2 Hz) and inter-area modes (0.2 to 0.8 Hz) [3]. Local oscillations occur in a smaller
area of the system where a generating unit oscillates against the rest of the system or
another unit in the area. On the other hand, inter-area oscillations are initiated when a group
of coherent generators oscillates against another group particularly when the connecting
tie-line between the groups is weak. The natural frequencies of these modes and their
damping are affected significantly by system strength, operating conditions, type of
exciters, etc. Poor damping of these modes, especially inter-area modes, reduces the power
transfer capability limit much below the thermal limit of the lines [83]. The enhancement
of system damping improves the utilization of existing system infrastructure.

1.3.1

Impact of Inverter Based PV Generators on Power
Oscillations

Small signal stability of the system can be positively or negatively influenced by the growth
of inverter-based generators in the generation mix [84]. These impacts are attributed to
inertia reduction, path flows alternation, displacement of units with Power System
Stabilizer (PSS), and interaction between controls of inverter-based and synchronous
generators [85].
In case of Ontario power system, it is shown that although a higher percentage of
distributed solar generation enhances system loadability and financially benefits the
system, the central PV generators have minor impacts on system stability [86]. Studies
performed in [87] show the detrimental impact of increase in PV penetration in a portion
of Western interconnection on critical oscillatory modes of the system. The study
performed in [88] demonstrates that increase of PV power in the US Eastern
interconnection lowers the damping of an inter-area mode in the system while increasing
the frequency of oscillations.
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1.3.2

Conventional methods to mitigate low-frequency power
oscillations

Solutions which can enhance system damping and stabilize power oscillations in a
reasonable time frame are of great importance for reliable operation of power systems.
Power System Stabilizers and FACTS are two well-established devices to mitigate power
oscillations. ESSs may also be deployed to enhance power system stability.

1.3.2.1

Power System Stabilizer (PSS)

It is proven that the type and design of exciters considerably affect synchronizing and
damping torque components of synchronous generators. High gain AVRs usually enhance
synchronizing torque and transient stability, whereas damping torque is usually lowered by
their performance [3]. Traditionally, Power System Stabilizers (PSS) are deployed to add
a modulating component to the reference voltage of the exciters and create a torque
component which is in phase of the synchronous machine speed, i.e. damping torque.
Figure 1-3 demonstrates IEEE PSS1A, a very common representation of conventional
PSSs [89].

Figure 1-3 IEEE PSSA1 [89]
The input signal, xin, is selected among machine speed, terminal frequency, or generator
output power. The PSS output is added to the reference voltage of the AVR. T6 is the
transducer time constant, KS is the stabilizer gain, and T5 is the washout filter time constant
to eliminate very low frequency and DC components in the input signal. If needed, a
second-order low-pass filter with coefficients A1 and A2 is added to account for lowfrequency effects of high-frequency torsional filters. T1 to T4 are set to achieve required
phase compensation by the lead-lag compensators.
PSSs, however, are not always effective in stabilizing power system oscillations,
particularly for inter-area power oscillations. In addition, sometimes power plants are far
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from the tie lines so multiple PSSs with an elaborated coordinated control may need to be
deployed [90].

1.3.2.2

Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS)

FACTS devices are power electronic-based devices for enhancing controllability and
power transmission capacity [91]. Static Var Compensators (SVCs), STATic synchronous
COMpensators (STATCOM) are examples of shunt FACTS devices while Thyristor
Controlled Series Compensators (TCSC) and Static Synchronous Series Compensator
(SSSC) are series devices. Power electronics control of FACTS devices gives them the
unique capability of rapidly controllable voltage/power modulation. FACTS applications
range from augmenting power transfer and system loadability to enhancement of system
stability, e.g. voltage, transient, and small-signal stability. For example, two SVCs are
deployed on 220 kV transmission system of Victoria, Australia, to provide dynamic voltage
control and damping of power oscillations in the network. A +60/- 40 Mvar SVC has been
installed in Ontario, Canada to enhance the system voltage regulation and power transfer
limits [92]. In 500 kV Brazilian North-South interconnection, a 107 Mvar TCSC was
commissioned to stabilize the low-frequency inter-area power oscillations [93]. In addition
to practical implementations, significant research has been conducted on applications of
different FACTS devices for power oscillation damping and stability improvement [9496].

1.3.2.3

Energy Storage Systems (ESSs)

FACTS devices generally perform the assigned functions through voltage/reactive power
modulation. However, the permissible voltage modulation range is limited and system
strength at the FACTS device bus considerably impacts its dynamic response [97]. The
capability of real power modulation, on the other hand, gives FACTS another degree of
freedom to perform its functions more effectively. In [98], a BESS is integrated into a
STATCOM and control is redesigned for independent P and Q modulation. The results
show increased flexibility and enhanced damping capability over traditional STATCOMs.
STATCOMs are integrated with other types of ESSs such as Superconductor Magnetic
Energy Storage (SMES) [99], supercapacitors [100], and flywheels [101] for power
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oscillation damping. The results show that decoupled real and reactive power control for
power oscillation damping noticeably improves the system stability compared to only
reactive power modulation by conventional STATCOMs.

1.3.3

Power oscillation damping by inverter-based generators

PV solar and wind generators are able to rapidly, independently, and accurately modulate
both real and reactive powers [102], so these generators can be utilized for stabilizing
power system oscillations through innovative controls. Power oscillation damping by
inverter-based wind power generators is performed by adding a supplementary loop, like a
PSS, to the real power control loop [103] or reactive power control loop [104]. In [105],
real and reactive-power based POD by DFIGs are assessed and it is shown although both
real and reactive power modulation effectively enhance the stability of inter-area modes,
real-power based POD degrades the damping of DFIG shaft modes. Real power-based
POD from DFIG wind turbines and PV generators is compared in [106]. It is shown that
both wind and PV generators can improve system damping through real power-based POD.
There is no mechanical stress associated with torsional modes in PV systems although they
need to hold some reserve for real power modulation. In [107], a minimax Linear Quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) robust POD controller is designed and implemented in the voltage control
loop of a large-scale PV plant. Simulation results of different operating conditions and load
types demonstrated the efficacy of this robust controller. Simulation studies on 16000-bus
Eastern interconnection of US show that both PV solar and DFIG wind generators are able
to significantly contribute to damping of inter-area oscillations by real-power modulation
[108].

1.4 Requirements in Grid Codes and Standards for PV
Solar systems
Unprecedented growth of inverter-based resources along with the reliability issues raised
by their integration into the grids necessitates updating grid connection standards to ensure
resilient and secure operation of power systems. The integration requirements commonly
include protection, fault ride-through settings, dynamic response to contingencies range
from dynamic voltage control to frequency support functions.
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IEEE 1547-2003 standard is a pioneer code for the integration of Distributed Energy
Resources (DER), which is applicable to resources with a maximum aggregated capacity
of 10 MVA connected into the primary or secondary electric distribution system [109].
Based on IEEE 1547-2003, generating systems are required to cease power generation and
disconnect from the grid in case of disturbances. Therefore, legacy distributed resources
do not actively provide any grid support functions like frequency response or dynamic
voltage control. As inverter-based generators are becoming major players in the electricity
generation sector, IEEE 1547 was amended and republished in 2018 to embrace more grid
friendly functions such as a wider range of low/ high voltage and frequency ride-through
setting and requirements on dynamic reactive power response [110]. Moreover, IEEE
P2800 standard for “interconnection and interoperability of inverter-based resources
interconnecting with associated transmission electric power systems” is under
development for large-scale inverter-based generators connected to transmission and subtransmission systems. This Standard will prescribe reliability functions such as dynamic
voltage and active power support under abnormal situations [111]. The German grid code,
published in 2008, is one of the most advanced grid codes of its time, which requires
generating plants, including wind and PV generators, to remain connected to the system
during disturbances and support the system [112]. A Similar code has been developed in
South Africa for connection of renewable generators to distribution or transmission level
[113]. Islanded grids, like Puerto Rico, are more vulnerable to the negative impacts of
inverter-based generators and need to establish more strict requirements for grid connection
of these resources [114]. To harmonize the network requirements across European
countries, European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSOE) has set minimum grid connection requirements that all members (43 system operators)
must take into account when preparing their local grid codes [115]. Similarly, in North
America, NERC provides updated reliability guidelines for interconnection requirements
frequently. The latest guidelines for interconnection of inverter-based generators to bulk
power systems ask for more advanced functions and capabilities like fast frequency
response or reactive power at no active power generation mode [116].
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1.4.1

Frequency Control requirements

Grid connection requirements related to frequency are generally divided into: i) under/over
frequency ride-through requirements ii) frequency response functions. Some codes, also,
include RoCoF protection settings.
For example, under/over frequency ride-through requirements of IEEE 1547-2018 are
summarized in Table 1-2. In addition, the code mandates resources to provide powerfrequency droop control during under/over frequency events as specified in Table 1-3. In
Table 1-3, P is real power output (pu), f is the system frequency (Hz), Pavl is the available
real power (pu), Ppre is the pre-disturbance real power output (pu), and Pmin is the minimum
real power output (pu). dbOF and dbUF are dead-band values for the over and underfrequency operating conditions (Hz), respectively. KOF and KUF are frequency droop slopes
for over- and under frequency conditions, respectively. Default values for droop and deadbands are 5% and ±36 mHz, respectively. It should be noted that under-frequency response
may be limited by the available real power and the pre-disturbance dispatch level. IEEE
1547-2018 also permits the deployment of synthetic inertial response although it is not
mandatory [110].
Table 1-2 Under/over frequency ride-through requirements of IEEE 1547-2018
[110]
Frequency range (Hz)

Operation mode

Minimum Time (s)

f> 62

No ride-through requirements apply to this range

61.2<f<61.8
59.8<f<61.2
57<f<58.8
f<57

Mandatory Operation
299
Continuous Operation
Infinite
Mandatory Operation
299
No ride-through requirements apply to this range

Table 1-3 IEEE 1547-2018 power-frequency droop characteristics for operation in
under/over-frequency operating conditions [110]
Operation
conditions
P

min

f  60  dbUF

for
{Ppre 

low-frequency Operation
conditions

(60  dbUF )  f
; Pavl }
60 KUF

P

max

f 60dbOF

for

high-frequency

{Ppre 

(60  dbOF )  f
; Pmin}
60KOF
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The German grid also requires generating plants to stay connected to the system during
frequency deviations as shown in Table 1-4.
Table 1-4 Under/over frequency ride-through requirements of the German grid
code [112]
Frequency range (Hz)

Operation mode

Maximum Time (ms)

f>51.5
50.2<f<51.5
47.5<f<51.2
f<47.5

Disconnection
Power reduction
Continuous Operation
Disconnection

100
Infinite
Infinite
100

In Power reduction mode, i.e. 51.2 Hz <f< 51.5 Hz, the generating plants must reduce their
real power with the slope of 40 % of pre-disturbance power, Ppre, per Hertz as described in
(1-6):

P  Ppre  20 Ppre

50.2  f
50

(1-6)

No under-frequency support is required in the German grid code [112].
The European network code classifies the generating plants into Types A to D based on
the size, the connected voltage (above or below 110 kV), and the synchronous area they
are located in, i.e. Great Britain, Ireland, Nordic, Baltic, or Continental Europe. Except for
Great Britain which requires generating plants to stay connected in a wider frequency range
of 47- 52 Hz, other synchronous areas’ disconnection limits are 47.5-51.5 Hz. Similar to
IEEE and German codes, the European code requires generating plants of all types to be
capable of providing “Limited Frequency Sensitive Mode for over frequency (LFSM-O)”
events. LFSM-O is very similar to the German code over-frequency response. Frequency
threshold shall be between and including 50.2-50.5 Hz with a droop in a range of 2-12 %.
The relevant system operators determine both frequency thresholds and droop slopes. In
addition, larger generating plants (generators type C and D defined in the code) are required
to provide “Limited Frequency Sensitive Mode for Under-frequency events (LFSM-U)”
where the generator output increases according to a droop characteristic of 2-12% if
frequency drops below a threshold which is set between 49.8 Hz and 49.5 Hz. Moreover,
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system operators are authorized to request synthetic inertial response from Type C and D
generators [115].
Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) has established Minimum Technical
Requirements (MTR) for the integration of wind and PV generators. Frequency-related
MTRs mandate PV solar or wind generators to provide a 5% symmetrical droop (underand over-frequency) response with a dead-band of less than 0.02%. In addition, if the
frequency falls below 59.7 Hz, PV solar or wind generators shall provide an immediate
real power primary frequency response of at least 10% of the maximum active power
capacity for a time period not less than 10 minutes while The full response shall be
delivered to the grid in less than 1 s [114].
The Canadian system operators have also developed their grid integration rules according
to specifications of their systems to ensure security and reliability. In Ontario, Independent
Electricity System Operator (IESO) sets the grid connection requirements. Regarding
frequency control, all generating plants connected to the IESO-controlled grid shall operate
continuously between 59.4 Hz and 60.6 Hz and for a limited time as depicted in Figure 1-4
[117].

Figure 1-4 IESO frequency ride-through requirements [117]
In addition, all generation types, including wind and solar, must reduce their real power for
over-frequency excursions if the frequency falls outside of the ±36 mHz. Wind generators
are required to deploy their stored kinetic energy and increase their power by 10% of predisturbance power generation if frequency drops below 59.7 Hz. This service is cancelled
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if frequency recovers to the ±36 mHz band or after 10 s if frequency remains under 59.964
Hz [117].

Figure 1-5 Ontario frequency support requirement from wind generators [117]
In the recovery phase, the rate of energy consumption shall be less than the support phase.
Figure 1-5 illustrates the representative response of a wind turbine to frequency deviations,
per IESO requirement.
Hydro Quebec has strict requirements from wind generators as they play an important role
in the electricity supply of their interconnection. The range of Under/Over-frequency Ride
Through is wider than IEEE 1547-2018 and IESO requirements, as specified in Table 1-5.
In 2009, Hydro Quebec mandated “synthetic inertial response” from wind generators of
capacity greater than 10 MW. However, in the 2019-updated code, requirements were
slightly changed and clarified. Wind generators operating at more than 25% of their rated
power are required to provide inertial response. The inertial response commands a
generation increase at a frequency threshold. The generation boost must be at least 6% of
the wind generator nominal power and must continue for at least 9 s. The rise time to reach
maximum over-generation is 1.5 s or less. In case of over-frequency disturbances, wind
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generators must include a droop control of less than 5% and adjustable dead-band between
0 and 0.5 Hz. These requirements are applicable to both transmission and distribution
systems [118].
Table 1-5 Under/over- frequency ride-through requirements of Hydro Quebec for
wind turbines [118]

1.4.2

Frequency (Hz)

Minimum Duration (s)

f>61.7
61.5<f≤61.7
60.6<f≤61.5
59.4 ≤ f≤ 60.6
58.5<f<59.4
57.5<f<58.5
57<f<57.5
56.5<f<57
55.5<f<56.5
f<55.5

Instantly
90
660
Permanently
660
90
10
2
0.35
Instantly

Power oscillation damping requirements

Generally, a damping ratio of 5% is considered adequate for small-signal stability of power
systems. However, some system operators set clear limitations for their system damping in
different operating conditions. IESO market rules demand a minimum damping ratio of
3%, which means the magnitude of oscillations must be reduced to 39% of initial values
within 5 periods [119]. According to planning guides, ERCOT shall ensure that power
oscillations within the range of 0.2 Hz to 2 Hz decay with a minimum 3% damping ratio
[120]. Similarly, a minimum of 3% damping ratio is required by California ISO [121] and
New England ISO [122].

1.5 Control of PV solar farms as STATCOM (PVSTATCOM)
The unique capabilities of Voltage Source Inverters (VSIs) in fast and decoupled control
of output power or current make them an inseparable part of modern energy conversion
systems such as electric motor drives, HVDC systems, FACTS, and renewable resources.
A broad range of topologies, switching techniques, and control schemes have been
proposed for VSIs [102, 123]. In this context, multifunction operation of inverter-based
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generators to perform various grid support functions is a topic of great interest. “Smart
inverters” and “PV-STATCOMs” are two novel concepts for more efficient utilization of
PV inverter capacity and their capabilities.

1.5.1

Smart inverters

“Smart inverter” concept was developed to enable the grids to accommodate a higher
percentage of inverter-based generators. Smart inverters provide control of real and
reactive power, both autonomously and in response to commands communicated by system
operators. The smart inverter technology thus transforms conventional inverter-based
generators from passive real power converters to active grid-supportive generators. Smart
Inverter Working Group (SIWG) of California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
conducted a major three-stage study to develop autonomous functions, communication
requirements, and advanced functions of smart inverters [124]. In addition, US Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) has classified the smart inverter functions in five general
categories [125]:


Power factor support functions.



Voltage support functions.



Real power support functions.



Frequency support functions.



Monitoring and scheduling functions.

A summary of each category and corresponding functions are provided in Table 1-6.
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Table 1-6 EPRI smart inverter function categories [125]
Variables Monitoring
and Scheduling

Frequency
Support

Real Power Support

Power Factor
Support

Voltage Support

Basic device
settings and limits

FrequencyWatt
function

Limit power
output function

Fixed power
factor
function

Dynamic voltwatt function

Connect/disconnect
function

under/over
frequency
ride-through
requirements

Dynamic realpower support

Volt-var
function

Dynamic
reactive
current
support
function

Peak power
limiting function

Watt-power
factor
function

Volt-watt
function

Settings to manage
multiple grid
configurations
(including
islanding)
Status monitoring
points
Event logging and
reporting
Time adjustment
function

Load and
generation
following
function
Watt-var
function
Battery storage:
price-based
charge/
discharge
function
Battery storage:
direct
charge/discharge
management
Battery storage:
coordinated
charge/
discharge
management
function

Low/high
voltage ridethrough
requirements

The proposed functions in Table 1-6 are intended to mitigate the negative impacts that
widespread proliferation of inverter-based generators will cause in power systems. Along
with standardization of smart inverter technology, system operators are updating their
codes and mandating these functions for new installations, as discussed in Section 1.4.
Frequency support functions, specifically include frequency-Watt and under/over-
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frequency ride through functions. Two frequency-watt functions are introduced in [125] by
EPRI:
i) Frequency-Watt function 1: This function is inspired by the German grid code
requirements for over-frequency events described in Section 1.4.1. Over-frequency is
indicative of excess power generation, hence Frequency-Watt function 1 reduces power
generation of the inverter-based units in proportion to the over-frequency deviations (∆f).
Figure 1-6 (a) demonstrates the Frequency-Watt function 1.

Figure 1-6 (a) EPRI frequency-Watt function 1 (b) EPRI frequency-Watt function 2
(Hysteresis is optional in both functions)[125]
When frequency deviation exceeds the activation threshold denoted by Hzstr, the value of
the generating power at that moment, PM, is recorded and power generation is reduced with
the gradient WGra, e.g. 40% in Germany. In the frequency recovery phase, power generation
will increase based on the frequency deviation by the same gradient, WGra, or through a
hysteresis recovery path, shown in dashed blue lines. If hysteresis is activated, the reduced
level of power is maintained until frequency deviation reaches Hzstp [125].
ii) Frequency-Watt function 2: This function provides a more flexible frequency control
scheme. The desired behavior of the function is defined by pairs of (frequency, power)
denoted by points P1-P4 in Figure 1-6 (b). The horizontal axis is system frequency, Hz, and
vertical axis values are the percentage of the reference power level, Pref. Pref is usually
defined as the maximum real power capacity of the inverter-based generating system.
However, like Frequency-Watt function 1, it is possible to use the value of the pre-
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disturbance real power generation, i.e. power at P2 as Pref. It is also possible to use a
hysteresis function by adding points P5-P7 [125].
In addition to frequency support functions, smart inverters must be able to provide reactivepower-based services such as fixed (off-unity) power factor, volt-var control, dynamic
reactive current support, etc., to ensure enhanced voltage stability and voltage quality of
the grid.

1.5.2

PV-STATCOMS

STATCOM is a VSI-based FACTS device which provides rapid voltage control, power
transfer improvement, power oscillation damping, prevention of voltage instability,
mitigation of subsynchronous resonance (SSR), load compensation, etc. [83]. These
functions are basically performed through dynamic reactive power modulation.
STATCOMs in combination with ESS can further provide real power modulation for
frequency control, power oscillation damping, etc. [47, 97].

1.5.2.1

Concept of PV-STATCOM

First time in 2009, the night time application PV inverters as STATCOMs was proposed
in [126] for mitigation of voltage variations caused by neighboring wind plants. Afterward,
the concept of controlling PV inverters as a STATCOM termed PV-STATCOM and
patented in 2010 [127]. The PV-STATCOM control transforms a PV solar farm into a
STATCOM utilizing the entire capacity of the PV inverter during the night (FullSTATCOM mode) or unutilized inverter capacity during the day (Partial-STATCOM
mode). This control, however, had limitations during nominal operating conditions at noon
hours, due to lack of adequate inverter capacity for reactive power control. Thus, a new
patented control was proposed in 2014 [128], according to which the PV solar plant
disables real power generation temporarily (typically less than a few minutes) during a
system need in the day, and makes available the entire inverter capacity for dynamic
reactive power exchange as STATCOM. PV-STATCOM, thus performs any of the
followings:
I) Modulation of reactive power using the entire inverter capacity.
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II) Modulation of available real power.
III) Combined modulation of available real power, and reactive power with the remaining
inverter capacity.
Figure 1-7 illustrates a typical capability curve of a PV-STATCOM over the course of a
day [129]. In the time intervals denoted by A the PV inverter is operating in FullSTATCOM mode which means the reactive power modulation is the priority. Particularly
during noontime, if reactive power modulation is required, the real power generations is
partially decreased to release the inverter capacity. PV inverter operates in partialSTATCOM mode in time intervals B. In this mode of operation, the priority is given to
real power production, however, the unutilized capacity of the inverters can be employed
for reactive power modulation.

Figure 1-7 PV-STATCOM capability curve [129]
In [130], the remaining reactive power capacity of PV-STATCOMs, during day and night,
is deployed to enhance the system transient and/or small-signal stability, which eventually
increases the power transfer limits of the systems. PV-STATCOMs are also able to
successfully mitigate SSR [131]. At night, the whole capacity of PV-STATCOM is
available for SSR mitigation, whereas during the day if SSR is detected, the real power
generation of the PV system is paused temporarily and the remaining capacity is utilized
for reactive power modulation. When subsynchronous oscillations reduce within an
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acceptable range, the PV-STATCOM controller ramps up the real power to its predisturbance level. The experimental results reported in [132] demonstrate the feasibility of
dynamic voltage control while meeting IEEE 1547-2018 Low Voltage Ride Through
(LVRT) requirements by PV-STATCOMs. An algorithm selects PV-STATCOM mode of
operation among one of the following modes:


Full PV mode: normal PV power generation.



Full STATCOM mode: discontinuation of real power production during the day
for releasing reactive power capacity for voltage regulation. This mode is available
during nighttime



Partial STATCOM mode: deployment of unused capacity of PV inverter for
voltage regulation if adequate.

The studies conducted in [133] investigate the application of distribution-connected PVSTATCOM for mitigation of steady-state over-voltages and Temporary Over-Voltages
(TOVs), caused by a single-line or double-line to ground faults. Besides, technical
feasibility studies, price analysis shows that PV-STATCOM provides a 50 times-cheaper
solution than an equivalent STATCOM for tackling the same issues. In [134], a
transmission system-connected PV-STATCOM is utilized for alleviating low-frequency
oscillations by using a Power Oscillation Damping (POD). During the night, the entire
capacity of the PV-STATCOM is used for reactive power-based POD. During the day, an
Oscillation Detection Unit (ODU) scans the system continuously and activates Full
STATCOM mode in case any unacceptable low-frequency oscillations are detected. In
[135], it is shown that PV-STATCOM can also prevent instability of dynamic loads like
induction motors by accelerating the voltage recovery periods after the faults.
The abovementioned power system stability issues are traditionally solved by FACTS
devices like STATCOMs as discussed in Section 1.3.2. However, PV-STATCOM is much
more economical than an equivalent sized STATCOM since it involves incorporating
additional controls on the inverters and existing electrical infrastructure (substation,
transformers, switchgear, bus-work, etc.) of a PV plant [133].
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1.5.2.2

PV-STATCOMs vs smart inverters

While PV-STATCOMs and smart inverters are structurally very similar, they are distinct
in several ways based on their functionalities and characteristics:
1) At the time of writing this thesis, none of the existing grid codes have mandated
operation of PV systems at night, e.g. IEEE 1547-2018 [110] is only applied to the day
time operation of solar inverters. This primarily differentiates PV-STATCOMs with
conventional PV system control since PV-STATCOMs can provide their system
stabilization functions during day and night.
2) Close investigation of smart inverter functions reveals that the primary goal of these
functions is to mitigate the potential negative impacts imposed on grids by installations of
inverter-based generators, e.g., system inertia reduction or voltage variations. PVSTATCOM concept, however, is a step ahead of smart inverters technology as PVSTATCOMs are intended to address major power system issues, not necessarily caused by
inverter-based generators but contributed by other sources such low-frequency power
oscillations or Sub-Synchronous Resonance (SSR).
3) Transient real power production cessation during day operation to release reactive power
capacity is another unique feature of PV-STATCOMs which is not addressed in smart
inverter functions.
4) Grid codes set limitations on the ramp rates of PV power generators to prevent
stimulation of oscillatory modes of the system [110, 114]. However, with PV-STATCOM
technology, faster power ramp-rates can be achieved as PV-STATCOM can provide
voltage control and stabilize power oscillations during power ramp-up. This capability is
addressed as one of the contributions of this thesis [136].
5) PV-STATCOMs provide fast voltage regulation in 1-2 cycles compared to the response
time of greater than 1-2s for conventional volt-var or volt-watt functions [110].
6) Although distinct from conventional smart inverters, PV-STATCOMs belong to the
family of smart inverters since they also provide control of real and reactive power.
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7) Since PV-STATCOM can provide the functionalities of STATCOMs on a 24/7 basis,
PV-STATCOMs can also be considered as a new class of FACTS devices [137].

1.5.2.3

Successful field demonstrations of PV-STATCOM functions

PV-STATCOM functions have been successfully demonstrated by lab experiments
through Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) and Hardware In Loop (HIL) [132, 138]. On
13th December, 2016, a 10 kW PV-STATCOM was field demonstrated in Bluewater Power
Distribution Corporation, Sarnia, Canada for the first time in Canada, and perhaps in the
world [139]. The experiments show that the PV-STATCOM is able to effectively regulate
the voltage of critical induction motor loads, in around 1.4 cycle, in both day and night
operations to avoid their instability during voltage upsets [137].
In [140], a PV power plant controller is designed for 9.4-MW Vanju Mare PV plant in
Romania. The field tests demonstrate that the PV plant can effectively follow the plantlevel real/reactive power set points, which may be sent by the system operator or other
controllers. In [141], two sets of experiments carried out in 20-MW Ilumina PV power
plant, Puerto Rico and 22-MW Pecos Barilla PV power plant, Texas, are reported. In
Ilumina PV power plant, primary frequency response (droop control), Fast Frequency
Response, and Automatic Generation Control are tested. The available PV power is
estimated by measuring the solar irradiance and the PV plant power production is curtailed
to provide 10%-40% power reserve. FFR tests show that the available reserve can be
deployed in less than 500 milliseconds provided that PV plant controls undergo rigorous
retuning process. A droop control with 3% and 5% slopes are implemented in the plant
controller. It is shown that fast and accurate provision of primary frequency response is
highly dependent on real power ramp rate limits. The curtailed PV plant accurately
followed AGC commands to perform both up- and down-regulation. In Pecos Barilla tests,
beside FFR and primary frequency response tests, the feasibility of voltage regulation,
power factor regulation, and reactive power control are evaluated. The voltage regulation
tests show that the PV plant is able to respond to 1% voltage step (in 138 kV level) in less
than 1 s. It is also shown that the PV plant responds to reactive power set point changes
rapidly and accurately. The report concludes that relaxation of ramp rate limits and accurate
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estimation of available PV power are crucial for provision of frequency support services
by PV plants.
Similar tests are conducted in a 300-MW PV power plant in California [142]. The accuracy
of AGC and primary frequency response are demonstrated by several tests at different
times of the day and different levels of irradiance variability. The reactive power control
tests when real power production is low or zero prove the viability of this service by largescale PV plants.

1.5.2.4

Need for further work

Large-scale PV plants are recognized sources of fast real/reactive power modulation during
day and night. Therefore, they are able to deliver additional grid support functions than
those discussed in the previous sections. It is known that large system disturbances that
excite under/over-frequency events also simultaneously stimulate the oscillatory modes of
poorly damped systems and tend to diminish system stability. For instance, simulation
studies showed that after a large disturbance, of 1000 MW generation trip in the Eastern
interconnection, not only did the frequency fall but also low-frequency power oscillations
were stimulated [108]. Furthermore, it is shown for the disturbance on August 4 th, 2000 in
WECC system, both frequency deviation and low-frequency power oscillations occurred
concurrently [143]. Considering these real-world incidents and the review of smart inverter
functions, in Table 1-6, and PV-STATCOM functions, in Section 1.5.2.1, there are still
some areas that need to be addressed and studied, as below:


The feasibility of PV inverter providing multiple functions and providing
composite ancillary services, e.g. FFR+POD, through simultaneous real/reactive
power modulation.



The capacity limitations of large-scale PV plants for provision of composite
services and finding appropriate prioritization algorithms for capacity management.



The compliance of advanced inverter functionalities with existing mandates in the
grid codes or propose required code amendments to accommodate these new
functionalities and services.



The interaction of new controls with conventional PV plant controls
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The economic analysis of the new grid-support services and design disciplined
ancillary service markets to promote these services

1.6 Scope and objectives of the thesis
1.6.1

Scope of the thesis

This thesis is an attempt to explore novel extended grid support services deliverable by
PV-STATCOMs to specifically enhance:
i) Power systems small-signal stability
ii) Power system primary frequency stability
The ultimate goal is to maximize the power systems stability services deliverable by the
already installed PV solar systems as PV-STATCOMs. It is well established that PV plants
can provide fast and accurate real and reactive power control. However, the availability of
real and reactive power capacity varies by time of day, weather conditions, and curtailment
levels. Considering these factors, this thesis aims to develop controls to utilize the available
real power and reactive power capacity for the provision of frequency support and power
oscillation damping.
During the day, real power is available, which can be rapidly regulated down or up for
FFR. The unutilized capacity of PV inverters during day and night can be deployed for
reactive power modulation to stabilize power oscillations. In addition, FFR can be used in
coordination with wind synthetic inertial response to improve system frequency response.
Depending on availability and operating conditions, different combinations of real and
reactive power modulations can be deployed to stabilize the system. For periods of time
when PV power is not available, e.g. during the night and cloudy days, PV plants cannot
perform real power modulation. However, substantial reactive power capacity is unutilized
over these periods which can be utilized for Reactive power-based Frequency Control
(RFC). This novel service can enhance system frequency stability and reduce the need for
PV power curtailment for frequency support. This service can be used alone or in
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conjunction with POD, in lightly damped systems, to reduce the system need for new
stabilization devices i.e., FACTS, and infrastructures for frequency support services.

1.6.2
1)

Objectives of the thesis
Frequency stability and power oscillations are two major stability issues in power

systems. These issues are traditionally addressed by governors, power system stabilizers
and FACTS. However, nowadays, other resources like large scale PV solar farms are
being integrated into power grids which can control their real and reactive power and
provide similar (or even more effective) services. Therefore, the objectives of this thesis
are set as follows to use the capabilities of PV solar farms to the benefit of the system:
Develop a novel simultaneous Fast Frequency Response (FFR) and Power Oscillation
Damping (POD) control of PV-STATCOM while respecting PV inverter capacity limits
and meeting grid code requirements.
2)

Present a new reactive power based frequency control of PV-STATCOM for

providing frequency stabilization both during night and day
3)

Develop a novel reactive power control of PV-STATCOMs for enhancement of

frequency stability and damping power oscillations simultaneously, both during night and
day.
4)

Modify the conventional synthetic inertial response by DFIG-based wind turbines

and develop a coordinated control between wind and PV solar generators for enhancement
of frequency stability of power systems.

1.7 Thesis Outline
The following chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the models and study systems which are used for simulation studies
throughout the thesis. Two-area-four-machine study system and 12-bus study system are
modified and used for the studies. The PV solar and Type 3 wind plants are represented by
the WECC generic dynamic models. Different components of these models are introduced
in this chapter. In addition, WECC Composite Load Models (CLM) are described for more
accurate modeling of dynamics of the system loads.
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Chapter 3 presents a novel combined FFR and POD controller in which real power control
loop of the PV plant is modified to provide FFR and a POD controller is added to the
reactive power loop. FFR controller is of PI type, which is tuned to regulate frequency
deviations rapidly. POD controller is a lead-lag phase compensator which is designed
through linear control techniques. Simulation studies are conducted using the two-areafour-machine study system with a PV plant connected at the mid-point of tie-line of the
system. Eigenvalue analysis is conducted to design the POD controller. Over and underfrequency events are simulated for power imbalances of sizes both smaller and larger than
the PV plant real power capacity. The performance of the proposed FFR and POD
controller is also compared with conventional droop control in a stressed operating
condition.
Chapter 4 elaborates the principles of Reactive power-based Frequency Control (RFC) by
PV-STATCOM on a day-and-night (24/7) basis. RFC is applied to voltage/reactive power
control loop of the PV plant controller to modulate the system voltage to enhance the
damping of system “frequency regulation mode”. Sensitivity analysis is conducted to find
the impact of factors, such as, load type and location of the service, on the effectiveness of
RFC. Simulation studies are performed on the 12-bus study system for both day and night
operating conditions.
Chapter 5 explores the capability of PV-STATCOM to deploy its reactive power capacity
for enhancement of frequency stability and damping power oscillations, simultaneously.
Both RFC and POD controllers are added to the reactive power control loop of the PVSTATCOM. Simulation studies are conducted on the 12-bus study system both for night
and day operation. A multichannel POD controller is designed to provide the highest
possible damping by PV-STATCOM to the controllable and observable electromechanical
modes.
Chapter 6 deals with coordinated control of DFIG-based wind plants and PV solar farms
to enhance system frequency response and mitigate issues associated with the conventional
inertial response provided by wind generators. An enhanced synthetic inertial response
control for the wind generator and a fast power-frequency droop for the PV plant are
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designed and implemented on the wind and PV control systems, respectively. The PV plant
responds to frequency deviations immediately when they occur while the wind generator
responds only to very large frequency deviations. Studies are carried out on the two-area
for-machine system.
Chapter 7 provides conclusions of the thesis and proposes options for future work.
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Chapter 2

2

Modeling and control design

2.1 Introduction
Power system modeling is a crucial part of planning and reliability studies. Power system
models range from steady-state models used for power flow and economic studies to very
detailed models of apparatuses used for electromagnetic time-domain analysis. Depending
on the nature and time frame of the study, e.g. load flow studies, short circuit studies, etc.,
a suitable model of the system needs to be developed to ensure the accuracy and fidelity of
the model. In this thesis, the subjects of interest are the short term frequency response of
the system (time frame of 20-30 s) and small-signal stability (time frame of 10-20 s) [4].
Therefore, the system models have been developed with an adequate degree of details that
are able to capture the above mentioned dynamics of interest.

2.2 PV-STATCOM for frequency and power oscillation
damping control
In section 1.5.2.1, the general concept of PV-STATCOM and its operating modes, i.e.,
Full-STATCOM and Partial-STATCOM, were described. In this thesis, a modified and
patented PV-STATCOM operation is utilized for providing up/down real power
modulation for under-/over frequency support. Furthermore, the PV-STATCOM control
can employ the unutilized inverter capacity at any time of the day to provide reactive
power-based services like power oscillation damping control. Three operating modes, i.e.
Full-STATCOM mode, Partial-STATCOM mode, and Partial-STATCOM with
curtailment, are presented for PV-STATCOM control, in this thesis.

2.2.1

Full-STATCOM mode

In Full-STATCOM mode, the priority is given to reactive power modulation. During
night, the entire capacity of PV inverters can be deployed to provide reactive power-based
services like power oscillation damping control. During day, the PV inverters can
temporarily discontinue real power production fully or partially and use the released
capacity for reactive power modulation to fulfil the need of the system during
contingencies.
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Figure 2-1 PV-STATCOM real and reactive power over 24 hours: Dotted curves:
Non-curtailed normal operation mode, solid curves: (A: Full-STATCOM mode; B:
Partial-STATCOM mode; C: Partial-STATCOM mode with curtailed real power)

2.2.2

Partial STATCOM mode

In Partial-STATCOM mode, real power production is prioritized and only unutilized
capacity of PV-inverters (during day) is used for reactive power modulation.

2.2.3

Partial STATCOM in curtailed mode

In this thesis, a new operating mode is utilized for PV-STATCOMs. When significant
amount of PV power is available, the PV plant can be partially curtailed and made to
operate at an off-optimal operating point. Then, the PV-STATCOM is able to provide both
up and down real power modulation for either frequency control or real power-based power
oscillation damping control. In addition, when curtailed, the released capacity of PV
inverters can be used to dynamically exchange reactive power and perform reactive powerbased services like voltage control, power oscillation damping or reactive-power based
frequency control.
Figure 2-1 demonstrates the modified 24-hour capability curves of a PV-STATCOM which
is able to provide real and reactive power modulation, simultaneously or individually as
patented in [128]. Dotted curves show the normal operation of the PV plant whereas solid
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curves show the operation in curtailed mode during time interval t 1 and t2. Blue curves
depict real power production and red curves show the remaining reactive power capacity.
Time interval A (6:00 PM to 6:00 AM) that corresponds to the nighttime operation of the
PV-STATCOM denotes Full-STATCOM operation mode, when the entire capacity of the
inverters, i.e., 1 pu can be used for reactive power modulation. During time interval B, the
PV-STATCOM operates in Partial-STATCOM mode, wherein PV real power production
is the priority. This operating mode corresponds to early morning (6:00 AM-t 1) or late
afternoon operation (t2-6:00 PM). As shown in Figure 2-1, in Partial-STATCOM mode, a
substantial amount of reactive power capacity is still available (solid red line). Time
interval C corresponds to operation in Partial-STATCOM mode with PV power
curtailment. It is shown in Figure 2-1 how real power can be rapidly increased or decreased
and modulated (if needed) to support the grid during under- or over-frequency events,
respectively. During time interval C, additional reactive power capacity becomes available
(red solid curve between t1 and t2) that can be employed for reactive power-based services.

2.3 Modeling consideration
The general requirements of frequency stability and dynamic stability modeling are
discussed in this section, based on which the models for this thesis studies are developed.

2.3.1

System modeling for frequency stability studies

In frequency stability studies, the collective performance of all generators is of interest [3].
Therefore, very slow time constants, e.g. boiler models, and very fast dynamics, e.g.
transmission lines and generators windings, are ignored. Figure 2-2 demonstrates the
system model that is considered adequate for frequency studies [3]. An equivalent
generator with inertia constant of Hsys represents the coherent response of all generators.
Dsys is the effective damping of all loads in the system. The corresponding models of
governors and prime-movers for each unit are deployed to adjust the mechanical power
input, ∆Pmi. The system load change is shown by ∆PL.
Depending on the purpose of the study and required accuracy, this model can be simplified
further by replacing the governor and prime-mover models with their first order estimates
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[144], or aggregating the responses of all governors and prime-movers [145]. The latter is
possible only in the systems with the generating units of the same type with similar
responses, e.g. steam power plants.

Figure 2-2 System model of frequency studies [3]

2.3.2

System modeling for small-signal stability studies

The electromagnetic transients are ignored in the small-signal stability studies and only
positive-sequence behavior of the components is modeled. Synchronous generators can be
represented by their classical model or more detailed models [3]. Lines are represented by
their steady-state models. Governors are ignored because their dead-band and bandwidth
prevent them to actively participate in low-frequency oscillations. As mentioned in Section
1.3, AVRs can adversely affect system damping torque, so they must be included in smallsignal stability studies. The power electronics-based devices, e.g. FACTS or inverter-based
generators, are commonly represented by a controlled current source [83].

2.3.3

Phasor domain simulation in MATLAB/Simulink

The Phasor simulation mode in MATLAB/Simulink is adopted in this thesis to study lowfrequency oscillations in power systems. Phasor simulation method uses a reduced statespace model of the system consisting of slow states of machines, turbines, and regulators.
Network's differential equations are replaced with their steady-state algebraic equations to
remove the associated fast dynamics [146]. Continuous variable-step solvers “ode23tb” is
utilized for simulation studies. To measure the bus frequency in phasor domain
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simulations, the derivative of the bus voltage angle (dθ/dt) is used. This method is
commonly used in Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) [147]. In phasor domain
simulations, however, this method creates spikes during disturbances caused by phase
jumps. Hence, “Frequency Divider” technique is adopted in this thesis which can generate
a smooth frequency signal during transients by estimating the bus frequency signal
according to speeds of the generators [148].

2.4 Study Systems
Most of the well-known benchmark systems have been mainly developed for purposes
other than frequency stability studies, e.g. small-signal stability [149] or voltage stability
[150]. For frequency stability analysis, these study systems are generally modified so that
they provide frequency response while the other dynamic characteristics of the study
system are maintained.

2.4.1

Two-area-four-machine study system

Two-area-four-machine study system is commonly used to study the characteristics of
inter-machine and inter-area oscillatory modes [151]. The study system has also been
modified by adding governors and exciters to the system and used in several frequency
stability studies [70, 152]. Figure 2-3 demonstrates the original two-area study system
which is modified and used in studies of Chapters 3 and 6.

Figure 2-3 Two-area-four-machine study system [3, 151]
In this thesis, the generators are represented by sub-transient models.
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All the generators are equipped with TGOV1 type governors to ensure that generators
respond to frequency changes [154]. In addition, type ST3 exciters are added to
synchronous generators [153]. Generators 1 and 3 are equipped with IEEE PSS1.
Loads are represented by static models as explained in Section 2.9.2. All the related
parameters are given in Appendix A.1.

2.4.2

12-bus study system

The 12-bus study system was first developed in [155] for small signal stability studies of
FACTS devices. The system was modified in [156] for wind integration studies. The layout
of the modified 12-bus study system is shown in Figure 2-4. The generators G1-G3
represent thermal plants while G4 is a hydro plant. A combination of fast and slow exciters
are also implemented to emulate the diversity of generators’ characteristics in a real system.
Three electromechanical oscillatory modes, between different generators, are detected in
the 12-bus system, which makes it a good case for small-signal stability studies [156, 157].
In addition, the modified 12-bus study system can be used for frequency stability studies
as governors of different types are included in the system. Presence of these characteristics
makes the 12-bus system a reasonable selection for frequency, voltage, and small-signal
stability studies [158, 159]. In this thesis, loads are represented by the composite load
model, explained in Section 2.9.3.1. The types of exciters and governors and the system
load flow is given in Appendix A.2.
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Figure 2-4 The 12-bus study system

2.5 PV system modeling for stability studies
A PV system includes PV panels, power electronic interface, filters, transformers, and
collector system. Depending on the purpose of the study, different degrees of details are
incorporated in the system model. In [160], a detailed PV system benchmark for
electromagnetic transient studies is introduced. This model is suitable for inverter-level
studies like inverter-control design, or short circuit analysis. However, for stability studies,
the plant level response of the PV plant is the subject of investigation, and very detailed
models complicate and slow down the simulations. In [86], the PV plant dynamic response
is modeled by a first-order transfer function that captures the relevant dynamics of the PV
inverters and their controls. However, this model is very simple and does not represent the
plant level control.
WECC Renewable Energy Modeling Task Force (REMTF) has developed positive
sequence generic dynamic models of wind and PV solar generators for stability studies
[161, 162]. These models have been industrially approved and implemented in several
commercial simulation platforms like General Electric PSLF, Siemens PSSE and Power
World [163]. In this thesis, WECC generic dynamic model of PV solar systems is adopted
and developed in MATLAB/Simulink to represent the PV plant.
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These models can capture dynamics in the frequency range of 0-10 Hz, which matches
with the frequency range of the studies in this thesis, i.e. 0.2-2 Hz. The DC-bus dynamics
and MPPT signal are ignored, as their dynamics are beyond the normal range of power
system stability studies [162]. Solar irradiance is also assumed to be constant in these
models [164]. The validation studies reported in [164, 165] demonstrate the accuracy of
the generic dynamic models to reflect the response of wind or solar generators both in
steady-state and transient state.
The generic dynamic models for solar PV generators represent all the PV inverters within
a plant with a single equivalent generator. The PV plant model consists of two main parts
[166]: i) a power flow model, which represents the step-up transformers, the plant collector
equivalent, and station transformer; ii) a dynamic model representing an aggregated model
of PV inverters within a plant.

2.5.1

WECC PV plant dynamic model

WECC PV plant dynamic model consists of three main modules as shown in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5 Building modules of the WECC PV plant dynamic model
REGC module emulates dynamic performance of the inverter interface with the grid. This
module injects real and reactive current components, Ip and Iq, into the grid. REEC module
generates the real and reactive current commands Ipcmd and Iqcmd, respectively. This module
represents the electrical controls of the inverters as well as the current limit logic. The
inputs to REEC module are real and reactive power references Pref and Qref received from
the plant controller REPC, and the generated real and reactive powers, Pgen and Qgen,
measured at inverter terminal. The plant controller module acts on the plant level variables.
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The voltage of the Point Of Interconnection (POI), VPOI, plant real power, Pplant, plant
reactive power, Qplant, and frequency are measured and sent to REPC. Furthermore, the
plant controller also receives as input the reference values of frequency, Frequencyref, and
the plant level real and reactive powers, Pplant_ref and Qplant_ref. The detailed explanations
of each module are provided in the following sections.

2.5.1.1

Renewable Energy Generator Converter Module (REGC)

REGC module, shown in Figure 2-6, represents the converter dynamics by a high

bandwidth current regulator that injects real and reactive components of the inverter
current, Ip and Iq, into the network. The “High voltage reactive power management” block
is intended to limit the reactive current injected into the network (algebraic) equations to
prevent overvoltages at the terminal of the generator, i.e. Vt<VOlim. "Low voltage active
power management" reduces the real current component of the inverter linearly as voltage
drops to a low level. These two blocks do not exactly represent a physical element in the
controls and serve to match the fast control response of inverters with network equations
which are commonly modeled by static admittance matrices in positive sequence
simulation tools.

Figure 2-6 Renewable Energy Generator Converter Module [162]
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Tg emulates the time delay in the power converter switching that is typically set between
0.01 to 0.02 s. Tfltr is the time constant of the filter of the terminal voltage measurement
with a typical value in the range of 0.01 to 0.02 s. Low Voltage Power Logic (LVPL), if
applied, limits the real power output of the converter at low voltages since the ability of
inverters to generate real power is limited in extreme low voltages. The parameter rrpwr
limits the rate of increase in real power output following a grid disturbance [167]. More
details of the module are given in [162, 163, 166]. The description and value of all
parameters are given in Table B-1 in Appendix B.1.

2.5.1.2

Renewable Energy Electrical Controls Module (REEC)

This configurable module represents the real/reactive current control process of PV
inverters. The module consists of three distinct controls:
1) Real power control loop that generates the real current command, Ipcmd, from real power
command, Pref, received from the plant controller.
2) Reactive current control loop that generates the reactive current command, Iqcmd, based
on the mode of operation of the converter (reactive power control or power factor control).

Figure 2-7 Renewable Energy Electrical Control Module (REEC) [162]
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3) The converter current limit logic constraints the real and reactive currents based on a
user-settable priority logic as follows:

P priority

i p max  imax , i p min  0


2
2
iq max  i max  i pcmd , iq min  iq max


Q priority

i

i
q max
max , iq min  imax

 i
2
2
p max  i max  i qcmd , i p min  0



(2-1)

The reactive power control scheme of REEC is dictated by three flags, PFflag, Qflag, and
Vflag, incorporated in the module. Four different reactive power control options can be
implemented through proper setting of the flags as specified in Table 2-1. In constant power
factor mode, the reference value of power factor, Pfref, is determined based on the power
flow solution. Similarly, the reactive power reference, Qref, is either set as obtained from
load flow or received from the plant controller. The upper loop in Figure 2-7 is a fast-acting
proportional controller with gain Kqv and a dead-band that can inject reactive current during
abnormal voltage deviations. More details on this module can be found in [162, 163, 166].
The descriptions of the parameters are given in Table B-2 in Appendix B.1.
Table 2-1 Reactive power control options by REEC [162]
Flag
Functionality
1
2
3
4

2.5.1.3

Constant local PF control
Constant local Q control
Local (inverter terminals) V control
Local coordinated V/Q control

PFfalg

Vflag

Qflag

1
0
0
0

NA
NA
0
1

0
0
1
1

Renewable Energy Plant Control Module (REPC)

The plant controller model REPC is shown in Figure 2-8. The controller includes two
decoupled loops performing plant level real and reactive power control depending on the
selected mode of operation. Three flags, Vcmpfalg, Refflag, and Frqflag are set properly in
coordination with flags in REEC module to achieve a valid mode of operation for the PV
plant. in the reactive power control loop, the PV plant can be set to regulate the voltage of
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a remote bus, typically POI voltage, or the plant reactive power, Qplant. Table 2-2 shows
the flag settings in the reactive power control loop of REPC and possible modes of
operation.

Figure 2-8 WECC Renewable Energy Plant Control module (REPC) [162]
Table 2-2 Reactive power control options of REPC [167]
Flag
Functionality
Voltage regulation of the remote bus, Vreg, with
reactive power droop Kc
Voltage regulation of the remote bus, Vreg, with line
voltage drop (Rc, Xc) compensation
Plant reactive power control

Refflag

Vcmpflag

1

0

1

1

0

NA

In addition, REPC features plant level real power control to perform frequency control. In
the original WECC models, the PV plant frequency response is set through the Frqflag.
Since some interconnection standards, e.g. German grid code [112], require only power
down-regulation, the droop response is characterized by up power regulation droop, Dup,
and down power regulation droop, Ddn. Different real power control modes of REPC are
depicted in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3 Frequency control schemes of REPC
Flag
Functionality
No frequency response
Frequency response (only down regulation)
Frequency response (with up and down regulation)

Frqflag

Ddn

Dup

0
1
1

NA
>0
>0

NA
0
>0

In this thesis, the REPC is set to control the POI voltage and frequency. However, novel
frequency controls are applied to the real power loop instead of the conventional droop
control. The auxiliary voltage signal, Vauxiliary, is also added to the REPC POI voltage
reference for PV-STATCOM functions which operate based on the PV plant voltage
modulation, e.g., POD control. In Section 2.6.1, more details are provided about the
performance of the REPC. The parameters of REPC are described in Table B-3 in
Appendix B.1.

2.5.1.4

PV plant collector model

The dynamic model is essentially connected to the grid through a collector impedance to
ensure that the behavior of the PV plant is captured accurately [163]. In Figure 2-9, the
single generator equivalent model of a PV plant is illustrated. The equivalent generator is
represented by the dynamic PV plant model described in the previous section. The
equivalent pad-mounted transformer represents inverters step-up transformers, the size of
which is a scaled-up MVA for all the transformers within the plant. In [168], a method is
introduced to calculate the impedance of the equivalent collector model based on the real
collector system data. The substation transformer is modeled using the nameplate data of the
substation transformer. The parameters of the equivalent collector system are given in Table
B-4 in Appendix B.1.
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Figure 2-9 Representation of a PV plant collector system [166]
It is noted that PV inverters are geographically scattered within a PV plant, which implies
that the impedance between each inverter and the POI is different. Therefore, the singlefeeder modeling of the collector system provides an average response of all the inverters
within a plant. This response should be discriminated with the response of individual
inverters.

2.6 Modified PV Plant models
In this thesis, the conventional PV plant control is augmented by novel controllers to
improve the performance of power systems in terms of frequency stability and power
oscillations damping. All the proposed controls act at the plant-level, so they are
implemented in the REPC module, Section 2.5.1.3, in WECC solar PV generator dynamic
models.

2.6.1

Modified PV plant model with Fast Frequency Response
(FFR) control and Power Oscillation Damping (POD) control

For studies of Chapter 3, the PV plant control is modified by adding a FFR controller (see
Section 2.6.1.1) to the real power control loop, and a POD controller (see Section 2.6.1.2)
to the reactive power control loop. The PV plant is set to regulate the POI voltage and
control plant real power. The corresponding flags of the electrical control module, REEC,
and plant control module, REPC, are set as specified in Table 2-4.
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Table 2-4 Flag settings for POI voltage control and plant real power control in the
WECC PV system models [163]
Pffalg
0

V flag
NA

Frqflag
1

Reactive power/voltage control flags
Q flag Ref flag Vcomp flag
Functionality
0
1
1
Plant level voltage control
Real power/frequency control flags
Functionality
Real power control

Figure 2-10 demonstrates the modified REPC module. It should be noted that the REPC
module, shown in Figure 2-10, is a simplified version of the original module, shown in
Figure 2-8, and inapplicable blocks are removed after applying the flag settings. In addition
to FFR and POD controller, novel Curtailment Logic (see Section 2.6.1.3) and Plant Power
Limit Logic (see Section 2.6.1.4) are added to REPC to enable the PV plant to provide the
proposed services.

Figure 2-10 Implementation of FFR and POD controllers in PV-STATCOM plant
controller
In Figure 2-10, the POI voltage is filtered by a low-pass filter, time constant Tfilt, and
compared with the reference voltage Vref. The voltage error is limited to emin/emax by the
limiter block. The PI controller (Kp, KI) produces reactive power command, Qref, to
individual inverters. The communication delay block models phase lead or lag in the
communication process [167]. In the real power control loop, the plant real power, Pplant,
is filtered by a low-pass filter with time constant Tp and compared with reference power
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PPlant_ref. The error is limited to fmin/fmax and passed through PI controller, Kpg, KPI,. Tlag
represents the time delay in sending the real power command, Pref, to inverters.

2.6.1.1

Fast Frequency Response (FFR) controller

The FFR controller is proposed in this thesis for PV systems to provide frequency support
to the system. The controller benefits from the fast real power control capability of PV
plants. The controller modulates the PV plant real power output, within the range
(∆Pmin ,∆Pmax) by varying the signal ∆PPV (see Figure 2-10), appropriately and rapidly. FFR
controller is essentially a PI controller that is used to eliminate the frequency error ∆f,
utilizing the available PV plant real power capacity. Figure 2-11 demonstrates the FFR
controller used in the simulations of the future chapters.

Figure 2-11 Fast Frequency Response (FFR) controller

2.6.1.2

Power Oscillation Damping (POD) controller

It was mentioned in Section 1.3.2 that PSSs or FACTS devices are traditionally deployed
to mitigate power system oscillations. The idea is to modulate the system voltage
appropriately so that the damping torque of the system is enhanced. A traditional POD
controller is composed of a washout filter, phase compensator and gain as depicted in
Figure 2-12.

Figure 2-12 Power Oscillation Damping (POD) controller
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KPOD is the controller gain, and TW is washout filter time constant. T and α are the
parameters of the lead-lag phase compensator. The feedback signal, xPOD, is commonly
selected based on observability studies. In the context of this thesis, the output of the POD
controller, xout, is applied to the plant voltage control loop, Q-based POD. However, it is
possible to add the POD controller to real power control loop, P-based POD. The selection
is made based on controllability studies and availability of real or reactive power capacity.
The washout filter is intended to remove very-low-frequency components, e.g. DC offset,
in the input signal. The bandwidth of the washout filter is usually set one decade below the
frequency of power oscillations. The phase compensator is designed based on residue
analysis explained in Appendix E.5. Finally, the gain is varied to achieve the desired
damping of the targeted oscillatory mode [169].

2.6.1.3

Curtailment Logic

A Curtailment Logic is added into REPC as shown in Figure 2-10 to generate the plant real
power reference, PPlant_ref. The Curtailment Logic enables curtailment of real power
generation of the PV plant by a pre-specified amount x%, e.g. 50%, over a pre-specified
time interval, t1-t2. Pavailable is the maximum available power from the PV plant. If there is
no need for curtailment, x=0. The percentage of power curtailment and time interval of
curtailment during daytime may be determined from various considerations in addition to
availability of solar irradiance, such as:
i) Ancillary service market rules.
ii) System requirements.
iii) Technical considerations, e.g. plant operating limits.
iv) Financial compensation to the PV plant for providing such FFR and POD services
(the mechanisms for which are still evolving).
These considerations are quite important, however, a discussion on these aspects is outside
the scope of this thesis.
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2.6.1.4

Plant Power Limit Logic

In the original WECC PV plant dynamic models, the real/reactive power limits in plant
level control, REPC, are not dynamic, i.e. the plant level reactive power limits are constant
regardless of the available capacity.
Since this thesis proposes a novel plant-level real/reactive power modulation, a dynamic
power limit logic is added to REPC. Priority is given to real power for which the limit is
set to inverter nominal power, i.e. Plim=Pnom. The reactive power limit, Qlim, is dynamically
calculated, i.e. Qlim=√(Snom2 – Pref2), where Snom is the plant nominal capacity and Pref is the
real power command.

2.6.2

Modified PV plant model with Reactive power-based
Frequency Control (RFC)

The reactive power-based frequency controller is a control scheme to enhance system
frequency stability via modulation of voltages across the loads. In this thesis, a PVSTATCOM-based RFC is proposed in Chapter 4. Therefore, the PV plant controller is
modified by an RFC controller (see 2.6.2.1) as shown in Figure 2-13. The RFC controller
is added to the plant voltage control loop. The WECC model flags are set as specified in
Table 2-4, so the PV plant operates in plant-level voltage control and real power control
mode. The Curtailment Logic and Plant Power Limit Logic are the same as explained in
Sections 2.6.1.3 and 2.6.1.4, respectively. A droop controller is also included to perform
real-power based frequency control, if required.
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Figure 2-13 Implementation of RFC in PV-STATCOM plant controller

2.6.2.1

Reactive Power-based Frequency Controller (RFC)

The rationale behind RFC is explained in Section 4.3. The controller is intended to enhance
the stability of the so-called “frequency regulation mode” of the system. The structure of
the RFC, shown in Figure 2-14, is very similar to the POD controller.

Figure 2-14 Reactive power-based Frequency Controller (RFC)
RFC controller consists of a gain, a filter, and phase compensator. xRFC is the feedback
signal which is selected from system variables with the highest observability of the
frequency regulation mode of the system. The controller output, ∆VPV, is added to the PV
plant reference voltage as shown in Figure 2-13. The controller output is limited to ±Vlim
to avoid voltage deviations beyond the permissible range. KRFC is the controller gain. The
filter may be a washout filter or a band-pass filter depending on the input signal, xRFC, and
system characteristics.
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2.6.3

Modified PV plant model with combined Reactive powerbased Frequency Control (RFC) and Power Oscillation
Damping Control (POD)

In Chapter 5, a novel combined RFC and POD controller is proposed to enhance the system
frequency stability and small-signal stability using the remaining capacity of PVSTATCOMs for reactive power modulation. Figure 2-15 depicts the modified PV plant
controller with the proposed combined RFC and POD controller. In addition to RFC, which
is explained in Section 2.6.2.1, a multichannel POD controller is added to the voltage
control loop of the PV plant controller. Multichannel POD controller enables PVSTATCOM to enhance the stability of several poorly damped oscillatory modes of the
system (if possible). The model flags are set as specified in Table 2-4, so the PV plant
operates in plant-level voltage control and real power control mode. The Curtailment Logic
and Plant Power Limit Logic are the same as explained in Sections 2.6.1.3 and 2.6.1.4,
respectively.

Figure 2-15 Implementation of the combined RFC and POD controller in
PV-STATCOM plant controller
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2.6.3.1

Multichannel POD controller

Inspired by Multiband PSS [153], Multichannel POD controller is developed in this thesis
to study the capabilities and challenges of stabilizing multiple poorly damped oscillatory
modes by a PV-STATCOM. As shown in Figure 2-16, the multichannel POD controller is
composed of N channels with each channel including a well-tuned band-pass filter that
passes the oscillations of the corresponding mode. The input signals to each channel, xPODi,
are selected from local or remote signals via observability analysis described in Appendix
E.5. A trade-off should be made between the number of input signals to the channels and
the observability of the modes to minimize the need for communication channels. The
output of the multichannel POD controller, xout, is added to either real power reference or
the PV plant voltage reference in the PV plant controller. To tune the phase compensator
parameters and gains of each channel, i.e. KPODi, Ti and αi, each channel is treated as a
conventional single-channel POD controller described in the previous section.

Figure 2-16 Multichannel POD controller

2.6.4

Modified PV plant controller with fast power-frequency droop
control

PV generators can provide fast real power response without any concern about mechanical
stresses or turbine stall as in wind turbines. In chapter 6, a fast power-frequency droop is
proposed for the PV plants to operate in a coordinated manner with wind generators for
frequency support. The PV plant is set to operate in power factor control mode and plant
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level real power control mode. The corresponding flags of the electrical control module,
REEC, and plant control module, REPC, are as specified in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5 Flag settings for power factor control and plant level real power control in
the WECC PV generator model [163]
Pffalg
1

V flag
NA

Frqflag
1

Reactive power/voltage control flags
Q flag Ref flag Vcomp flag
Functionality
0
NA
NA
Local power factor control
Real power/frequency control flags
Functionality
Constant real power control

The real power control loop of the PV plant controller, REPC, is modified by adding a
frequency droop control. For small frequency deviations, the output power of PV system
varies proportionally. Fast power-frequency droop characteristic is formulated as follows:

 f dead band  f (t ) PV
Pcurt
f

f
dead

band
min

PPV  
PV

Pcurt



f min  f (t )  f dead band
f (t )  f min

(2-2)

The dead-band, fdead-band, is set according to the system operator requirements. fmin is the
minimum frequency at which the full reserve power is delivered to the grid, e.g., 59.7 Hz.
Figure 2-17 demonstrates the implementation of the proposed fast droop controller in the
real power control loop of REPC. The voltage control loop is not shown as the PV plant
level voltage/reactive power control is not applied. The curtailment logic is the same as
described in 2.6.1.3.
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Figure 2-17 Proposed fast power-frequency droop control for the PV plant

2.7 Wind generator system modeling for stability studies
Similar to the PV system model, WECC REMTF has developed positive sequence generic
dynamic models of wind generators for stability studies [170]. A Modular approach has
been adopted to facilitate the simulation of different types of wind generators, i.e. Type 1
to 4. In this thesis, DFIG-based (Type 3) wind generators are simulated for studies of
Chapter 6. The wind generator system consists of an equivalent single generator dynamic
model connected to the grid through a feeder. In the following sections, different
components of the WECC model for type 3 wind plants is explained.

2.7.1

WECC wind plant (Type 3) dynamic model

The building modules of a wind plant dynamic model are shown in Figure 2-18. The
functionality of modules REGC, REEC, REPC are the same as explained for the PV plants
in Section 2.5.1. However, four extra modules are added to emulate the mechanical part of
the wind turbine and corresponding controls. WTGT represents a two-mass model of the
turbine drivetrain. The electrical power, Pe, and turbine mechanical power, Pm, are inputs
to the model and the turbine and generator speeds, ωt and ωg, are the outputs which are
sent to the Wind Turbine Generator Pitch Controller, WTGPT, and the Wind Turbine
Generator Torque controller, WTGTRQ.
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Figure 2-18 WECC wind plant dynamic model [171]
WTGPT is a simple model of the pitch angle control of wind turbines to avoid overgeneration and over-speed of the wind turbine. Depending on the selected mode of
operation, WTGTRQ generates power reference, Pref, and speed reference, ωref. Wind
Turbine Generator Aerodynamic model, WTGAR, presents a basic linear model of the
turbine aerodynamics. WTGAR receives the pitch angle as the input and outputs the
mechanical power of the wind turbine, Pm. These modules are explained in more detail in
the following sections.

2.7.1.1

Wind Turbine Generator drivetrain (WTGT)

The WTGT module is intended to model the torsional mode in the drivetrain of a wind
turbine. This model is shown in Figure 2-19. The masses of the turbine, Ht, and generators,
Hg, model the equation of motion for each mass. Kshaft is the spring coefficient of the shaft.
Dshaft represents the net damping of the torsional mode in the drivetrain. The description of
parameters and their values are given in Appendix B.2, Table B-5.
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Figure 2-19 Wind Turbine Generator drivetrain Module (WTGT) [171]

2.7.1.2

Wind Turbine Generator Pitch controller (WTGPT)

This module represents the pitch angle control of a real wind turbine. The pitch angle, θ, is
increased if the turbine speed, ωt, exceeds the reference speed, ωref, or the command power
to the inverters, Pord, is greater than reference power, Pref. Figure 2-20 shows the WTGPT
module. The parameters are described in Table B-6 in Appendix B.2.

Figure 2-20 Wind Turbine Generator pitch control module (WTGPT) [171]
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2.7.1.3

Wind Turbine Generator Aerodynamic module (WTGAR)

WTGAR is a linear representation of the wind turbine aerodynamic characteristics. The
initial values for mechanical power, Pm0, and pitch angle, θ0, are obtained from
initialization studies. The module receives pitch angle command from WTGPT module and
generates mechanical power, Pm. WTGAR is shown in Figure 2-21. The description and
values of the parameters are given in Table B-7 in Appendix B.2.

Figure 2-21 Wind Turbine Generator Aerodynamic module (WTGAR) [171]

2.7.1.4

Wind Turbine Generator Torque control module
(WTGTRQ)

WTGRQ models the wind turbine torque controller. As shown in Figure 2-22, the model
generates the reference power for inverters, Pref.

Figure 2-22 Wind Turbine Generator Torque control module (WTGTRQ) [171]
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The controller can work in speed control mode, Tflag=0, or power control mode (Tflag=1).
In power control mode the reference power is set by the operator or received from the
REPC module if the plant controller is applied. In the speed control mode, however, the
reference power changes according to a user-defined power-speed function f(Pe). The
description of the parameters and values are given in Appendix B.2, Table B-8.

2.7.1.5

Wind plant collector model

The collector model of the wind generator is similar to the PV plant collector described in
Section 2.5.1.4. The parameters of the equivalent collector system is given in Appendix
B.2, Table B-9.

2.8 Modified wind plant model with synthetic inertial
response control
As explained in Section 1.2.4.1, the control of wind generators can be modified to provide
“synthetic inertial response”. The WECC dynamic model for Type 3 wind generators,
explained in Section 2.7, is modified to provide synthetic inertial response for studies of
Chapter 6. The wind plant is set to operate in local power factor control mode and speed
control mode (not real power control mode by the plant controller, REPC). The
corresponding flags of the electrical control module, REEC, and torque control module,
WTGTRQ, are set as specified in Table 2-6.
Table 2-6 Flag settings for power factor control and torque control in the WECC
Type 3 wind generator model [171]
Pffalg
1
Tfalg
0

V flag
NA

Reactive power/voltage control flags
Q flag Ref flag Vcomp flag
Functionality
0
NA
NA
Local power factor control
Power/speed control flags
Functionality
Speed control mode (MPPT)

The torque controller, WTGTRQ, is modified to enable synthetic inertial response from the
wind plant. Figure 2-23 demonstrates the modified torque control module. It should be
noted that Tflag is set to 0 and only the relevant blocks of the original WTGTRQ module,
shown in Figure 2-22, are retained. The synthetic inertial response algorithm shapes the
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output power of wind generator by appropriate variation of the ∆Pwind signal. Once
synthetic inertial response is activated, the speed controller, having Kpp and KIp, is
temporarily deactivated and its output is recorded as the initial value of the P ref during
frequency support phase.

Figure 2-23 Modified WTGTRQ module for provision of synthetic inertial response

2.9 Load Modelling
Load models, both in transmission or distribution systems, significantly influence the
dependability of power systems planning, operation and control analysis. However, it is
not reasonable to model the behavior of millions of residential, commercial, and industrial
consumers connected to grids. Instead, the aggregated response of loads at a specific node
of the power system is commonly used in power system analysis. In dynamic studies, it is
very important that the aggregated load represents the general dynamic response of the
actual loads connected to the system. It is also an important issue that the load model
parameters can be identified easily. Therefore, a trade-off needs to be made between the
complexity of the model and its accuracy. Extensive efforts have been made so far to
develop load models that reflect the collective behavior of real loads in power systems, yet
easy to parameterize [172, 173]. In this section, the importance of accurate load modeling
is reviewed and the load models used in this thesis are introduced.
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2.9.1

Importance of load modeling

Failure of the load models to represent the dynamic response of actual system loads can
adversely affect the system control, protection, and remedial schemes. Many studies have
been conducted so far to address the impacts of load models on power system operation
and stability. In [174], it is demonstrated that dynamic load models, as opposed to static
models, can significantly alter the modal characteristics of a system. As a case in point,
Western interconnection disturbance on August 4, 2000 caused sustained inter-area
oscillations in the system and eventually loss of Alberta-BC line [175]. This event invoked
the need to develop more accurate load models than conventional static models which were
being used then. WECC addressed the issue by replacing 20% of the load models across
the system with induction motor loads termed “interim load model”. The inclusion of the
interim load model improved the accuracy of the Western interconnection simulation
models, yet more comprehensive load models were needed to achieve acceptable accuracy.
Therefore, WECC developed Composite Load Models (CLM) to capture the dynamic
behavior of the system loads more precisely. In Figure 2-24, the performance of WECC
interim load model and CLM to replicate the event of August 4, 2000 is illustrated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-24 California-Oregon inter-tie power flow in the simulation of August 4,
2000 event (a) interim load model (b) CLM [175]
Figure 2-24 demonstrates the results of load model validation studies. The event of August
4, 2000 is recreated and the power flow in the California-Oregon intertie is captured to be
compared with the measured signals. Figure 2-24 (a) shows that the interim load model
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overestimates the damping of the inter-area oscillations compared to actual power
oscillation. On the other hand, the simulation results with CLM in Figure 2-24 (b)
demonstrate a close approximation of the real system power oscillation.
The paradigm shift in the modern loads and the widespread of electronically connected
loads therefore necessitate the development of advanced models which are able to model
the aggregated response of the complex loads [176].

2.9.2

Static load models

The static load models express the real and reactive power of the load as an algebraic
function of load voltage and frequency. Power system loads are traditionally modeled by
constant impedance (Z), constant current (I), constant power (P), or a combination of these
loads named ZIP load model. ZIP load model is expressed by the polynomial function (2-3)
[3]:

P(V , f )  P0 ( p1 (

V 2
V
)  p2 ( )  p3 )(1  K pf f )
V0
V0

Q(V , f )  Q0 (q1 (

V 2
V
)  q2 ( )  q3 )(1  K qf f )
V0
V0

(2-3)

where P0 and Q0 are initial values of the load real and reactive powers which are obtained
from load flow studies. p1-p3 and q1-q3 specify the proportions of constant impedance,
constant current, and constant power loads in real and reactive powers, respectively. Kpf
and Kqf denote the frequency sensitivity of load real power and reactive power. Exponential
load model is another representation of static loads [3] that is not used in this thesis. These
models are still used by the majority of system operators across the world to present the
loads in dynamic power system studies [172].

2.9.3

WECC Composite Load Model (CLM)

As mentioned in Section 2.9.1, static load models, even if a motor load is included, may
lack accuracy when used in dynamic stability studies especially when the system is subject
to large voltage and frequency variations. CLM is the state-of-the-art load model that
incorporates a substantial degree of detail including three-phase induction motors, singlephase induction motor load, power electronic load, static loads and the corresponding
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protections for each component. In addition, an equivalent distribution feeder and a
substation transformer are also included in the model to enhance model accuracy. The
overall configuration of CLM is shown in Figure 2-25.

Figure 2-25 WECC Composite Load Model structure [175]
The CLM is industrially-approved and been successfully implemented in some of the
commercial packages like GE PSLF, PTI PSS®E, PowerWorld, and PowerTech DSATools
[176]. In this thesis, the model is developed in MATLAB/Simulink, with adequate degree
of details.

2.9.3.1

Load Components in CLM

The major components of CLM, as shown in Figure 2-25, are as follows:
-

Three three-phase motor loads (MA, MB, MC)

-

One single phase motor (MD)

-

Power electronic load

-

Static load

-

Under Voltage Load Shedding (UVLS) and Under Frequency Load Shedding
(UFLS) protections

Motor A (MA) represents low-inertia three-phase induction motors driving a constant
torque load. Commercial/industrial air conditioning compressors are samples of motor load
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represented by MA. This model differentiates smaller compressor motors of size 5-15 HP
with larger compressors in the range of 200-500 HP. These motors respond differently to
the deep voltage drops. For example, large three-phase motors usually trip at 0.65 pu
voltage in 100 ms via UVLS protection and need a manual restart. However, smaller
compressors are disconnected at around 0.5 pu because of their contactor dropout. The
contactors usually reclose automatically when the voltage recovers to about 0.65 pu. These
protection schemes are all applicable to MA model via a set of parameters. Since extreme
under voltages are not studied in this thesis, UVLS is not included in the CLM model
developed in Simulink. However, the load bus voltage is always monitored to ensure the
voltage remains above the UVLS limits.
Motor B (MB) models high inertia three-phase induction motors with variable torque loads
which are found in industrial air conditioning systems and fans. The protection system of
these motors usually restarts the motor after tripping of UVLS relays. The details of
protection and restoration schemes are given in [176].
Motor C (MC) is a three-phase induction motor with low inertia which drives a variable
torque load. Pumps used in commercial water circulation systems are examples of this type
of motors. The other features of MC, including the protection system, are very similar to
MB.
The transient model of three-phase double cage induction motors is commonly used to
represent these machines in the CLM [175].
Motor D (MD) represents the single-phase motors mostly deployed in residential air
conditioning systems. The model of MD is a “performance model” derived from extensive
laboratory experiments on the behavior of these machines when subjected to severe voltage
drops. Two states are recognized in the tests: i) RUN state; ii) STALL state. For each state,
algebraic functions have been derived that express the relationship between the real and
reactive power of the MD and its voltage and frequency. The mode of operation changes
based on the load voltage. If the load voltage falls below a threshold, Vstall, for a duration
of Tstall, the motor state will change from running state to stall state. The performance model
is described as follows [177]:
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if V  0.86 pu
P  P0 (1  f )





Q  Q0'  6(V  0.86) 2  (1  3.3f )
if V  0.86 pu

V  Vstall



Q  Q0'  11(0.86  V ) 2.5   (1  3.3f )
P  P0  12(0.86  V )3.2  (1  f )

(2-4)

if V  Vstall
P  GstallV 2
Q   BstallV 2

where V is the voltage at the terminal of MD, and P0 is the initial real power of MD
calculated in the load initialization stage. Gstall and Bstall are stall conductance and
susceptance, respectively. Q’0 is calculated as follows:
Q0'  P0 tan( a cos( MD ))  6(V 0  0.86) 2

(2-5)

φMD is power factor of MD and V0 is the initial voltage of MD obtained in the load
initialization stage.
In the STALL state, the rotor is locked and the current drawn by the motor, which is
dominantly reactive current, increases significantly. A thermal relay is also included in the
model to disconnect the motor if the motor remains in the SATLL state and its thermal
limits are reached [177]. In the studies of this thesis, MD voltage never reaches Vstall,
typically 0.6 pu [176], so the STALL state is not modeled.
Electronic load is a constant power load model that represents power electronic loads like
variable frequency motor drives, power supplies in PCs and TVs, etc. These loads
commonly operate in unity power factor, and trip for low voltages in the range of 0.55 to
0.7 pu [176].
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Static load component of CLM represents constant current loads, e.g. fluorescent lamps
with electronic ballasts, and resistive loads, e.g. resistive space heating and resistive
cooking. The static load is modelled by (2-3), p3=q3=0. The static load component is
intended to model loads that are not explicitly represented by the other load components,
i.e. MA-MD or the electronic load.
An important feature of CLM is the fraction of each load component, FMA, FMB, FMC, FMD,
FE, in the total load composition. The load composition is mainly affected by the type of
the load, i.e. residential, industrial, or agricultural loads. The load composition may also
change based on the climate zones in which the loads are present, or even based on the
time of day. Extensive studies on load compositions are reported in [178]. These studies
provide a detailed and comprehensive data set of load types and fractions in different
climate zones of WECC.

2.9.3.2

Distribution system model

To represent the voltage drop and power losses in the distribution system, an equivalent
distribution feeder and substation transformer are modeled in CLM as illustrated in Figure
2-25. The feeder parameters are calculated so that the distribution feeder has 4-6% voltage
drop and X/R ratio of 1.25. The shunt compensation is adjusted in the load initialization
stage to match the reactive power in the power flow with the reactive demand by the load
components [175]. The substation transformer includes Under Load Tap Changing
(ULTC). Typically, tap steps of ±10% with a control delay of 30 seconds and tap change
delay of 5 seconds are considered for ULTCs [176]. The initial tap of ULTC is set during
initialization studies so that the low voltage side of the substation transformer is equal to
1.02 pu to ensures that the load bus voltage remains within acceptable range.

2.10 Conclusion
Two study systems, i.e. two-area-four-machine and 12-bus study system, are introduced in
this chapter. In addition, the generic dynamic models for PV solar system and Type 3 wind
generators, which are developed and validated by WECC, are described and their important
features are highlighted. The importance of load modeling is demonstrated and the stateof-the-art WECC CLM and its constituting components are described. CLM offers a more
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accurate dynamic response of system loads, especially during and after disturbances and
system voltage variations.
The structure and concept of the novel controllers, which are used in the studies of the
thesis, i.e. FFR, POD, and RFC, are elaborated. Subsequently, modified PV plant and wind
plant models including the proposed controllers are introduced.
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Chapter 3

3

Simultaneous Fast Frequency Response (FFR) and
Power Oscillation Damping (POD) Control

3.1 Introduction
A novel fast frequency response and power oscillation damping control by large-scale PVSTATCOMs is presented in this chapter. The proposed control makes effective utilization
of the PV inverter capacity and available solar power to simultaneously enhance frequency
regulation and small-signal stability of power systems. For large power flows, the proposed
control is shown to be superior to the conventional droop control recommended by NERC
for generating plants. MATLAB/Simulink based simulations are conducted on the
modified two-area power system using WECC generic PV plant dynamic models for a
wide range of system operating conditions.

3.2 Study system
3.2.1

Modified two-area-four-machine system

The study system is a modified version of the two-area-four-machine system, introduced
in Section 2.4.1, as depicted in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1 Modified two-area-four-machine study system
The generation and load levels are set such that 300 MW is exported from area 1 to area 2.
A 111 MVA PV solar system with 100 MW real power rating is added at bus 8. The MVA
rating is assumed to be higher than the MW rating because PV inverters are expected to
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provide reactive power even at the rated real power output based on IEEE Standard 15472018 [110]. Static ZIP load models represent 1067 MW and 1767 MW loads in area 1 and
area 2, respectively. The loads in each area consist of 20% constant power, 45% constant
impedance, and 35% constant current load components. The Automatic Generation Control
(AGC) control is not modeled, since its response time is much slower than the time frame
of interest (<20sec) in this study.

3.2.2

PV plant model

The modified WECC dynamic model of PV generators, explained in Section 2.6.1, is
employed to model the 111 MVA PV plant in the study system. FFR and POD controllers
are added to the plant controller and designed as follows.

3.2.2.1

FFR controller design

The FFR PI gains are tuned using a systematic trial and error approach. The design
objective is to reduce, as fast as possible, the frequency deviation to within ±36 mHz which
is the suggested dead-band of governors [179], to obviate governors’ action around the
system. The parameters of the FFR control are given in Table D-1, Appendix D.1.

3.2.2.2

POD controller design

To find the POD controller parameters, the linearized state-space model of the system is
developed using the MATLAB linearization tool. Performing eigenvalue analysis reveals
that the inter-area mode, λinter_area=-0.04638±3.912, is poorly damped. The objective of
POD controller is to enhance the damping of the inter-area mode, and the blocks of the
POD controller are designed accordingly.

3.2.2.2.1
(xPOD/xout)

Determination of POD controller input/output pair

The “observability and controllability geometric measures” are used to find the best
input/output pair (see Appendix E.5).
Power oscillation damping can be performed by PV-STATCOMs through POI reactive
power/voltage modulation or real power modulation as control variables. As real power is
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not always available, The feedback signal, xPOD, is selected from a set of potential local
signals, i.e. current and power of line 8-9, and wide-area signals, frequency difference
between buses 7 and 9, ∆ω7-9=ω7-ω9. Amongst all ∆ω7-9 shows good observability of the
inter-area mode, and is therefore selected as the input signal xPOD. A delay of 300 ms
(e-0.3s) is included to model the measurement and communication delays [180].

3.2.2.2.2

Washout filter design

The inter-area mode frequency is ωinter-area=3.912 rad/sec. Hence, by choosing TW=10 s
other low-frequency oscillations or steady-state offset in xPOD signal are removed.

3.2.2.2.3

Phase compensator design

The phase compensator parameters are designed using the residue-based approach
explained in Section 0. The system transfer function (∆ω 7-9/Vref) is developed through
MATLAB control design tool and the residue corresponding to the inter-area mode is
calculated using (E- 11). Parameters α, T, and n in the phase compensator are designed to
provide the required phase compensation. The designed parameters are reported in Table
D-2 in Appendix D.1.

3.2.2.2.4

POD Controller Gain (KPOD)

Once the washout and phase compensator are designed, the POD controller gain KPOD is
tuned to obtain the damping for the inter-area mode. Figure 3-2 shows the loci of the interarea mode when KPOD varies from 0 to 200. KPOD is therefore set to 200 to achieve a
damping ratio of 15%.
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Figure 3-2 Root Loci of the inter-area mode for KPOD=0-200

3.3 Case studies
The performance of the proposed composite FFR+POD controller is evaluated through
time domain simulations. Frequency deviations are classified as under-frequency
(generation less than demand) and over-frequency (generation more than demand) events.
Over-frequency events can be readily mitigated by rapid reduction of the PV plant real
power production. In contrast, under-frequency support is more challenging, since PV
plants need to keep a percentage of available power as reserve capacity. As a result, the
available support depends on the selected level of curtailment. Figure 3-3 shows the P and
Q capability curves of the under study PV-system over the course of a day. The solid curves
in Figure 3-3 show real and reactive power production curves when the curtailment logic
in Figure 2-10 curtails the power in time span t1-t2. For instance, during noon hours, if the
PV plant is made to generate 50 MW instead of available 100 MW power, Kcurt=50%,
which allows 100 Mvar reactive power capacity.
Five different scenarios are simulated:
1. No control: neither FFR nor POD is performed. The PV plant operates only in
dynamic voltage control mode.
2. POD control: only POD controller is active.
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Figure 3-3 Capability curves of the PV plant used as PV-STATCOM over the course
of a day (dotted-dashed lines: peak power generation mode; Solid lines: curtailed
mode
3. FFR control: only FFR controller is active.
4. FFR+POD control: Both FFR and POD controls are active. This study is the main
contribution of this chapter, which demonstrates the best realistic response possible
from a PV solar plant.
5. Ideal control: Only POD controller is active. It is assumed that the time instant of
occurrence and magnitude of the power imbalance are exactly known; and the PV
solar farm compensates the imbalance, instantaneously. This assumption is not
made in 2), 3) or 4), above.

3.3.1

Over-frequency control

A portion of the load is disconnected to initiate an over-frequency event. In first two studies
1) and 2), the PV plant is operating in conventional unity power factor mode and generating
its nominal power at full noon (Kcurt=0, Pavailable≈100 MW). The simulations are carried
out for load disconnections of 25 MW and 200 MW to respectively create cases where
power imbalance is smaller or larger than the PV plant capacity. Another over-frequency
simulation study is also done for an operating point (say, mid morning or late afternoon),
when the power output is less than the rated output (100 MW), i.e. Kcurt=0, Pavailable≈60
MW. This is done to investigate the sensitivity to operating conditions, which may be more
realistic than noontime.
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3.3.1.1

Small Load Trip in Area 1 at rated Generation

Figure 3-4 shows the behavior of the system when a 25 MW load is rejected in area 1 while
PV plant generates 100MW. Figure 3-4 (a)-(f) depict POI frequency (Hz), power
transferred from area 1 to 2 (MW), PV plant real power (MW), PV plant reactive power
(Mvar), POI voltage (pu), PV plant current (pu), respectively.
Figure 3-4 (a) shows that in No control case the frequency rises to around 60.06 Hz. When
POD controller is activated, the oscillations in frequency are stabilized in less than 4s, but
the frequency deviation is the same as in No control case. With FFR controller, the
frequency deviation is less than 36 mHz. Nevertheless, inter-area oscillations still exist in
the system frequency. The proposed FFR+POD controller stabilizes both frequency
excursion and inter-area oscillations, making the response very close to that of the Ideal
controller.
Figure 3-4 (b) shows that with no POD controller, inter-area power oscillations in tie-line
power continue for more than 20s. The POD controller damps these oscillations in less than
4s. The four synchronous generators reduce their generation (through governor action) to
reinstate the generation-demand balance. Since all generators have similar characteristics,
each area compensates half of the 25 MW (≈12.5 MW) surplus generation. Thus, the tieline steady-state power increases by about 12.5 MW as illustrated in Figure 3-4 (b) for No
control and POD cases. With FFR control, the PV plant rapidly reduces its real power
generation equal to the lost load, so the synchronous generators do not need to contribute
to frequency control. Therefore, the extra 25 MW power of area 1 flows in the tie-line to
replace the lost generation from the PV plant. It is evident that the combined FFR+POD
controller is most effective among all controllers in damping power oscillations. Figure 3-4
(c) illustrates the PV plant real power. In the No control and POD control cases, PV plant
power does not change, whereas in FFR or FFR+POD cases real power decreases and
settles at 25 MW in almost 8 sec.
Figure 3-4 (d) depicts the PV plant reactive power. As shown in Figure 3-3, the available
reactive power capacity of the simulated PV plant (dashed curve) is around 48 Mvar when
PV plant is generating its nominal power (√(1112-1002)). In No control case, the reactive
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Figure 3-4: 25 MW load rejection in area 1 (Pavailable=100 MW, Kcurt=0): (a) POI (Bus
8) frequency (b) Transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real power
(d) PV plant reactive power (e) PV-plant voltage (f) PV-plant current
power increases because the increase of power transfer in the tie-line necessitates more
capacitive reactive power from the PV plant for POI voltage regulation in PV-STATCOM
mode (in which the PV plant is operating in dynamic voltage control mode). When FFR
controller is applied, the reactive power increases, but in a relatively smoother manner as
no modulations are needed for damping power oscillations. In Ideal, POD, and FFR+POD
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cases, not only does the reactive power increase for voltage control, but the POD controller
also stabilizes power oscillations through reactive power modulation.
Figure 3-4 (e) illustrates the POI voltage variations. The PV-STATCOM dynamic voltage
controller responds in less than 2 cycles, however due to the presence of power oscillations,
the combined FFR and POD control rapidly stabilizes the voltage in about 7 s.
The PV plant current is portrayed in Figure 3-4 (f). In No control case, the current change
is very negligible since the PV plant does not react to frequency changes. In POD control
case, current oscillates slightly to perform reactive power modulation. With FFR control,
current reduces significantly, as the PV plant generation should be reduced. Similarly, in
FFR+POD case, the PV plant current is reduced while exhibiting slight oscillations for
reactive power modulation. In summary, when imbalance is smaller than PV plant
generating power, the combined FFR and POD control can maintain the frequency in the
±36 mHz band, increase the system damping, and provide effective dynamic voltage
control.

3.3.1.2

Large Load Trip in Area 1 at Rated Generation

Figure 3-5 shows the results of 200 MW load disconnection. The variables depicted are
correspondingly similar to Figure 3-4, except that PV plant current is not shown here. Since
the PV plant is operating at its nominal power (100 MW), it can mitigate only 100 MW of
the generation surplus, whereas the synchronous generators alleviate the remaining power
surplus (100 MW).
Figure 3-5 (a) illustrates that with the proposed FFR+POD control, the peak frequency is
reduced from 60.37 Hz to 60.2 Hz. Furthermore, the frequency settles at 60.1 Hz compared
to 60.27 Hz in No control and POD control cases. As demonstrated in Figure 3-5 (b), the
FFR+POD controller also stabilizes inter-area oscillations in about 7s. Figure 3-5 (c)
shows that for such a large power imbalance, the FFR controller acts very rapidly
(comparable to Ideal control) to reduce the PV real power to zero in less than a second. As
expected and shown in Figure 3-5 (d), larger reactive power modulation takes place in the
case of 200MW compared to Figure 3-4 (d) for POD. Similarly, Figure 3-5 (e)
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demonstrates that the FFR+POD control provides fastest voltage control. This study thus
reveals that even when power imbalances are more than the PV plant capacity, the proposed
composite FFR and POD controller alleviates frequency deviation, power oscillations and
voltage variations, most effectively.

Figure 3-5: 200 MW load rejection in area 1 (Pavailable=100 MW, Kcurt=0): (a) POI
(Bus 8) frequency (b) Transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real
power (d) PV plant reactive power (e) PV plant voltage

3.3.1.3

Large Load Trip in Area 1 at Less than Rated Generation

Figure 3-6 shows the simulation results when PV plant is generating 60 MW (less than its
rating of 100 MW) and a 200 MW load is tripped in area 1. The variables depicted are
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correspondingly similar to Figure 3-4 but PV plant current is not shown. Figure 3-6 (a)
demonstrates that in No control and

Figure 3-6: 200 MW load rejection in area 1 (Pavailable=60 MW, Kcurt=0): (a) POI
(Bus 8) frequency (b) Transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real
power (d) PV plant reactive power (e) PV plant voltage
POD control cases, system frequency rises to around 60.38 Hz and settles at 60.2 Hz similar
to Figure 3-5 (a). However, in FFR, FFR+POD, and Ideal control cases, frequency rise is
60.26 Hz compared to 60.2 Hz in the previous study and settles at 60.1 Hz because of less
over-frequency support in this case (60 MW vs 100 MW). Figure 3-6 (b) shows the tie-line
power. The POD controller effectiveness is comparable with results of Figure 3-5 (b),
which implies that the available PV power has a minor impact on POD controller
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performance. In Figure 3-6 (c), it is illustrated that the PV power declines rapidly from 60
MW to zero in cases with FFR controller. While the size of FFR support is less than the
case of nominal power generation, yet the frequency deviation is mitigated as shown in
Figure 3-6 (a). Figure 3-6 (d) depicts the PV plant reactive power. In No control and FFR
control cases, reactive power changes slightly to respond to load flow variations after the
disturbance. In other cases with POD controller, the reactive power capacity of PV plant is
used to modulate POI voltage, as depicted in Figure 3-6 (e), and dampen power oscillations.
This study reveals that availability of lower real power generation slightly reduces the
effectiveness of FFR control, but the POD control performance is not impacted at all.

3.3.1.4

Small Load Trip in Area 2 at Rated Generation

Simulation results for 25 MW load trip in area 2 are presented in Figure 3-7. The variables
depicted are correspondingly similar to Figure 3-4 but PV plant current is not shown.
Figure 3-7 (a) demonstrates the system frequency behavior for different cases, which are
similar to Figure 3-7 (a). When FFR controller is activated, the frequency deviation is
bounded to 20 mHz. As illustrated in Figure 3-7 (b), with FFR controller, the steady-state
power transfer, P12, does not vary because the PV plant immediately compensates the
imbalance in area 2 and there is no need for area 1 support. However, POD controller
mitigates the inter-area power oscillations in about 4 sec. Figure 3-7 (c) shows that in the
ideal case the PV plant real power decreases by 25 MW, but the PV power reduction is less
than 25 MW in the realistic cases, i.e. FFR or FFR+POD. In fact, the voltage of area 2 rises
slightly after the load drop, so the load consumption in impedance and constant current
loads increases, which negates the power imbalance to some extent. The effective
imbalance is, therefore, slightly less than 25 MW and is compensated by FFR controller.
This is also the reason of minor deviation in frequency in Figure 3-7 (a) in Ideal case. This
effect is more prominent in area 2 since it is more heavily loaded (1767 MW vs. 967 MW).
Figure 3-7 (c) and (d) demonstrate the PV plant reactive power and POI voltage
respectively. The voltage oscillations are diminished in 8 sec in cases with POD controller.
Despite larger power oscillations in this study compared to study of Figure 3-4, the
proposed FFR and POD effectively alleviates frequency excursions, and provides power
oscillation damping and voltage regulation.
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Figure 3-7 25 MW load rejection in area 2 (Pavailable=100 MW, Kcurt=0): (a) POI (Bus
8) frequency (b) transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real power (d)
PV- plant reactive power (e) PV-plant voltage

3.3.1.5

Large Load Trip in Area 2 at Rated Generation

Figure 3-8 shows the results for 200 MW load trip in area 2, which is more than the PV
plant rated generation of 100 MW. The variables depicted are correspondingly similar to
Figure 3-4 but PV plant current is not shown. FFR controller reduces the frequency
deviation for about 0.2 Hz as demonstrated in Figure 3-8 (a). Figure 3-8 (b) reveals that
POD controller stabilizes the power oscillations in 7 sec. As shown in Figure 3-8 (c), in
FFR, FFR+POD, and Ideal cases, the PV plant compensates 100MW of the imbalance in
less than a second, and remaining imbalance is compensated equally by generators in the
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two areas, so the transferred power decreases. Comparing Figure 3-8 (e) and (d) with
Figure 3-5 (e) and (d), it is evident that larger reactive power and voltage modulation takes
place for the same amount of imbalance in area 2. This could be attributed to several factors
for instance, the larger load and smaller inertia of area 2 compared to area 1. Still, the POD
controller is able to stabilize the POI voltage in 10 sec, with the available reactive power
capacity. This study confirms the effectiveness of the proposed FFR and POD controller
in more severe contingencies.

Figure 3-8 200 MW load rejection in area 2 (Pavailable=100 MW, Kcurt=0): (a) POI
(Bus 8) frequency (b) transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real
power (d) PV- plant reactive power (e) PV-plant voltage
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3.3.2

Under frequency control

To provide frequency support during under-frequency events, the power output of the PV
plants is curtailed as shown in Figure 3-3 (solid curve). The PV solar system can then
utilize this reserve capacity to compensate the generation deficiency during underfrequency scenarios. Curtailment of real power releases additional inverter capacity for
reactive power exchange, which is used for providing effective voltage control and/or
POD. For the studies in this section, the PV plant is curtailed by 50%, i.e. Kcurt= 50%, and
simulations are conducted for available PV power of 100 MW. Another under-frequency
simulation study 3) is also performed for an operating point when it is not noon, i.e. when
the power output is less than the rated output (100 MW), i.e. Kcurt=50%, Pavailable ≈ 60MW.
This is done to investigate the sensitivity to operating conditions which may be more
realistic than noon-time.

3.3.2.1

Small Load Connection in Area 1 at Rated Generation with
Curtailment

Figure 3-9 demonstrates the results of a 25 MW sudden load increase in area 1, which
initiates an under-frequency event. The variables depicted are correspondingly similar to
Figure 3-4. As shown in Figure 3-9 (a), the frequency drops to 59.94 Hz without FFR
control. However, this frequency deviation is restricted to only 20 mHz with the proposed
FFR control. Figure 3-9 (b) depicts that inter-area oscillations decay when POD controller
is applied. The transferred power from area 1 to 2 is reduced by about 12.5 MW in No
control and POD cases because of equal share of both the areas in compensating generation
insufficiency. However, with FFR control, the power export from area 1 is reduced by 25
MW to supply the increased load in area 1. Figure 3-9 (c) also shows that the PV plant
rapidly increases its real power output to 75MW. The remaining inverter capacity makes
available 82 Mvar reactive power modulation capability for POD. Figure 3-9 (d) shows
that the PV plant absorbs reactive power in steady-state to avoid the voltage
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Figure 3-9: 25 MW load increase in area 1 (Pavailable=100 MW, Kcurt=50%): (a) POI
(Bus 8) frequency (b) Transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real
power (d) PV plant reactive power (e) PV plant voltage (f) PV plant current
rise (due to power transfer reduction). Figure 3-9 (e) shows that the POI voltage oscillations
settle down within 5% steady state value in 8 sec. Figure 3-9 (f) demonstrates PV plant
current. The PV plant current is initially around 0.47 pu as the PV plant is curtailed by
50%. In no control case, the current remains constant, while it slightly oscillates for
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reactive power modulation in POD control case. With FFR control, the PV current
reaches 0.7 pu to increase the PV power for frequency support. In conclusion, the results
demonstrate that, for this case study, the proposed FFR and POD controller successfully
reduces frequency deviations to within ±36 mHz band, damps power oscillations and
regulates voltage in 8s.

3.3.2.2

Moderate Load Connection in Area 1 at Rated Generation
with Curtailment

Figure 3-10 presents the simulation results for a 100 MW sudden increase in load of area
1. The variables illustrated are correspondingly similar to Figure 3-4, except PV plant
current that is not shown. Figure 3-10 (a) shows that FFR controller quickly releases 50
MW reserve power thereby increasing the frequency nadir from 59.83 Hz to 59.91 Hz.
Figure 3-10 (b) demonstrates that power oscillations decay in less than 8s with POD
controller. Figure 3-10 (c) depicts that the PV plant effectively increases its power output
from 50 MW to 100 MW in less than 1s. Figure 3-10 (d) shows that even though the
available reactive power capacity is minimum in this case as 100 MVA of inverter capacity
is used up for real power output, the power oscillations are stabilized in less than 8s. Figure
3-10 (e) illustrates effective voltage regulation simultaneously with POD. These results
show that even with minimum available reactive power from PV plant, the proposed
FFR+POD controller successfully provides improved frequency regulation, POD and
voltage control in less than 8s.
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Figure 3-10: 100 MW load increase in area 1 (P available=100 MW, Kcurt=50%): (a)
POI (Bus 8) frequency (b) Transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real
power (d) PV plant reactive power (e) PV plant voltage

3.3.2.3

Moderate Load Connection in Area 1 at Less than Rated
Generation with Curtailment

Figure 3-11 presents the simulation results of 100MW connection in area 1, when available
PV power is 60MW. The variables illustrated are correspondingly similar to Figure 3-4.
The PV plant is curtailed by 30 MW, i.e. Kcurt=50%. As shown in Figure 3-11 (a), the
frequency drops to 59.84 Hz without FFR control. However, in FFR, FFR+POD, and Ideal
control cases, the frequency nadir increases to 59.89 Hz and settles at 59.93 in steady state.
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Figure 3-11 100 MW load increase in area 1 (P available=60 MW, Kcurt=50%): (a) POI
(Bus 8) frequency (b) Transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real
power (d) PV plant reactive power (c) PV plant voltage
Compared to results of Figure 3-11 (a), with lower frequency support both the frequency
nadir and steady-state frequency fall further. Figure 3-11 (b) depicts the transferred power.
The POD controller effectively stabilizes the power oscillations in less than 6 s. Figure
3-11 (c) demonstrates that PV plant is initially operating at 30 MW. When FFR controller
is applied the 30 MW reserve power is used to support the system frequency. Figure 3-11
(d) shows the reactive power modulation for power oscillation damping. It is seen that in
case of FFR+POD, the magnitude of reactive power modulation is higher compared to
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Figure 3-11 (d). This is mainly because of larger PV reactive power capacity, i.e. √(111 2602)), compared to previous case (PV real power =100MW) for which the remaining
capacity is √(1112-1002)).
This study illustrates an interesting feature. While the effectiveness of FFR control during
under-frequency event is lowered when available PV power and reserve power are reduced,
more reactive power capacity is available for POD controller, which makes it even more
effective.

3.3.3

Performance Comparison of Proposed Combined FFR+POD
Control with Conventional Frequency Control

This study demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed FFR+POD controller as compared to
the conventional (5%) droop control which is recommended by NERC for all generators
including PV plants [181]. The comparison is made for an under-frequency event during a
high level of tie-line power flow of 550 MW. The power output of PV plant is curtailed by
50%. A load increase of 100 MW is initiated in area 2. The results are demonstrated in
Figure 3-12 which has a similar description of variables as in Figure 3-4. Figure 3-12 (a)
shows that the conventional droop-based controller has very little impact on the system
frequency, whereas the FFR controller noticeably reduces the frequency deviation. The
ineffectiveness of droop control can be understood by observing the PV plant real power
variation in Figure 3-12 (c).
Only a minor real power contribution (~5 MW) is made by the PV plant operating with 5%
droop, which mainly corresponds to its size with respect to the conventional generators
(100 MW vs. 2800 MW of synchronous generation). In No control case, load increase in
area 2 leads to a rise in tie-line power which destabilizes the system as shown in Figure
3-12 (b). The droop control has no positive impact on power oscillations. The FFR
controller preserves system stability although the tie line power is highly oscillatory. The
proposed FFR+POD controller enhances system damping, such that power oscillations
decay in less than 5s. It is seen from Figure 3-12 (d) that when FFR+POD control is
activated, system stability is maintained with lower reactive power injection. The system
voltage variations shown in Figure 3-12 (e) are controlled in a significantly better manner
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with the proposed combined controller. This study clearly demonstrates that in a situation
where the conventional 5% droop control on PV plant is unable to maintain stability, the
proposed PV-STATCOM with FFR+POD control not only stabilizes the system but
effectively regulates system frequency, power oscillations and voltage.

Figure 3-12 100 MW load increase in area 2, PV plant output curtailed by 50%: (a)
POI (Bus 8) frequency (b) Transferred power from area 1 to area 2 (c) PV plant real
power (d) PV plant reactive power (c) PV plant voltage
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3.4 Discussion
The proposed combined FFR+POD provides effective utilization of PV inverter capacity
in conjunction with real power production, for grid benefits. However, some factors need
to be considered in such a control, as below:
i) Over-frequency events: The effectiveness of combined FFR and POD functionality is
higher in such events as reduction in real power releases more inverter capacity for reactive
power modulation to achieve POD. The FFR capability with real power control is highest
during noon hours when the PV plant power output is maximum. While this capability
declines as solar irradiance decreases or during passage of clouds, the POD capability
increases under the above conditions.
ii) Under-frequency events: In such events increase in real power (from the curtailed level)
reduces the inverter capacity for reactive power modulation to accomplish POD. The POD
can however, be achieved during noon hours if the inverter is slightly oversized for
instance, as recommended under the IEEE 1547-2018 Revision [110] .
iii) The real power is curtailed to provide support during under-frequency events. The
opportunity cost associated with loss of energy production needs to be financially
compensated by the ancillary service market. The level and time of curtailment needs
accurate economic analysis and could be case specific. Determination of the level of
curtailment and time duration of curtailment are not discussed in this thesis. However, the
mechanism to implement the curtailment, which may be determined from separate
analysis/studies, is provided through the Curtailment Logic.
iv) In systems with considerable PV generation, like California, there is risk of overgeneration, or line congestion in noon hours [42]. System operators may mandate PV plants
to spill their power in these circumstances. The unused inverter capacity could be deployed
for POD control together with FFR.

3.5 Conclusion
A novel composite fast frequency response and power oscillation damping control,
FFR+POD, is presented in this chapter to maximize the benefits achievable from PV solar
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plants operated as PV-STATCOMs. The proposed controller exploits the fast and flexible
response of PV plants to enhance frequency stability and power oscillation damping
concurrently while respecting the capacity limitations of PV inverters. The POD controller
is a phase compensator that is added to the PV-STATCOM plant voltage control loop and
designed using residue analysis techniques. The FFR controller is PI controller added to
the plant real power control loop. Its main function is to reduce (or eliminate) the frequency
deviations if it is in the PV plant capacity. The efficacy of FFR+POD is demonstrated on
two-area system with 111 Mvar (100 MWp) PV plant added to it. Simulation studies are
conducted for a wide range of system operating conditions using MATLAB/SIMULINK
software. The following conclusions are made:
1) The proposed combined FFR+POD controller provides the best performance in
regulating frequency and damping of power oscillations as compared to either FFR or POD
control acting alone. The individual controls (FFR and POD) exhibit the following features:


FFR Control
-

If the power imbalance caused by disturbances (e.g. load addition/rejection) is
smaller than PV generation or reserve at the time, the FFR controller can rapidly
regulate the frequency to within ±36 mHz band to avoid governor’s action.

-

If the power imbalance is larger than PV plant capacity, FFR controller still
reduces the over/under-frequency deviations, substantially.



POD Control
-

The POD control enhances system stability considerably even when minimum
reactive power capacity (48 Mvar) is available during rated power generation
from the PV plant.

-

The rapid response of the dynamic voltage controller of PV-STATCOM together
with POD control effectively stabilizes low frequency oscillations in the system
voltage.

2) The efficacy of the proposed FFR+POD control over conventional droop control is
especially evident during high tie-line power flow conditions. For the studied case of a high
level of power transfer (550 MW), the conventional droop control has little impact on
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system frequency and is unable to maintain system stability. However, the proposed control
successfully reduces frequency excursion, stabilizes power oscillations and regulates
voltage in a rapid manner.
This study demonstrates that the PV-STATCOM has the unique capability of providing
combined dynamic real and reactive power-based services. This is achieved by effective
utilization of the PV inverter capacity and available real power production. Such
capabilities can be implemented on PV solar plants with due agreements among the system
operator, concerned utility and the PV solar farm owner. Such real/ reactive power based
grid support services from the PV-STATCOM will likely open new revenue stream for PV
solar farms in addition to that from sale of real power.
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Chapter 4

4

Reactive Power-based Frequency Controller for Largescale PV Plant Controlled as PV-STATCOM

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a novel night and day Reactive power-based Frequency Control
(RFC) for PV-STATCOM. The RFC improves frequency stability through control of real
power demand of voltage-dependent loads by dynamically controlling their voltages. The
RFC control is developed using the frequency of center of system inertia as the feedback
signal and its effectiveness is demonstrated on a 12-bus system with a 100 MW PV plant.
Comprehensive sensitivity analyses are performed to illustrate the impact of various factors
on RFC efficacy using WECC composite load model. MATLAB/Simulink based
simulation studies are performed to demonstrate that the proposed RFC can provide
substantial improvements in frequency stability during various system operating conditions
including nighttime, noon-time with peak PV power production and non-peak production.
RFC is further shown to successfully obviate the loss in inertia due to replacement of
synchronous generators by PV solar systems. The proposed RFC can reduce the power
curtailment required for frequency stabilization and provide enhanced frequency response
in combination with conventional real power-based frequency response services.

4.2 Study system
4.2.1

Modified 12-bus study system

The 12-bus study system, shown in Figure 4-1, is modified for simulation studies in this
chapter. System loads, L1-L6, are replaced with composite load models as explained in
Section 2.9.3. Load types and their fractions are based on a data set of WECC system load
studies [178]. Table 4-1 shows the type and composition of loads L1-L6 in the study
system. The indicated values represent typical load composition at 3:00 pm on a normal
summer day in Northwest Coast climate zone of WECC, e.g. Washington and British
Columbia. Industrial loads, L1 and L4, represent a steel mill and petrochemical plant,
respectively. The parameters of the composite load model for L1-L6 are given in Appendix
C. It should be noted that a major fraction of loads L1-L6 are motor loads which consume
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Figure 4-1 12-bus study system
Table 4-1 CLM compositions in the 12-bus system(adopted from [178])
Load P (MW) Q (Mvar)
300
186
L1
250
121
L2
350
115
L3
300
186
L4
100
48
L5
150
49
L6

Load type MA% MB% MC% MD% ME%
Industrial
20
25
30
0
20
Residential
10
7
7
44
14
Commercial 30
9
8
12
20
Industrial
15
25
40
0
15
Mixed
18
9
6
31
17
Agricultural 10
7
17
23
17

reactive power and respond dynamically to voltage and frequency variations of the system.
PV solar system is a 111 MVA (100 MWp) which is added to different buses depending
on the study case. The MVA rating of the PV system is considered to be slightly higher to
meet the requirements of recent grid codes like IEEE Standard 1547-2018 [110] (although
applicable for distribution system applications), in which PV inverters are expected to
provide limited reactive power even at the rated real power output. AGC is not modeled
since its response time is much slower than the time frame of interest (<20sec) in this study.
The system model is developed in MATLAB/Simulink in phasor domain mode.

4.2.2

PV plant model

The modified WECC dynamic model of PV generators explained in Section 2.6.2, is
deployed to model the 111 MVA PV plant in the study system. RFC controller is
implemented to voltage control loop of the plant controller as shown in Figure 2-13.
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4.3 Concept of Reactive Power-based Frequency Control (RFC)
Frequency stability is traditionally maintained by control of real power resources, like
synchronous generators or ESSs, so that the generation-demand balance is maintained. It
is described in section 1.2.4.4 that real power consumption of some loads can be also
controlled by varying the load voltage. In this section concepts of RFC are elaborated and
the factors which affect its performance are investigated.

4.3.1

Voltage sensitivity of the loads

Depending on the sensitivity of the load to its voltage, this method may or may not be
effective. In (, the sensitivity of ZIP load models, described in Section 2.9.2, to voltage is
expressed:


V 
 1  
P
 P0  2 p1 
 p2   

V 2 
V
 V0  
 0 


(4-1)

p1 and p2 are percentages of constant impedance and constant current loads in the load
composition. As intuitively expected, (4-1) implies that constant impedance loads have the
highest sensitivity to the voltage. In [182], the performance of RFC is analyzed for different
percentages of constant impedance and constant power loads. It is shown that RFC can
provide a substantial reduction in frequency deviations if constant impedance loads are
dominant in the system.

4.3.2

Interaction of voltage control and frequency stability

The interaction between voltage stability and frequency stability is studied in this section.
In systems with a high percentage of voltage-dependent loads, voltage regulation of the
system, especially after power imbalance events, affects the capacity of the system to
recover the generation-demand balance [183]. For example, when a power deficiency
occurs due to a generation trip or a large load connection, the system voltage usually drops,
which consequently leads to lower load consumption as explained in the previous section.
This partial load reduction reduces the severity of generation-demand imbalance in the
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system. However, if voltage regulation sources across the system effectively regulate the
system voltage, the severity of generation-demand imbalance will continue.

4.3.2.1

Voltage control by conventional AVRs

The adverse impact of fast AVRs on small-signal stability is well-studied and documented
[3]. However, the effect of AVR response on system frequency response has not been
studied as comprehensively. To demonstrate the impact of AVRs’ response on frequency
deviations, sensitivity studies are conducted on the 12-bus study systems with constant
impedance loads. An under-frequency event is simulated by connecting a 200 MW load to
bus 5. The gain of the AVR in generator 3 is set to 25 and 100 to represent the cases of a
slow and a fast AVR, respectively. Simulation results are demonstrated in Figure 4-2. The
results show that with faster AVRs, i.e. KA=100, the frequency deviates more because the
system voltage is regulated rapidly and the expected load power reduction due voltage
drop, does not occur.

Figure 4-2 Impacts of AVR response on the system frequency response

4.3.2.2

Voltage control by PV-STATCOMs

According to some of the recently updated grid codes reviewed in Section 1.4, Inverterbased generators are allowed to regulate the system voltage on an agreement with the
system operator. Since inverter-based generators can provide very fast voltage regulation,
they can also negatively affect the frequency response of systems with voltage-sensitive
loads. To demonstrate the impact of PV-STATCOM voltage regulation, the PV plant
model is added to bus 3 in 12-bus study system. PV plant controller is set to regulate the
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POI voltage. The simulation results for connection of a 200 MW load at bus 5 with and
without PV-STATCOM installed at bus 3 are shown in Figure 4-3. The simulation results
illustrate that voltage regulation at bus 3 can deteriorate frequency response because the
load voltage is regulated by PV-STATCOM.

Figure 4-3 Impact of PV-STATCOMs with voltage regulation on the system
frequency response

4.3.3

Frequency regulation mode

The frequency regulation mode is a very low-frequency mode (0.001-0.1 Hz), which is
common among all the generators within a system [70] and governs the frequency response
of a system. The following features are applicable to the frequency regulation mode: i) high
participation of synchronous machine speeds; ii) in-phase mode-shapes for all machine
speeds; and iii) high sensitivity to inertia, governors’ parameters, and load combination
[152]. Enhancement of system frequency regulation mode stability is equivalent to
balancing the generation-demand [70]. Therefore, the proposed RFC is designed to
enhance the frequency regulation mode damping and reduce its overshoot.

4.3.4
4.3.4.1

RFC sensitivity analysis in the study system
Sensitivity to load composition

As explained in Section 4.3.1, load power sensitivity to voltage (∂P/∂V) plays an important
role in the effectiveness of RFC. The sensitivity analysis of CLM to voltage is not as
straightforward as static load models expressed in (4-1). Therefore, simulation-based
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sensitivity analysis is conducted on the loads of study system by varying the load voltage
between 0.9-1.1 pu. The variations in real and reactive powers are plotted in Figure 4-4.
L3 and L2 exhibit the highest real power sensitivities (∂PL/∂V), whereas industrial loads,
L1 and L4, have the least sensitivity. In addition, Figure 4-4 demonstrates that reactive
power consumption of different types of loads is also affected by voltage variations. For
example, L2 shows the highest reactive power sensitivity to the voltage. When the voltage
of L2 decreases, its reactive power consumption is also reduced, which helps the system
voltage regulation. On the other hand, in the case of L3 voltage reduction causes a slight
increase in reactive power consumption. Although L2 reactive power voltage sensitivity is
preferred from voltage regulation perspective, it is not desirable for RFC where voltage is
intentionally reduced to decrease the load voltage. Close investigation of Figure 4-4 and
Table 4-1 reveals that size and composition of the loads are two factors that affect the
voltage sensitivity of loads.

Figure 4-4 (a) Real power sensitivities and (b) Reactive power sensitivities of the
loads L1-L6 to voltage
While it is widely accepted that system load types play a vital role in the effectiveness of
RFC, studies performed in this section show that the location of RFC service is also a
critical factor. To study the sensitivity with respect to the location of RFC, two approaches
are adopted: i) Residue analysis, ii) nonlinear time-domain simulations.
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The residue values associated with the frequency regulation mode, when the PV plant is
located at different buses 1-6, one at a time, are reported in Table 4-2. In each case,
MATLAB linearization toolbox is employed to find the linearized model of the system
with POI voltage reference as input and the system average frequency as output (fCOI/vPVref).
Higher residue magnitude is an indicator of higher mode observability and controllability.
Accordingly, bus 3 is the best candidate for RFC.
Table 4-2 Residue of frequency regulation mode at different buses
Bus No.
Residue Magnitude
Residue angle

1
0.0048
-39.68°

2
3
0.0336
0.2466
156.16° 163.47 °

4
0.1813
67.75°

5
0.0905
71.15°

6
0.0206
55.37°

To confirm these results, a non-linear simulation study is conducted. The PV plant model
is connected to different buses while operating in POI voltage control mode. An underfrequency event is initiated by connecting a 50 MW load at bus 4 at t=2 s. The POI voltage
reference of the PV plant is simultaneously decreased by 5% to decrease the system
voltages and load power consumption. Figure 4-5 shows the impact of PV plant voltage
reduction on frequency variations.

Figure 4-5 System frequency variations after a 5% voltage drop at different buses
The nonlinear simulation results validate the linearized system analysis reported in Table
4-2. When the PV plant is connected at bus 3, the most effective reactive power-based
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frequency control (best nadir) is achieved. The studies of this section demonstrate that not
only the size and type of load but also the location of RFC control determine the level of
frequency stability enhancement imparted by RFC.
It is known that PV plant location is mainly determined by economic considerations such
as availability of cheap land, etc. Therefore, according to these studies, not all PV plants
within a system are suitable candidates for RFC. Similar studies are therefore required to
determine the most effective candidate bus in different systems.
In the rest of this chapter, the PV plant is located at bus 3 where the highest controllability
is achieved.

4.4 RFC controller design
As explained in Section 4.3.3, enhancing the damping of system frequency regulation mode
is equivalent to balancing the generation-demand during power imbalance events [70].
Therefore, the proposed RFC acts on the frequency regulation mode. The parameters of
RFC are designed using linear control theory [169]. MATLAB linearization toolbox is
employed to find the linearized model of the system.

4.4.1

Determination of RFC Input/output pair (xRFC/xout)

The objective of RFC is to modulate the PV plant POI voltage. Therefore, PV plant voltage
reference is selected as actuator (control) signal, i.e. xout=∆VPV, as shown in Figure 2-13.
Center Of Inertia, fCOI, is chosen as the feedback signal, xRFC in Figure 2-13, since this signal
shows the highest observability of the system frequency regulation mode compared to local
frequency or system voltage. The fCOI is the weighted average of synchronous generators
frequencies and obtained from [184] as:
N

fCOI   Hi fi
i 1

N
 Hi
i 1

(4-2)

where Hi and fi are inertia constant and frequency of the ith synchronous generator in a grid
with N generators. Different techniques have been proposed to estimate fCOI using widearea measurement systems [185]. In this study, (4-2) is used to calculate fCOI. One
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advantage of fCOI over local bus frequency is that low frequency local or inter-area
oscillations are not observable in this signal, hence the possibility of RFC interaction with
other oscillatory modes of the system is minimized. A conservative delay of 0.2 s is
considered for the communication delay of the wide-area measurement system which is
twice the value measured for a real system in [186].

4.4.2

Washout Filter design

The frequency regulation mode of the system is ω frequency regulation ≈1.2 rad/sec. Hence, by
choosing TW=5 s, the steady-state offset in xRFC signal is removed and RFC operates only
in the first few seconds after the occurrence of frequency deviation to alleviate it.

4.4.3

Phase Compensator Design

The phase compensator parameters are designed using the residue-based approach
explained in Appendix E. The system transfer function (fCOI/VPVref) is developed through
MATLAB control design tool and the residue corresponding to the frequency regulation
mode is calculated using (E- 11). Parameters α, T, and n in the phase compensator are
designed to provide the required phase compensation. The parameters are reported in
Appendix D.2, Table D-3.

4.4.4

RFC controller gain (KRFC)

The RFC controller gain, KRFC, is tuned to enhance the damping and reduce overshoot of
the frequency regulation mode. Figure 4-6 shows the loci of the frequency regulation mode
of the system when KRFC in the designed RFC controller varies between 0 and 1. While
significant enhancement in the mode damping is obtainable by increasing the controller
gain, the gain is limited by the voltage constraints of the system.
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Figure 4-6 Loci of frequency regulation mode for KRFC=0-1

4.5 Study cases
The PV plant is connected at bus 3 and both nighttime and daytime operations of PVSTATCOM are studied. To show how the permissible range of RFC voltage modulation
impacts frequency stability, Vlim in Figure 2-13 is set to 5% and 10%. These are the normal
and post-contingency transmission system voltage ranges, respectively, for Ontario,
Canada [187]. In all simulations, an under-frequency event is initiated by connecting a 100
MW load to bus 5 at t= 2 s. The same power flow is maintained in all study cases to ensure
minimum change in system dynamics in different study cases. Thus, at bus 3, G3 power is
adjusted with PV plant generation to keep the total power at bus 3 the same, i.e. 270 MW,
in all study cases.

4.5.1

Nighttime operation

During nighttime, the entire capacity of PV plant (111 Mvar) is available for reactive power
modulation. Figure 4-7 (a)-(c) illustrate the COI frequency (Hz) (calculated using (4-2)),
PV plant POI voltage (pu), and PV inverter reactive power (pu), respectively. The PV plant
power being zero is not shown here.
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Figure 4-7 RFC performance at night (a) system COI frequency (b) PV plant
voltage (c) PV plant reactive power
Simulations are performed for two values of RFC gain, KRFC. Figure 4-7 (a) demonstrates
that the frequency nadir is reduced when RFC is implemented. For KRFC=0.1 and Vlim=5%,
the nadir is decreased by 30 mHz from 59.67 Hz to 59.70 Hz. The PV plant voltage
variation is limited to 95% as shown in Figure 4-7 (b). If the voltage limit is extended to
10%, it is possible to increase the gain to 0.25 and achieve nadir reduction of 60 mHz as
depicted in Figure 4-7 (a). Figure 4-7 (b) illustrates that with No RFC, the POI voltage is
regulated by the plant level voltage control to its pre-fault value. With RFC activated, the
POI voltage decreases to 0.95 pu for controller gain of 0.1.
With KRFC=0.25, voltage reaches 0.9 pu which causes higher reduction in load power
consumption, as shown in Figure 4-7. Low-frequency power oscillations are noticed on
voltage, which are however not the focus of this chapter and actually dealt with in Chapter
3. Figure 4-7 (c) demonstrates the reactive power modulation of PV plant. In No control
case, the PV plant injects reactive power to regulate POI voltage after power imbalance
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occurrence. However, when RFC is active, the POI voltage reference is reduced by RFC,
and hence the PV plant absorbs reactive power, temporarily. With higher controller gain,
almost the entire capacity, i.e. 1 pu, of PV inverters is used for reactive power modulation.
These results reveal that reactive power-based frequency control can utilize the entire
capacity of PV inverters at night as STATCOM for frequency regulation. This novel
service can successfully complement other available frequency stability services while
satisfying all the grid voltage limits.

4.5.2

Day time operation

During day, priority is given to real power generation, so the available reactive power
capacity is limited. The PV plant may operate in either Maximum Power Point Tracking
(MPPT) to obtain the maximum revenue or operate in curtailed (non-MPPT) mode. The
PV plant may be curtailed for technical reasons like prevention of over voltages or to
provide frequency support. Three different scenarios are studied: 1) Noon time operation
in MPPT mode; 2) Noontime operation in curtailed (non-MPPT) mode; 3) Operation in
MPPT mode at non-peak hours.

4.5.2.1

Operation in MPPT mode at noon

Due to oversizing of the inverter as explained before [110], there is a capacity headroom
of 48 Mvar (√(1112 – 1002) or 0.43 pu for reactive power modulation even when rated
power is generated. This unused inverter capacity is utilized by RFC. Figure 4-8 shows the
simulation results when PV plant is operating in MPPT mode. The variables shown are
correspondingly similar to those of Figure 4-7.
The PV plant power remains around 1 pu in all study cases, and hence not shown. In Figure
4-8 (a), it is seen that RFC with KRFC=0.3 and voltage limit of 5% decreases the frequency
nadir by 20 mHz, from 59.69 Hz to 59.71Hz. The frequency nadir is reduced even further
to 59.74 Hz, if KRFC is 0.5 and Vlim is set to 0.9 pu. In Figure 4-8 (b), the bus voltage is
regulated in No control case, while with RFC the voltage is reduced to 0.95 and 0.9 pu for
KRCF of 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. In Figure 4-8 (c), it is observed that reactive power range
is limited to 0.43 pu compared to 1 pu during nighttime operation. In No control case, PV
plant injects reactive power to recover the falling voltage after the disturbance. With RFC,
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reactive power is absorbed to reduce the bus voltage. When KRFC=0.5, the reactive power
reaches its lower limits, i.e., -0.43 pu. This study reveals that even when the PV plant is
operating at maximum power, RFC can enhance frequency stability with limited remnant
reactive power capacity of inverters.

Figure 4-8 RFC performance at noon in MPPT mode (a) system COI frequency (b)
PV plant voltage (c) PV plant reactive power

4.5.2.2

Operation in curtailed mode at noon

If PV plant is curtailed for reasons stated before, the remaining inverter capacity can be
used by RFC to improve frequency stability. In this study, the PV plant is considered to
operate on a sunny day at noon with rated 100 MW generation. However, the PV plant
output is curtailed to 50 MW, i.e. x=50% in Figure 2-13. Hence, an inverter capacity of
99.1 Mvar (= √(1112 – 502)), or 0.89 pu remains unused. When curtailed, the PV plant can
also provide real power-based frequency support by modulating the unused 50 MW real
power. This service is required by some grid operators, e.g. Puerto Rico [114]. Hence, a
power-frequency droop control is implemented in the real power control loop of PV plant
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controller, as shown in Figure 2-13. Figure 4-9 indicates the simulation results for the
curtailed mode for four different control modes: 1) No control; 2) 5% real power droop
control according to North American Electricity Reliability Council (NERC) [179]; 3) with
only RFC; and 4) combination of droop and RFC.

Figure 4-9 RFC performance at noon in curtailed mode: (a) system COI frequency
(b) PV plant real power (c) PV plant voltage (d) PV plant reactive power
Figure 4-9 (a) illustrates the COI frequency in different scenarios. It is shown that
compared to No control case, the 5% droop control improves the frequency nadir by 20
mHz while RFC controller leads to 30 mHz improvement in frequency nadir for 5% voltage
limit. If the voltage limit is extended to 10% even more improvement is expected but not
shown here. It should be noted that droop control decreases the frequency drop in steady-
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state, while RFC only acts in transient state. It is seen that RFC and droop control have
very similar improving effects on frequency behavior. Figure 4-9 (b) shows the real power
output of PV plant which varies only with the activated droop control. In this study system
with droop control, the small share of PV generation with respect to the total system
generation (100 MW vs 1470 MW) results in a limited real power contribution from the
PV plant, i.e. around maximum of 10 MW according to Figure 4-9 (b). On the other hand,
RFC reduces the voltage at bus 3 to 0.95 pu, according to Figure 4-4. In this case, the load
reduction of L3 and L4 is more than 10 MW which explains the higher impact of RFC on
frequency of this system. The combination of droop control and RFC results in the best
frequency behavior and nadir is improved from 59.67 Hz to 59.72 Hz.
Figure 4-9 (c) depicts the POI voltage of the PV plant. With RFC, the voltage drops to 0.95
pu while it is regulated to its pre-fault values in No control and 5% droop cases. The PV
plant reactive power and reactive power limits are shown in Figure 4-9 (d). In No control
and droop control cases, reactive power is injected to regulate the voltage. When RFC is
implemented, reactive power is absorbed to reduce the voltage and system load. It is noted
that the Plant Power Limit Logic, described in Section 2.6.1.4, reduces the reactive power
limits dynamically when real power increases because of droop control action.
Nonetheless, the reactive power stays within the limits in all case studies.
This study shows that in systems even with a low share of PV systems, RFC can be as
effective as conventional power-frequency droop control. In other words, RFC can
potentially reduce the need for real power-based frequency support from PV plants and
reduce the need for curtailment by using the unutilized capacity of the PV inverters.

4.5.2.3

Operation at non-peak generation times

During non-peak times (or cloudy days), considerable capacity of PV inverters remains
unused even if the PV plant is operating in MPPT mode. This capacity can be utilized for
RFC. In this study, PV plant is considered to operate in MPPT mode with an available solar
power of 70 MW. Hence, the remaining capacity, i.e. 86 Mvar or 0.77 pu, can be used for
RFC. Figure 4-10 illustrates the simulation results. The variables shown are
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correspondingly similar to those of Figure 4-7. PV plant power is constant during
simulations and hence not depicted here.
Figure 4-10 (a) shows that frequency drop reduces with RFC. Frequency nadir reduction
of 20 mHz and 50mHz are achieved for KRFC of 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. Figure 4-10 (b)
shows the reduction in voltage by RFC for different system operating limits. Figure 4-10
(c) shows the variations of reactive power within the limits. Comparing these results with
those of Figure 4-8 reveals that in non-peak operating conditions RFC can potentially
perform better due to availability of higher reactive power capacity (0.77 pu vs 0.43 pu in
Figure 4-8).

Figure 4-10 RFC performance at non-peak hours: (a) system COI frequency (b) PV
plant voltage (c) PV plant reactive power

4.5.2.4

Counteracting inertia-reduction by RFC

In this study, the feasibility of using RFC to counteract the impact of inertia loss is
investigated. Figure 4-11 indicates the system COI frequency with and without PV power
generation when 100 MW load increase occurs at t=2 s. The generator unit G3 is composed
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of two 192 MVA generators. During noon when the PV plant is generating its nominal
power, i.e., 100 MW, G3 generates 170 MW which can be provided by one unit and the
other unit is disconnected. Therefore, the inertia of G3 is halved. It is shown in Figure 4-11
that with no PV power, frequency drops to 59.69 Hz. When PV plant generates 100 MW
and one unit of G3 is disconnected, the frequency declines further to 59.67 Hz. However,
by applying RFC, the frequency nadir is restored close to the value before inertia reduction.
In this simulation, the voltage decline is limited to 0.95 pu. Extended limits can result in
further frequency improvement as seen in previous studies. Thus, RFC is shown to be a
potential remedy for frequency stability degradation in low inertia systems.

Figure 4-11 Mitigation of inertia reduction in the study system by RFC

4.6 Discussion
Some considerations regarding the effectiveness of proposed RFC from PV-STATCOM
are discussed below.
i) Nadir Based Frequency Response (NBFR) metric, introduced in Section 1.2.2, is used to
quantify the effectiveness of the proposed RFC. NBFR is calculated for all study cases in
previous section and reported in Table 4-3. In all cases, the size of the power imbalance is
100 MW.
Table 4-3 NBFR (MW/0.1Hz) for different study cases
Control
Case study
Night time (Figure 4-7)
Noon-MPPT (Figure 4-8)
Noon curtailed (Figure 4-9)
Non peak hours (Figure 4-10)

No Control
30.3
32.26
30.3
32.26

With RFC
(Vlim=0.05)
33.33
34.48
33.33
34.48

With RFC
(Vlim=0.1)
37.02
38.46
37.04
38.46
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The values in Table 4-3 show that NBFR is credibly improved by applying RFC in all cases
studied, especially with larger voltage limits. For instance, it is seen that during noon when
PV plant is operating in MPPT mode which corresponds to minimum reactive power
capacity, a smaller 32.26 MW imbalance results in 0.1 Hz frequency drop. However, with
RFC a larger imbalance of 38.46 MW is needed to causes the same 0.1 Hz frequency
decline. This demonstrates an NBFR enhancement of 38.46-32.26=6.2 MW/0.1Hz by
RFC. The system thus becomes stronger from frequency stability perspective. If a real
power-based service is utilized to provide the same NBFR enhancement of 6.2 MW/0.1Hz
for a frequency drop of 0.3 Hz (=0.1*3 Hz) which happens in studies of Sections 4.5.1 and
4.5.2 of this chapter, its capacity should be at least 18.6 MW (=3*6.2 MW).
It is therefore evident that PV-STATCOM based RFC provides this service with an unused
capacity of PV inverters without any additional generation and thereby additional fuel cost.
2) The voltage reductions associated with RFC must be performed prudently to prevent
unwanted tripping of under-voltage protection or stalling of smaller motor loads. In the
simulation studies, the PV plant voltage is controlled so as not to violate utility limits.
However, it may not be assured that the voltage of other buses remains within acceptable
range. For the RFC case study related to Figure 4-7 when the minimum voltage limit is set
to a rather low value of 0.9 pu, voltages at all buses remain within limits as shown in Fig.
13. However, the voltage of load buses 4 and 5, fall below 0.9 pu for about 2 s at bus 5 and
less than 1 second at bus 4, respectively.

Figure 4-12 Bus voltages for the study of Section 4.5
In addition, Figure 4-13 shows electromagnetic torque and speed of motor types A to C in
the load of bus 5, L5, which experiences the most severe voltage variations. It is shown in
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Figure 4-13 that the motor torques remain stable and the speed variations due to voltage
changes remain within an acceptable range.

Figure 4-13 (a) Torque (b) speed of motors A-C in the composite load model at bus 5
According to NERC guidelines for the composite load model [188], under-voltage
protection of all the components in the composite load generally act for voltages below 0.7
pu. In addition, motor D that represents single-phase air conditioners may stall for voltages
below 0.6 pu. However, none of these scenarios is encountered with the proposed PVSTATCOM RFC control for this study system and no tripping occurs. Nevertheless,
different systems can show different behavior. Similar detailed studies may therefore be
required to ensure that RFC does not lead to any unwanted under-voltage issues.

4.7 Conclusion
A novel reactive power-based frequency controller (RFC) is proposed in this chapter to
extend the functionality of a PV solar plant operated as PV-STATCOM. The controller
benefits from voltage sensitivity of loads to reduce the generation-demand imbalance
during frequency excursion events. The effectiveness of RFC is demonstrated on the
generic 12-bus system with a 111Mvar (100MWp) PV plant installed. The RFC is designed
to modulate PV-STATCOM voltage/reactive power so that the damping of the system
“frequency regulation mode” is enhanced. The efficacy of PV-STATCOM RFC control is
examined during various operating conditions. Following conclusions are made:
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 Load sensitivity analysis is performed using the detailed WECC composite load model
to demonstrate the behavior of different load types in response to voltage variations.
Residue analysis shows that not only the load composition and its size, but also the
location of RFC affects the efficacy of RFC.
 During nighttime, the entire capacity of PV solar plant is available thus enhancing the
capability of RFC. However, this entire capacity may not be necessarily required for
RFC due to utility voltage limits. If voltage limits are relaxed, RFC can provide an
even more effective frequency stability service during night.
 During daytime, the reactive power capacity is limited, especially when PV plant is
operating in MPPT mode at noon. Even then, RFC improves NBFR to 6.2 MW/0.1 Hz
which is around 23% enhancement in the system frequency response compared to the
case without RFC.
 It is demonstrated that RFC can be more effective than the conventional 5% powerfrequency droop control. A combination of RFC with droop control provides
maximum improvement in frequency stabilization.
 In non-peak hours, RFC can be more effective due to the availability of increased
reactive power capacity.
 RFC can potentially obviate the impact of system inertia loss due to replacement of
conventional synchronous units by inverter-based generators.
In summary, RFC provides an effective frequency support service using the unused
reactive power capacity of PV-STATCOMs on a 24/7 basis and brings the following
benefits to power systems: i) enhancing system frequency response; ii) reducing the need
for real power-based frequency control services; iii) lowering the power curtailment of PV
power systems for provision of frequency response; and iv) opening a new revenue
opportunity for PV system owners for providing this frequency regulation service both
during night and day.
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Chapter 5

5

Novel Combined Reactive Power-based Frequency and
Power Oscillation Damping Control by PV-STATCOMs

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the capability of PV-STATCOMs to provide RFC is studied.
However, it was shown that the entire reactive power capacity is not necessarily deployed
during RFC performance because of the system voltage limitations. In addition, RFC
utilizes the reactive power capacity temporarily to enhance the system transient frequency
response. It was also mentioned in Chapter 3 that large power imbalances, like generator
trips, can cause frequency deviation and low-frequency power oscillations simultaneously.
Hence, in addition to RFC, a POD controller is added to the reactive power/voltage control
loop of PV-STATCOMs to enhance the system damping.
A novel combined controller, POD+RFC, is therefore designed and implemented on a PV
plant connected to the 12-bus study system. Loads and PV plants are both represented by
dynamic models developed by WECC. Inspired by multi-band PSS, the combined
RFC+POD controller is composed of several channels with a bandwidth corresponding to
different modes. The objective of the controller design is to maximize the stability of both
frequency regulation mode and electromechanical oscillatory modes with one PV plant, at
its given location. The simulation results reveal that the proposed RFC+POD control can
substantially improve the system frequency stability and damping, on a 24/7 basis.

5.2 Study System
The modified 12-bus system with a 111 MVA (100 MWp) PV plant located at bus 3 is
used for simulation studies of this chapter. WECC generic solar PV plant dynamic model
modified in Section 2.6.3 represents the PV plant with combined FRC and POD control.
Loads L1-L6 are modeled by CLM with the type and composition specified in Table 4-1.

5.2.1

Modal characteristics of the study system

The modified 12-bus study system has a diverse modal characteristic. Eigenvalue analysis
of the system reveals that the system includes three poorly damped electromechanical
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modes with high participation factor of generator angles and speeds, and out of phase
mode-shapes. In addition, the system has a frequency regulation mode with high
participation factor of all the generator speeds and in phase mode-shapes. The modal
characteristics of the 12-bus study system are shown in Table 5-1. The generators with the
highest participation in each mode are also highlighted.
Table 5-1 Modes of the 12-bus study system
Mode

Frequency
(Hz)

Damping
ratio (%)

Mode Nature

M1
M2
M3
Mf

1.1755
1.201
1
0.1851

4.68
3.91
2.88
49.14

Electro-mechanical
Electro-mechanical
Electro-mechanical
Frequency regulation

Participant Generators
G1

G2

G3

G4

0.197
0.122
0.048
0.302

0.166
0.039
0.132
0.206

0.089
0.308
0.066
0.110

0.084
0.068
0.279
0.106

5.3 Combined RFC and POD controller design
The objective of the combined RFC+POD controller is to maximize the effectiveness of
PV-STATCOM in improving system stability. However, the proposed combined controller
encounters two main challenges:
i) The location of the PV-STATCOM may not necessarily be the best to provide high
controllability for all the electromechanical and frequency regulation modes. Therefore,
the controller is designed only for modes with the highest controllability measure.
ii) The oscillation frequencies of electromechanical modes are very close, see Table 5-1.
Hence, multi-mode stabilization by one device is challenging since modes may interact or
move to opposite directions when controller gains are tuned [157].
In studies of this chapter, the PV solar system as PV-STATCOM is connected at bus 3
where the PV plant voltage has the highest controllability over the frequency mode
according to Section 4.3.4.1. Controllability of electromechanical modes M1 to M3 by the
PV plant POI voltage control is measured using geometric controllability measures (see
Appendix E.5). The results are reported in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2 Geometric controllability measures of electromechanical modes
Mode
Controllability
measure (mc)

M1

M2

M3

9.4e-4

0.0012

0.0017

The results of Table 5-2 reveal that M1 is the least controllable mode by the PV plant
voltage modulation. According to participation factors in Table 5-1, this mode is associated
with oscillations between G1 and G2, hence the PV system, which is located far from these
generators, cannot effectively damp this mode. However, Modes 2 and 3 have a higher
controllability.
According to the above studies, the combined RFC and FFR controller explained in Section
2.6.3 is adopted for the studies of this chapter. The multi-channel POD controller in Figure
2-15 is designed to stabilize modes M2 and M3. Figure 2-15 is modified for studies of this
chapter and shown in Figure 5-1

Figure 5-1 The proposed combined RFC and POD controller
The POD controller consists of two channels for modes M2 and M3. The input to each
channel, xPOD1 and xPOD2, is selected based on observability analysis. The bandwidth of
band-pass filters are tuned to only pass oscillations of the corresponding mode. The central
frequencies are equal to the natural frequency of the modes. The phase compensators
parameters (T2, T3, α2, α3) and gains (KPOD2 and KPOD3) are tuned as explained in Section
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3.2.2.2 to achieve the highest damping of the electromechanical oscillatory modes. The
structure of the RFC controller is the same as Figure 2-13.

5.3.1

RFC controller design

As shown in Table 5-1, the natural frequency of frequency regulation mode is around 0.18
Hz, which is well separated from other electromechanical modes. Center of Inertia
frequency is selected as the input signal to the RFC controller. The filter central frequency,
ωf, is set equal to 0.18 Hz. The phase compensator is designed using the residue technique
explained in Section E.5. The controller gain is tuned to increase the damping of the
frequency regulation mode. Figure 5-2 demonstrates the loci of the frequency regulation
mode when KRFC varies. As depicted in Figure 5-2, while substantial enhancement is
obtained in the stability of the frequency regulation mode, other electromechanical modes
are affected only slightly. It is stressed that KRFC is constrained by the voltage limits of the
system, and values above 0.35 lead to voltage deviation beyond the acceptable range of
0.9-1.1 pu. The controller parameters are given in Table D-4 in Appendix D.1.

Figure 5-2 Loci of frequency regulation mode for KRFC=0-0.6

5.3.2

Multichannel POD controller design

The input signals to the multichannel POD controller are selected using observability
measures. The input signals of individual channels, xPOD2 and xPOD3, may be different or
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the same depending on the observability of modes and available communication
infrastructure. It should be noted that the frequency of modes M1 and M2 are very close.
Therefore, the impact of the M2 channel on M1 is inevitable although M1 is not the mode
of interest. To avoid this issue, it is proposed to select a feedback signal that not only has
high observability of M2 (and less for M1) but also leads to residue angles in the same
quadrant for both modes. Table 5-3 shows the geometric observability measures of some
local and remote signals. Observability of the modes in local frequency and voltage of bus
3, f3 and V3, is very low, therefore local feedback signals are not useful in this study. Line
powers demonstrate higher observability. However, only the power of line 6-4, P6-4, and
line 7-8, P7-8, have higher observability of M2 over M1.
Table 5-3 Geometric observability measures of electromechanical modes for some
local and remote signals
Mode
Signal
P1-6
P1-2
P4-5
P5-2
P6-4
P7-8
V3
f3

M1

M2

M3

0.0071
0.0184
0.0054
0.0030
0.0030
0.0014
0.0004
0.0006

0.0039
0.0086
0.0025
0.0014
0.0038
0.0035
0.0004
0.0012

0.0097
0.0062
0.0052
0.0028
0.0034
0.0019
0.0002
0.0004

Regarding the angle of the residues, P7-8 is a better choice as the residue angles of modes
M1 and M2 are in the same quadrant as shown in Table 5-4. Also, the phase compensation
of M2 will provide positive damping to M1. For the third mode, M3, P1-6, P1-2, and P4-5
have reasonable observability of the mode and can be used as input of the second channel
of the POD controller, i.e. xPOD3 in Figure 5-1. To avoid the need for extra communication
channels, P7-8 is also used for both channels.
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Table 5-4 Residues of electromechanical modes in some system signals
Mode
Signal
P1-6
P1-2
P4-5
P5-2
P6-4
P7-8
V3
f3

M1

M2

M3

0.9<-84.94
3.7<128.93
0.48<-51.98
0.49<129.93
0.41<159.44
0.63<-119.64
0.03<-179.133
0.15<-28.69

0.84<137.97
2.89<-80.45
0.36<-178.90
0.36<-3.43
1.65<-125.97
1.31 <-154.60
0.04<-121.97
0.51<-51.92

3.66<53.06
3.69<32.70
1.36< -139.82
1.36<41.07
1.61<-144.75
2.08<62.73
0.04<127.64
0.32<-85.38

Once the feedback signals are selected, the residue-based technique explained in Appendix
E.6 is employed to design the phase compensators of each channel. The channel
corresponding to M2 is tuned first to enhance the stability of mode M2. Figure 5-3 (a)
shows the loci of mode M2 when the gain of the POD controller, KPOD2, varies between 0
and 0.16. It is shown that while damping of mode M2 is increased, i.e. M2 moves to the
left, the controller has a slight effect on the stability of M1. The controller also has a
positive impact on M3 and the mode denoted by MC. MC is a control mode with high
participation factor of G1 and G3 exciters. Figure 5-3 (a) also demonstrates that another
control mode is moving toward the right side of the plane. Therefore, care should be taken
in choosing KPOD2 to ensure enough damping for all the modes. According to root loci,
KPOD2 =0.1 provides reasonable damping for all the modes as shown in Figure 5-3 (a) by
the black “x” points.
To design the second channel of POD controller, the linearized model of the system, with
the RFC and channel M2 implemented, is obtained and the previous steps are taken to tune
the POD channel corresponding to M3. Figure 5-3 (b) depicts the loci of the control mode
and electromechanical modes when KPOD3 varies between 0-0.6. Similar to previous case,
the designed controller not only enhances the damping of M3 but also increases the
damping of M2. However, M1 is also slightly influenced. The control mode MC moves to
the right by the increase of KPOD3. To maintain reasonable stability for all the modes, KPOD3
is limited to 0.4, as depicted in Figure 5-3 (b) by the black “x” sign. In conclusion, all the
modes of the system, except M2, will have damping of more 5% which is acceptable by
most of the system operators as reviewed in Section 1.4.2.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5-3 Loci of electromechanical modes of the study system when (a) KPOD2
varies between 0-0.16 (b) KPOD3 varies between 0-0.6
Figure 5-4 illustrates the overall enhancement achieved by the implementation of
RFC+POD controller with the designed parameters. It shows that all system modes have
damping of more than 5%., except M1 which has damping of 4.3%. The designed
parameters are given in Table D-5 in Appendix D.3.

Figure 5-4 Overall stability enhancement achieved by the implementation of the
RFC+POD controller.
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5.4 Case studies
The performance of the proposed POD+RFC controller is studied during day and night.
Real/reactive power capacity of PV-STATCOM in the study system is the same as shown
in Figure 3-3. During the night, the entire capacity of the PV plant, i.e. 111 Mvar, is
available to be utilized by the RFC+POD controller. During the day, however, the available
reactive power capacity depends on the real power generation. The minimum reactive
power capacity is 48 Mvar that corresponds to the nominal operating point when rated 100
MW solar power is generated during noon.
A frequency drop event is initiated by connecting a 100 MW load to bus 2 at t=2 s. This
disturbance also excites the system oscillatory modes. Four different control cases are
simulated: 1) No control; 2) Only RFC; 3) Only POD; 4) Combination of RFC and POD
(POD+RFC). The controller parameters are the same for both day and night studies.

5.4.1

Nighttime operation

Simulation results for nighttime operation are indicated in Figure 5-5. Figure 5-5 (a)-(d)
show the COI frequency (Hz), power flow in line 7-8 (MW), PV plant POI voltage (pu),
and PV inverters reactive power (Mvar), respectively. PV plant real power is zero and not
shown here.
Figure 5-5 (a) shows that the frequency nadir is alleviated by 30 mHz, from 59.670 Hz to
59.70 Hz, in only RFC and POD+RFC cases (the curves are on top of each other). Only
POD controller has no beneficial impact on system average frequency and frequency
deviation. This is similar to the No control case. However, in Figure 5-5 (b) it is shown that
line power oscillations are effectively stabilized in less than 5 s when only POD controller
is implemented. Before the disturbance, 290 MW power is injected into bus 8 as shown in
Figure 5-5 (b) (notice the negative sign of power). With RFC controller, immediately after
the disturbance, the injected power drops to 263 MW (27 MW power drop) whereas in no
control case it only reaches 273 MW. In fact, with RFC controller, load consumption at
bus 3 is partially reduced since RFC reduces the voltage of bus 3. In Figure 5-5 (b), it is
shown that RFC causes a very low-frequency oscillation in the line power flow due to its .
modulation of system voltage with the frequency of the frequency regulation mode, i.e.
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around 0.18 Hz. Figure 5-5 (c) shows the PV plant POI voltage in different study cases. In
no control case, PV plant voltage controller regulates the PV plant voltage. When RFC
controller is activated, the PV plant voltage is modulated appropriately to enhance the
damping of the frequency regulation mode. The voltage deviation remains within ±10%
range (voltage reaches 0.9 pu), which is the permissible transient voltage range in some
systems like Ontario [187]. When only POD controller is implemented, the POI voltage is
modulated with the frequency of electromechanical modes. With both POD and RFC
controllers implemented, the modulating signals are superimposed in the POI voltage.

Figure 5-5 Nighttime operation (a) system COI frequency (b) power flow of line 8-7
(c) PV plant POI voltage (d) PV plant reactive power
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Figure 5-5 (d) illustrates the utilized reactive power capacity of the PV-inverters. In no
control case, reactive power changes slightly, for voltage regulation. In contrast, with RFC
controller the entire capacity of the PV plant, i.e. 110 Mvar, is used in the time interval 4.86.2 s. With only POD controller, reactive power is modulated in the range of ±10 Mvar.
The reactive power responses of controllers are added in POD+RFC case. When reactive
power hits the limits because of RFC controller operation, there is no room for POD
controller to modulate the reactive power/voltage so POD+RFC performs similar to only
RFC case. This phenomenon, i.e. undesirable deactivation of POD controller, can be
avoided by lowering the RFC controller gain, but then the effectiveness of RFC is reduced.
In summary, this study shows that the unused capacity of PV-STATCOMs during the night
can be effectively deployed to enhance frequency stability and power oscillations damping,
simultaneously.

5.4.2

Noontime operation (Maximum real power generation)

During day, priority is given to real power generation. Therefore reactive power capacity
is limited as shown in Figure 3-3. As mentioned before, reactive power capacity is limited
to 48 Mvar when the PV plant is generating nominal rated power. The system demand is
the same as nighttime operation and extra 100 MW PV generation is accommodated by
reducing the power generation of G3 by 100 MW. Thus, the injected real power into bus 3
is kept at 270 MW like nighttime operation. Figure 5-6 demonstrates the simulation results.
The variables shown are correspondingly similar to those of Figure 5-5. PV real power is
100 MW and does not change during simulations so it is not shown here.
Figure 5-6 (a) shows that RFC improves frequency nadir by 20 mHz, compared to 30 mHz
in the night time operation. The lower effectiveness of RFC is attributed to the lower
reactive power capacity compared to nighttime operation. The POD controller has no
beneficial impact on system frequency, although it effectively stabilizes the power
oscillations in line 7-8, as shown in Figure 5(b). In only RFC case, the injected power at
bus 8 drops from 290 MW to 270 MW immediately after power imbalance occurs, while
in no control case the injected power at the bus reaches 275 MW. The difference of 5 MW
is explained by the performance of RFC, which reduces the load at bus 3. This demand
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reduction is lower than nighttime operation, i.e. 10 MW, mainly due to limited reactive
power capacity which restricts the effectiveness of RFC on the system voltage.
Figure 5-6 (c) depicts that the POI voltage is regulated at its pre-disturbance value in no
control case. With only POD controller, the voltage is modulated to damp
electromechanical modes. With RFC, the magnitude of voltage reaches 0.94 pu to reduce
the load consumption in the system. With both controllers added, the voltage is reduced for
frequency control and also modulated for power oscillation damping.

Figure 5-6 Noontime operation (a) system average frequency (b) power flow of line
8-7 (c) PV plant POI voltage (d) PV plant reactive power
Figure 5-6 (d) clearly shows that PV plant reactive power capacity is almost half of that
at night, 48 Mvar vs 110 Mvar, which reduces the effectiveness of RFC. Overall, this
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study shows that despite the lower available reactive power capacity during daytime
operation, the proposed POD+RFC controller can augment both frequency stability and
system damping.

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter proposes an innovative control to effectively use reactive power capacity of
PV-STATCOM for enhancement of frequency stability and small-signal stability on a 24/7
basis. The proposed control consists of two controllers: i) Reactive power-based Frequency
Controller (RFC); ii) Multichannel Power Oscillation Damping (POD) controller. RFC
modulates the system voltage to enhance the stability of the frequency regulation mode
while POD controller acts on the system electromechanical modes which are controllable
through the PV plant voltage control loop. The proposed RFC+multichannel POD is
applied to a 111 MVA (100 MWp) PV solar system which is connected to the modified
12-bus system. Simulations are performed for day and night operation of the PV plant.
Simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed combined controller while
respecting system voltage limits and PV-STATCOM capacity limit. Although less
effective than real power-based frequency support services, RFC reduces frequency
deviations considerably with no need for real power reserve or any new real power services.
The 12-bus system has three closely located oscillatory modes of which only two of them
are controllable by PV-STATCOM, per controllability studies. Therefore, the multichannel
POD is tuned to achieve damping ratio of at least 5% for controllable lightly damped modes
of the system, i.e., M2 and M3. Simultaneous operation of RFC and POD control
significantly enhances power oscillations damping and the system frequency deviation
both during day and night. During day, when limited reactive power capacity is available,
RFC controller may utilize the entire capacity of the inverter, so POD control may become
ineffective temporarily. Still, on the overall the combined controller enhances system
stability.
The proposed POD+RFC controller reduces the need in power systems for new frequency
support services and system stabilizers, like STATCOMs. This novel control can also be
a potential new revenue resource for PV system owners.
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Chapter 6

6

Coordinated control of DFIG-based wind plants and PV
solar plants to augment frequency stability

6.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes a novel control for coordinated operation of wind and solar plants
to enhance the frequency stability of power systems. An enhanced inertial response
algorithm is proposed for wind generators to reduce the negative impacts of the recovery
period and alleviate the shaft stresses, as described in Section 1.2.4.1. A fast powerfrequency droop control is also developed for PV plants. A combined operation of these
controls is shown to reduce the system frequency deviation. Simulation studies are
conducted on the modified two-area-four-machine study system. Simulation results show
that the proposed coordinated control not only alleviates frequency deviations but also
decreases the shaft stress and risk of turbine stall in wind plants.

6.2 Study system
6.2.1

Modified two-area-four-machine system

Two-area-four-machine study system, introduced in section 2.4.1, is modified for the
studies of this chapter. A 330 MVA DFIG-based wind farm and a 167 MVA PV plant are
connected at bus 9 of the system as shown in Figure 6-1. Modified versions of WECC
generic dynamic models are used for both PV and wind plants. Compared to the original
two-area study system, introduced in Section 2.4.1, generation of G3 is reduced to 627 MW
(from 700 MW), and the load at bus 2 is increased to 1967 MW (from 1767 MW). ZIP load
models are used with a composition of 45% of constant impedance, 35% of constant
current, and 20% of constant power.
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Figure 6-1 Modified two-area-four-machine study system

6.2.2

Modified wind plant model

The modified WECC model for Type 3 wind generators with capability of providing
inertial response, explained in Section 2.8, is employed to model the 330 MVA wind plant.
The wind plant is operating in power factor control mode (pf=0.95) and MPPT mode.
However, a synthetic inertial response control is added to the WTGTRQ as shown in Figure
2-23. In this chapter, two synthetic inertial response algorithms are developed and
implemented to the wind turbine control.

6.2.2.1

Conventional wind synthetic inertial response

The first algorithm is designed to fulfill the requirements of Hydro Quebec system as
explained in Section 1.4. As per the requirements, if system frequency drops below 59.7
Hz, the wind turbines shall increase their power for at least 6 % of the wind generator
nominal power. In the studies of this chapter, wind generators are made to increase their
power by 10% of the wind plant nominal power. The overproduction shall be maintained
for at least 9 s (chosen to be 10 s in this study). After 10 s or if the frequency is restored to
the ±36 mHz band, the wind turbines ramp down their power generation to a level below
the available wind power to recharge the turbines. The level of underproduction should be
equal or less than the overproduction value. When the turbine speed reaches its predisturbance value, ω0, the inertial response is deactivated. Figure 6-2 demonstrates the
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synthetic inertial response algorithm applied to the WTGTRQ module to perform synthetic
inertial response based on Hydro Quebec requirements.

Figure 6-2 Synthetic inertial response algorithm from wind generator based on the
Hydro Quebec requirements

6.2.2.2

Enhanced synthetic inertial response from wind turbines

As explained in Section 1.2.4.1, provision of synthetic inertial response by wind turbines
results in increased stress on turbine shaft. The under-production period just after the
support phase is also problematic and can cause a second dip in the system frequency. To
minimize these undesirable effects, an enhanced inertial respond algorithm is developed in
this section. Instead of waiting for 10 s, this algorithm stops the inertial response once the
system has trapped the frequency decline and frequency starts recovering towards its
steady-state value, i.e. after the frequency nadir. The frequency nadir in fact shows that
system generation and demand have reached a balance and frequency support services can
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be gradually withdrawn. In Figure 6-3, the concept of the proposed enhanced wind inertial
response control is depicted.

Figure 6-3 Concept of the proposed enhanced synthetic inertial response
As shown in Figure 6-3, during the frequency recovery phase, the rate of change of
frequency, df/dt, is a positive value while frequency deviation, ∆f, is still below 59.7 Hz.
This criterion is used to detect when the support phase of the inertial response should cease
and recovery phase of the wind turbine should start. If frequency nadir is not reached in 10
s, the wind inertial response is stopped. The flowchart of the proposed control is shown in
Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4 Enhanced synthetic inertial response algorithm for wind turbines

6.2.3

Modified PV plant model

The modified WECC PV plant model, explained in Section 2.6.4, is used to model the 167
MVA PV plant in the system. The plant is operating in power factor control mode (pf=0.95)
and real power control mode and the fast power-frequency droop is added to the the REPC
real power control loop as shown in Figure 2-23. The dead-band of the fast droop control
is set to ±36 mHz in the studies of this chapter and fmin is set equal to 59.7 Hz. In fact, fmin
is set so that the fast support of PV plant covers the interval between the onset of the
disturbance and triggering of the wind turbines’ inertial response.

6.3 Case studies
The proposed controllers are added to the wind and PV generator controls and their
performance is evaluated by simulation studies. In all the studies, a large load is connected
to bus 9 at t=1 s.
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6.3.1

Conventional wind inertial response

To investigate the issues associated with the provision of inertial response by wind
turbines, an under-frequency event is created by adding a 300MW load at bus 9 of the study
system. The wind plant is initially generating 260 MW real power and equipped with
conventional synthetic inertial response as explained in Section 6.2.2.1. The PV plant does
not participate in frequency control in this study. The simulation results are shown in Figure
6-5. Figure 6-5 (a) depicts the system frequency (the low-frequency oscillations are due to
excitation of the inter-area mode in the study system). It is shown that wind plant inertial
response has a minor impact on the frequency nadir improvement, however, it enhances
the retrieval of the frequency. This is mainly because of the delay in the trigger of the
inertial response at 59.7 Hz. In the recovery phase, frequency experiences another drop,
which delays the system to reach its steady-state frequency. This may also cause a second
dip in low inertia systems [37].
Figure 6-5 (b) demonstrates the real power output of the wind generator. It is seen that if
inertial response is implemented, the wind production increases from 262 MW to around
295 MW (≈0.1 pu) when frequency deviation becomes larger than 0.3 Hz. The support
phase continues for 10 seconds. It take around 3.8 s from the onset of the disturbance to
full delivery of the inertial response, i.e 30 MW which is equal to 0.1 pu of the wind turbine
nominal power. During the recovery phase, the real power of the wind turbine is reduced
to 230 MW (-0.1 pu) below the available wind power to recharge the turbine speed. Figure
6-5 (c) shows the speed variations of the wind turbine. It is desired that wind turbines
quickly return to the optimal operating point after the support phase. However, this is
mainly determined by the level of underproduction during the recovery phase. Hence, a
compromise needs to be made between the returning rate and level of under-production.
Figure 6-5 (d) depicts the torque of the turbine shaft. It is obvious that the magnitude of the
applied torque increases during the support phase because the power is maintained constant
while the turbine speed is decreasing (T=P/ω).
The studies of this section show that the commonly used predefined pattern of inertial
response may lead to undesirable variations in system frequency. In addition, the inertial
response also increases the stress on the wind turbine shaft.
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Figure 6-5 Synthetic inertial response from the wind plant (a) system frequency (b)
wind plant output power (c) wind turbine speed (d) shaft torque

6.3.2

Coordinated operation of wind and PV plant for frequency
control

The proposed controllers in Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.2.2 are implemented on the PV system
and wind plants. The wind plant is generating 262 MW while the PV plant generates around
132 MW. The PV plant is operating in curtailed mode with 0.1 pu (16 MW) of power
reserve. A 400 MW load is connected to bus 9 at t=1 s. Figure 6-6 demonstrates the
frequency changes for three different control. Figure 6-6 shows that the proposed
coordinated control can decrease the nadir by 0.08 Hz, i.e. from 59.38 Hz to 59.46 Hz. In
addition, the second frequency drop is mitigated when conventional inertial control is
replaced with the proposed coordinated control.
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Figure 6-6 System frequency variation with different control schemes
Figure 6-7 illustrates the other variables of the system for the abovementioned case study.
Figure 6-7 (a) depicts the variation in wind plant real power. In the proposed coordinated
control scheme, wind power increases by the same amount as with the conventional
controller, i.e. 295 MW, but the support phase is stopped just when frequency nadir occurs
around t= 4 s and the recovery phase starts. Both the support and recovery phases are
shorter than conventional control as demonstrated in Figure 6-7 (a). Figure 6-7 (b)
demonstrates the performance of fast droop control of PV system. It is evident that the fast
droop control of PV system responds to power imbalance rapidly. By the time wind turbine
inertial response is triggered at t=3.2 sec, the full PV real power support of 16 MW, is
released. Full PV support continues as long as frequency is below 59.7 Hz. For smaller
frequency deviations, i.e. f(t) >59.7 Hz, the PV power varies proportionally to the
frequency deviation as expressed in (2-2). Figure 6-7 (c) shows the wind turbine speed. It
is seen that less kinetic energy is discharged from the wind turbine, which is mainly because
of the shorter support phase. Finally, Figure 6-7 (d) displays the applied torque to the shaft
of the wind turbine. With the proposed controller, the magnitude of the maximum shaft
torque is reduced from -0.78 pu, in conventional inertial response, to -0.72 pu with
enhanced inertial response control. Therefore, the stress on the shaft is reduced which
prolongs the life span of wind turbines.
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Figure 6-7 (a) Wind plant real power (b) PV plant real power (c) wind turbine speed
(d) wind turbine shaft torque

6.3.3

Performance of the proposed control in low wind speeds

Figure 6-8 shows the performance of the proposed coordinated controller in low wind
speeds conditions. The wind turbine speed is assumed to be initially 0.88 pu that
corresponds to 57 MW of real power generation. PV power is curtailed by 0.1 pu (16 MW)
and is therefore generating 130 MW. A 300 MW load is connected to bus 9 at t=2 s. Figure
6-8 (a) shows the system frequency. As in the previous case, the proposed coordinated
control provides superior frequency support compared to the conventional wind inertial
response. The frequency nadir is improved by 0.06 Hz. Figure 6-8 (b) shows the output
power of wind plant. In the conventional control, the wind power increases from 57 MW
to 85 MW, but the support phase stops after 7 seconds (instead of 10 seconds) as the wind
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turbine speed hits its minimum value, i.e. 0.8 pu. Figure 6-8 (c) demonstrates that the PV
plant real power increases with a high rate immediately after the disturbance occurrence.
The wind turbine speed is depicted in Figure 6-8 (d). In the conventional method, speed
decreases from 0.88 pu to 0.8 pu during the support phase with a potential risk of turbine
stall. However, in the proposed method, because of the shorter overproduction period,
shown in Figure 6-8 (b), wind turbine speed deviates by a smaller value than in the case of
conventional control.
In summary, the proposed coordinated control provides a major advantage of reducing the
risk of turbine stall while enhancing system frequency stability.

Figure 6-8 (a) System frequency (b) wind plant real power PV plant real power (c)
(d) wind turbine speed
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6.4 Conclusion
A coordinated control of wind generators and PV systems for alleviating frequency
stability of power systems is proposed in this chapter. An enhanced synthetic inertial
response is proposed for wind turbines to alleviate the issues of conventional wind inertial
response, i.e. shaft stress, potential of second frequency drop in the recovery phase, and
risk of turbine stall at low wind speed. In the proposed enhanced synthetic inertial response,
the support phase is adaptively ceased when frequency nadir is detected. The
overproduction is then smoothly withdrawn, instead of waiting for a predefined time
period, and the start of recovery phase. In addition, PV generators can provide a fast real
power response through a fast droop control without any concerns of mechanical stresses.
The developed controllers are added to a 167 MVA PV plant and a 330 MVA wind
generator which are connected in the modified two-aea-four-machine study system.
Simulation studies demonstrate a substantial improvement in frequency nadir. The second
frequency drop during the support phase is also mitigated while the amount of turbine
kinetic energy discharge is significantly reduced. The recovery to the optimal operating
point phase also takes less time. The imposed torque on the turbine shaft is also reduced
which lowers the wear and tear of the turbine and extends the age of the turbine. Moreover,
less kinetic energy is discharged by the enhanced algorithm, which reduces the risk of
reaching the minimum speed of turbine and turbine stall.
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Chapter 7

7

Conclusion and future works

7.1 Introduction
Frequency stability and small-signal stability are two major concerns in modern power
systems. PV-STATCOM is a patented concept which enables PV inverters to provide
STATCOM functions, during day and night, as well as real power modulation during
daytime, to enhance different aspects of system stability. The main goal of this thesis is to
deploy PV-STATCOM capability in PV solar farms to provide effective frequency stability
and power oscillations damping enhancements.
A novel simultaneous real power-based Fast Frequency Response (FRR) and reactive
power-based Power Oscillation Damping (POD) control by PV-STATCOMs is proposed.
This control not only significantly reduces the system under-frequency and over-frequency
deviations, but also uses the unutilized capacity of PV inverters to enhance the damping of
the poorly damped modes of the system.
A novel night and day Reactive power-based Frequency Control (RFC) is proposed for
PV-STATCOMs, that deploys the unutilized reactive power capacity of PV-STATCOM
for frequency stability improvement. RFC modulates the system voltage, via PVSTATCOM voltage control loop, to control the power of voltage-sensitive loads and reduce
the generation-demand imbalance. Sensitivity studies show that the load type and its
composition, and the location of RFC-equipped PV-STATCOM play a significant role in
the efficacy of the control. RFC provides a 24/7 frequency support service while respecting
the system voltage limits and PV inverters capacity limits.
A new combined RFC and POD controller is also proposed for PV-STATCOM to employ
the unused reactive power capacity of PV inverters for enhanced functionalities. The
studies show that depending on the PV-STATCOM location, the proposed combined
RFC+POD controller can potentially maximize the benefits achievable from PV inverters
and enhance system frequency and power oscillations damping in an economic manner.
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This thesis also proposes a fast power-frequency droop for PV generators and an enhanced
synthetic inertial response for wind generators. These two controls operate in a harmonized
manner to provide a better frequency support service while reducing the stresses on the
wind generators.
The studies are performed on two-area-four-machine and 12-bus study systems. WECC
generic dynamic models are used to represent PV plants, wind plants and loads in the
studies. Simulations and analyses are conducted in MATLAB.

7.2 Modeling and control design
In Chapter 2, the study systems and models which are used in the thesis are introduced.
Two-area-four-machine and 12-bus study systems are modified and used for different
studies in this thesis. The generators of these systems are equipped with governors and
AVRs.
In this thesis, industry-approved WECC dynamic models for PV and wind generators are
employed in various studies. These models are able to capture low frequency behavior of
renewable generators without extensive details, which makes them an appropriate choice
for frequency stability studies. Moreover, Composite Load Models (CLM) are used for
accurate load modeling in Chapters 4 and 5. The model includes different types of threephase and single-phase motor loads, and electronic loads. The inclusion of different types
of dynamic motor loads and their protections enables CLM to provide a more realistic
behavior of loads, especially during voltage excursions.
The controllers used in the thesis are also explained in chapter 2. Fast frequency Response
(FFR) controller is a PI controller intended to eliminate or minimize the over/underfrequency by fast real power response of PV plants. Power Oscillation Damping (POD)
controller is designed to stabilize power oscillations through PV plant voltage modulation.
Similarly, a multichannel POD controller is developed to study the feasibility of multimode stabilization by effectively utilizing the reactive power capacity of PV inverters. The
RFC controller tends to increase the stability of the system frequency regulation mode
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through PV plant voltage control. These novel controllers are incorporated in the original
WECC models for providing the proposed PV-STATCOM services.

7.3 Simultaneous Fast Frequency Response (FFR) and
Power Oscillation Damping (POD) Control
In Chapter 3, a novel PV-STATCOM control is proposed for concurrent stabilization of
low-frequency power oscillations and frequency deviations. The POD controller is added
to the voltage control loop of the PV plant controller while FFR is supplemented to the PV
plant real power control loop. The FFR controller provides a fast real power response to
eliminate or minimize any over/ under frequency deviation. The POD controller modulates
the PV plant POI voltage, using reactive power capacity of PV inverters, to stabilize low
frequency oscillations. The performance of the proposed FFR+POD controller is evaluated
in the two-area-four-machine system for both under-frequency and over-frequency events.
Simulation studies show that FFR controller can quickly recover the frequency to the
allowed frequency range, i.e. ±36 mHz, if the size of power imbalance is smaller than PV
available real power capacity. If the power imbalance size is greater than PV real power
capacity, the FFR controller substantially reduces frequency deviations although frequency
error is not totally eliminated. The results also show that even with minimum available
reactive power (noontime operation), the POD controller significantly enhances the power
oscillations damping. The combined operation of POD and FFR provides the best response
as frequency deviations are reduced, power oscillations are damped and voltage regulation
is improved. It is also demonstrated that with FFR control, the system stability is
maintained in stressed conditions. In fact, FFR controller quickly compensates any power
imbalance in the stressed power system which can potentially worsen the system stress and
lead to system instability. FFR+POD, as expected, not only stabilizes the system but also
damps the low frequency power oscillations.

7.4 Reactive Power-based Frequency Controller for Largescale PV Plant Controlled as PV-STATCOM
While real power-based FFR control significantly enhances the system frequency stability,
PV real power is not available during night or is not enough to perform FFR in cloudy
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days. Moreover, PV-based FFR needs PV power curtailment that results in opportunity lost
for PV owners.
Chapter 4 presents a novel Reactive power-based Frequency Control (RFC) that solely
depends on the reactive power capacity of PV-STATCOMs. The RFC modulates system
voltage appropriately to control the power of voltage-dependent loads in a manner that the
generation-demand gap is reduced. RFC is applied to a 111Mvar (100MWp) PV plant in
the modified 12-bus study system. Loads of the system are modeled by Composite Load
Models (CLM) to evaluate the impact of load types on RFC performance. Sensitivity
analysis reveals that load composition significantly affects the load response to system
voltage variations. Moreover, controllability analysis validated by non-linear simulation
studies demonstrates that the location of PV plant plays an important role in the
effectiveness of the RFC.
The simulation results show that RFC alleviates the frequency nadir during both day and
night although it is more effective during night. Comparative analysis using Nadir-based
Frequency Response (NBFR) metric shows that RFC provides a maximum of 23% and a
minimum of 19% enhancement in the system frequency response. It is also demonstrated
that RFC is as effective as 5% conventional power-frequency droop control from PV
plants. Moreover, RFC can be successfully deployed to compensate the system inertia
reduction in the systems. Overall, RFC is able to boost the existing real-power based
frequency support services and reduce the need for real power-based frequency control
resources.

7.5 Novel Combined Reactive Power-based Frequency and
Power Oscillation Damping Control by PV-STATCOMs
In Chapter 5, a novel combined RFC and POD controller is presented to maximize the
benefits deliverable by the unutilized capacity of PV inverters during day and night. RFC
controller does not necessarily deploy the entire reactive power capacity of a PVSTATCOM, especially at night, because of the utility voltage limits. Therefore, by adding
a POD controller to the RFC controller the reactive power capacity of the PV system is
used more effectively. The proposed controller is applied to a 110 MVA (100 MWp) PV
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solar plant connected in the 12-bus study system. The 12-bus study system has three closely
located electromechanical oscillatory modes, hence great care needs to be taken when
designing the POD controller to avoid any interaction between modes. A multichannel
POD controller is designed to stabilize the oscillatory modes for which the PV plant voltage
has the highest controllability. The input signals to the POD controller are prudently
selected to have high observability of the targeted modes while minimizing the impact of
the POD controller channel on other modes.
Eigenvalue analysis and time-domain simulations demonstrate that the designed controller
can provide damping of more than 5% for all the electromechanical and control modes
except one electrometrical mode that is not controllable from the location of the PV plant.
The proposed RFC+POD uses the remaining capacity of PV inverters and not only reduces
the need for real power-based frequency support services but also improves the stability of
the system very cost-effectively.

7.6 Coordinated control of DFIG-based wind plants and PV
solar plants to augment the frequency stability
In Chapter 6, a new coordinated frequency control is proposed which benefits from fast
real power response of PV plants and synthetic inertial response of wind turbines. An
enhanced wind synthetic inertial response is proposed to overcome the issues of
conventional inertial response algorithms, i.e. turbine shaft stress, potential second
frequency dip, and turbine stall at low wind speeds.
The proposed inertial response increases wind power production when the frequency drops
below 59.7 Hz. Once the frequency starts recovering, the wind turbine support mode is
switched to recovery mode. Simultaneously, the fast droop control proposed for the PV
plant rapidly injects PV power reserve into the grid as soon as the frequency falls below
59.964 Hz. The full PV response is delivered by the time wind synthetic inertial response
is triggered at 59.7 Hz.
Simulation studies show that compared to conventional synthetic inertial response, the
proposed enhanced synthetic inertial response reduces shaft stress and mitigates the second
frequency dip issue. The fast droop control of PV system provides frequency support in
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the early stages of power imbalance occurrence, so frequency excursion is reduced
significantly. Simulation studies for low wind speed, also demonstrate that the enhanced
synthetic inertial response can prevent the over-discharge of the wind turbine and risk of
turbine stall.

7.7 Applicability of the proposed PV-STATCOMs controls
7.7.1 Benefits
The PV-STATCOM technology offers significant benefits, as below:
1) The PV-STATCOM is more than 50 times economical as compared to an equivalent
sized STATCOM. This is because only the novel controls with their associated
measurement systems need to be incorporated on existing PV solar farm inverters and the
electrical/civil infrastructure of the PV plant (substation, transformers, switchgear,
protection systems, etc.,) to transform the solar farm into a STATCOM.
2) The grid support applications proposed in this thesis enable a PV solar farm to not only
operate during night and day like a STATCOM with reactive power modulation, but also
provide real power modulation during daytime.
3) The proposed PV-STATCOM grid support functionalities can potentially open up new
revenue streams for solar farms in addition to sale of real power. The mechanisms of such
financial compensations are expected to develop in the near future. Of course, such
implementations will require appropriate agreements among the solar farm owners, utilities
and system operators.

7.7.2 Limitations
While the efficacy of the proposed PV-STATCOM controls is shown in Chapters 3 to 6,
there are some limitations and considerations of these controls.
1) In the combined FFR and POD control in Chapter 3, the under-frequency support is only
possible if PV plant is curtailed. Although curtailment for providing FFR is not found to
be economical according to the current market rules, it is expected that future power grids
with high proliferation of variable inertia-less generation would need these type of services.
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Over-frequency support, on the other hand, is only effective if substantial solar PV power
is being generated by the PV plant. Furthermore, while power curtailment is very beneficial
for providing under-frequency support, it reduces the PV plant capability for delivering
over-frequency support.
2) An important consideration for the proposed reactive power-based services, i.e., POD,
RFC, and multichannel POD, is the dependency of their effectiveness on PV plant location
in power systems. The sites of PV plants are commonly determined based on availability
of land and sun, and other economic analyses. The effectiveness of a PV plant at a given
location needs to be first determined for providing these RFC and POD services.
3) However, provision of these services and the potential revenues could be included in
financial analysis at the planning stage for future large-scale PV plants.

7.8 Discussions
7.8.1 Comparison of PV-STATCOM and conventional frequency and
power oscillation damping controls.
In this section, frequency response and POD controls by PV-STATCOMs are compared
with conventional stabilizing devices like STATCOMs, PSSs, and governors.

7.8.1.1

PV-STATCOMs vs STATCOMs

PV-STATCOM concept is basically inspired by STATCOM, but PV-STATCOMs have
different characteristics when they provide frequency response and power oscillation
damping control.
One major superiority of PV-STATCOMs over STATCOMs is their ability to provide real
power-based frequency response during day. STATCOMs are not able to provide this
service unless they are equipped with energy storage systems. During night, however, PVSTATCOMs and STATCOM are similar.
The other advantage of PV-STATCOMs over STATCOMs, for provision of POD control,
is the cost they impose on system operators. PV-STATCOM transforms already installed
PV plants to STATCOMs by a marginal cost. However, to add a new STATCOM the cost
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of hardware, infrastructures, and labor needs to be incurred. During day, as mentioned, the
PV-STATCOM can provide real power-based fast frequency response with a considerably
lower cost than similar services which is provided by energy storage systems.
STATCOMs are superior to PV-STATCOMs in terms of guaranteed available reactive
power capacity. The capacity of a STATCOM is determined through contingency studies
to ensure that it has enough capacity to provide the required service, e.g., POD control, in
the worst-case scenarios. This capacity is available on a 24/7 basis. For POD the PVSTATCOM functions like a STATCOM on a 24/7 basis. However, for frequency response,
the effectiveness of PV-STATCOM is determined based on the available PV power during
daytime.
One main difference between PV-STATCOMs and STATCOMs, for provision of POD
control, is their placement objectives. STATCOMs are installed at locations where, based
on studies, they are most effective. However, PV-STATCOM location is basically
determined based availability of sun, cheap land, area need, etc.
Finally, a large-scale PV-STATCOM is composed of many smaller PV inverters installed
in a wide geographic area and all receive control signals, with some communication delay,
from the plant controller. On the other hand, a STATCOM is basically a single large
inverter, with one controller, i.e. no communication delay. Therefore, STATCOMs respond
faster than PV-STATCOMS. However, in the case of low-frequency power oscillations
damping control, the communication delay in PV-STATCOMs does not have any
significant impact on the effectiveness of the controllers.

7.8.1.2

PV-STATCOMs vs PSS and governors

PSSs and governors are traditionally used for power oscillation damping control and
frequency control, respectively. If they are well-tuned, they can prevent frequency
instability and unstable power oscillations. However, PV-STATCOM frequency and POD
control use the unutilized capacity of PV inverters and will augment the stability of the
system even if governors and PSSs are well-tuned. In simulations of Section 3.3, the no
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control case shows the performance of governors and PSSs after power imbalances. Then,
it is shown that PV-STATCOM can improve their response with minimum cost.
In addition, governors are known as slow response mechanisms, so the fast frequency of
PV-STATCOMs can significantly enhance the frequency response of systems. PSSs are
also ineffective in some systems, e.g. when the synchronous plant is located far from the
system. Therefore, PV-STATCOM-based POD control, if there are PV plants in the
system, can be an economical solution for such systems.

7.8.2 Effectiveness of the reactive power-based frequency control
In contrast to significant improvements achieved by FFR in Chapter 3, in Chapters 4 and
5 the frequency enhancement seems to be lower. However, it should be noted that RFC is
proposed as a supplementary frequency support services to enhance the response of
existing services not as a replacement for main real power-based frequency support
services. In addition, The size of the PV-STATCOM, used in the studies of Chapters 4 and
5, is small compared to the generators which are the main sources of frequency support. It
is expected with more PV-STATCOMs equipped with RFC and installed across the system
more improvement in frequency can be achieved.

7.9 Contributions and significance of this thesis
This thesis proposes several novel power system reliability services utilizing the patented
control of PV inverters as STATCOM, termed PV-STATCOM [127], and patented
multivariable modulation control of PV solar farms [128]. The contributions of the thesis
are as follows:
1) A novel combined real power-based Fast Frequency Response (FFR) and reactive
power-based Power Oscillation Damping (POD) control is proposed for PV-STATCOMs.
This functionality of PV-STATCOMs enhances both frequency stability and small-signal
stability simultaneously in a lower cost than similar service providers like energy storage
systems or STATCOMs.
Such a combined FFR and POD control of solar farms is being proposed for the first time
in literature to the best of author’s knowledge.
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2) A novel Reactive power-based Frequency Control (RFC) is proposed to deploy the
unutilized capacity of PV-STATCOMs, during day and night, for enhancement of
frequency stability of power systems. The proposed RFC is a cost-effective service
provided by PV-STATCOMs, which can partially lower the system need for new real
power-based frequency control, especially in systems with high percentage of inverterbased generators.
This night and day reactive power based Frequency control of PV solar farms as PVSTATCOM is being proposed for the first time, to the best of author’s knowledge.
3) A combined Reactive power-based Frequency Control (RFC) and Power Oscillation
Damping (POD) is proposed to be implemented to PV-STATCOMs. The proposed
function relies only on the available reactive power capacity of PV inverters and imposes
no extra cost to system while providing significant improvement in the system frequency
response and power oscillation damping on a 24/7 basis.
Such a combined control based on reactive power modulation of solar farms as PVSTATCOM is also being performed for the first time in literature known to the author.
1) A coordinated control of wind and PV plants for enhancement of the system frequency
response is proposed. Furthermore, an enhanced synthetic wind inertial response
algorithm is developed to mitigate the issues corresponding to conventional synthetic
wind inertial response.
The initial studies performed here have also been done for the first time and show a
potential for preventing the degradation of wind turbine mechanical systems.

7.10 Future work
2) More accurate control and tuning process for FFR control needs to be developed as FFR
is a nonlinear control. Nonlinear control techniques for FFR need to be investigated.
3) Well-designed ancillary service markets may be developed to accommodate the
proposed services proposed in this thesis while benefiting PV system owners.
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4) The proposed services may be tested in larger and more realistic study systems to study
their interactions with other dynamic controllers in power systems.
5) The interaction of voltage stability services with RFC needs more investigations to
ensure that RFC has no detrimental impact on the voltage stability of large systems.
6) A procedure needs to be developed to optimally assign the proposed services in this
thesis to the PV plants located across the system to ensure their optimized service.
7) Operation, interactions and coordinated performance of the proposed controls when
offered by several PV-STATCOM in the power system may be investigated.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Study Systems Parameters

A.1) Two-area-four-machine study system data

1) Generators (G1-G4) parameters [3]:
Sn=900 MVA, Vn=20 kV
T’d0=8 s, T’q0=0.4 s, T”d0=0.03 s, T”q0=0.05 s, Xd= 1.8 pu, X’d = 0.3 pu, X”d =0.25
pu, Xq=1.7 pu, X’q’= 0.55, pu, X”q =0.25 pu, Rs=0.0025 pu, H=6.5 s (for G1 and
G2) H=6.175 (for G3 and G4), KD=0
2) Lines
Sbase=100 MVA, Vbase 230 kV
R=0.0001 pu/km

xL=0.001 pu/km

bc=0.00175pu/km

3) Transformers
20 kV/230 kV, S=900 MVA
Zt=0+j0.15
4) Loads
Bus 7:

PL=967 MW

QL=100 MVar

QC=200 MVar

Bus 9:

PL=1.767 MW

QL=100 MVar

QC=350 MVar
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5) Exciters type ST3 [89]
Rc=0 pu, Xc=0 pu, TR=0 s, KA=200 pu, TA=0 s, TB=6.67 s, Tc=1 s, VRmax=10 pu, VRmin=10 pu, VImax=0.2 pu, VImin=-0.2 pu, KM=7.04 pu, VMmax=1pu, VMmin=0 pu, KG=1 pu,
VGmax=6.53 pu, KC=1.1 pu, KP=4.37 pu, KI=4.83 pu, XI=0.09 pu, θP=20 degree,
VEmax=8.63 pu.
6) Governor Type IEEE GOV1 [154]
R= 0.05, T1=0.1 s, T2=1.25 s, T3=5 s, Dt=0.

A.2) 12-bus study system data

1) Generation plants data of the 12-bus study system
All the corresponding parameters for generators, exciters and governors are selected
from [184].
Table A-1 Generation plants data for the 12-bus study system [156, 184]
# of
Total MVA
Generator
Exciter type
Governor
Generation
units
Capacity
type [184]
[184]
type[184]
plant
G1
6
750
F6
IEEE type 1
Fl0
G2
4
640
F8
IEEE type 1
Fl0
G3
2
384
F9
DC1 A
Fl0
G4
3
474
H15
ST1A
H16
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2) Load flow data of the 12-bus study system
Bus
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Table A-2 12-bus study system load flow data (Sbase=100 MVA) [156]
V (Kv)
Type
PGen (pu)
PLoad
QLoad
Bshunt
Vmag
(pu)
(pu)
(pu)
(pu)
230
PQ
3.00
1.86
230
PQ
2 .50
1.21
230
PQ
3.50
1.15
230
PQ
3.00
1.86
2
230
PQ
1.00
0.48
0.4
230
PQ
1.50
0.49
345
PQ
-1
345
PQ
15.5
Slack
1.00
15
PV
4.0
1.01
18
PV
2.7
1.01
13.8

PV

3.3

-

-

-

3) Line data of the 12-bus study system
Table A-3 12-bus study system line data (Sbase=100 MVA) [156]
Line
Length (Km)
R (pu)
X (pu)
B (pu)
1-2
100
0.01131
0.08998
0.18377
1-6
300
0.03394
0.26995
0.55130
2-5
400
0.0453
0.3599
0.7351
3-4
100 (x2)
0.0057
0.0450
0.3675
4-5
150
0.0170
0.1350
0.2757
4-6
300
0.03394
0.26995
0.55130
7-8
600
0.0159
0.1721
3.2853
4) Transformer data of the 12-bus study system
Table A-4 12-bus study system transformers data [156]
From bus to bus
MVA
Uk (%)
Type
1-7
500
13
YNYN
1-9
800
12
YNd11
2-10
700
12
YNd11
3-8
500
13
YNVN
3-11
400
10
YNd11
6-12
500
11
YNd11

1.01
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Appendix B: WECC generic dynamic models for renewable generators (description
of parameters and values)

B.1) WECC PV solar generators [163, 166]
Sbase= 111 MVA; Vt= 600 V.

1) Renewable Energy Generator Convertor module
Parameter
Tfltr
Lvpl1
Zerox
Brkpt
Lvplsw
rrpwr
Tg
Volim
Iolim
Khv
lvpnt0
lvpnt1
Iqrmax
Iqrmin

Table B-1 REGC module parameters [166]
Description
Terminal voltage filter (for LVPL) time constant (s)
LVPL gain breakpoint
LVPL zero crossing (pu)
LVPL breakpoint (pu)
Enable (1) or disable (0) low voltage power logic
Active current up-ramp rate limit on voltage recovery (pu/s)
Inverter current regulator lag time constant (s)
Voltage limit for high voltage clamp logic (pu)
Current limit for high voltage clamp logic (pu)
High voltage clamp logic acceleration factor
Low voltage active current management breakpoint (pu)
Low voltage active current management breakpoint (pu)
Maximum rate-of-change of reactive current (pu/s)
Minimum rate-of-change of reactive current (pu/s)

Value
0.02
1.22
0.4
0.9
0
10.0
0.02
1.2
-1.3
0.7
0.4
0.8
999.9
-999.9

2) Renewable Energy Electric Control module
Parameter
PFflag
Vflag
Qflag
Pqflag
Trv
Vref0
dbd1
dbd2
Kqv
Iqhl
Iqll

Table B-2 REEC mdule parameters [166]
Description
0: Constant Q control; 1: Local power factor control
0: Local Q control; 1: Local voltage control
0: Bypass or 1: engage inner voltage regulator loop
0: Priority to reactive current; 1: Priority to active
current
Terminal bus voltage filter time constant (s)
Reference voltage for reactive current injection (pu)
Overvoltage deadband for reactive current injection
(pu)
Undervoltage deadband for reactive current injection
(pu)
Reactive current injection gain (pu/pu)
Maximum reactive current injection (pu)
Minimum reactive current injection (pu)

Value
1
0.02
0
-0.02
0.02
0.0
1.05
-1.05
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Tp
Qmax
Qmin
Kqp
Kqi
Vmax
Vmin
Kvp
Kvi
Tiq
Tpord
Pmax
Pmin
dPmax
dPmin
Imax

Active power filter time constant (s)
Maximum reactive power when Vflag = 1 (pu)
Minimum reactive power when Vflag = 1 (pu)
Local Q regulator proportional gain (pu/pu)
Local Q regulator integral gain (pu/pu-s)
Maximum voltage at inverter terminal bus (pu)
Minimum voltage at inverter terminal bus (pu)
Local voltage regulator proportional gain
Local voltage regulator integral gain
Reactive current regulator lag time constant (s)
Inverter power order lag time constant (s)
Maximum active power (pu)
Minimum active power (pu)
Active power up-ramp limit (pu/s )
Active power down-ramp limit (pu/s)
Maximum apparent current (pu)

0.02
0.43
-0.43
0
0.1
1.1
0.9
0
40
0.02
0.02
1.0
0.0
999
-999
1.25

3) Renewable Energy Plant Control module
Parameter
RefFlag
VcmpFlag
Frqflag
Tfltr
Rc
Xc
Kc
dbd
emax
emin
Kp
Kq
Qmax
Qmin
Tft
Tfv
fdbd1
fdbd2

Table B-3 REPC module parameters [166]
Description
0: Plant level reactive power; or 1: Voltage control
0: Reactive droop; or 1: Line drop compensation
0: Governor response disable; or 1: enable
Voltage and reactive power filter time constant (s)
Line drop compensation resistance (pu)
Line drop compensation reactance (pu ) when
VcmpFlag = 1
Reactive droop (pu) when VcmpFlag = 0
Reactive power deadband (pu) when RefFlag = 0;
Voltage deadband (pu) when RefFlag = 1
Maximum Volt/VAR error (pu)
Minimum Volt/VAR error (pu)
Volt/VAR regulator proportional gain
Volt/VAR regulator integral gain
Maximum plant reactive power command (pu)
Minimum plant reactive power command (pu)
Plant controller Q output lead time constant (s)
Plant controller Q output lag time constant (s)
Over-frequency deadband for governor response (pu)
Under-frequency deadband for governor response
(pu)

Value
0.02
0
0
0.02
0
0.1
-0.1
6
5
0
0.05
0.0
0
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Ddn
Dup
Tp
femax
femin
Kpg
Kig

Down regulation droop (pu power/pu freq)
Up regulation droop (pu power/pu freq)
Active power filter time constant (s)
Maximum power error in droop regulator (pu)
Minimum power error in droop regulator (pu)
Droop regulator proportional gain
Droop regulator integral gain

0.05
999
-999
0.94
6.7

4) Collector equivalent parameters
Table B-4 Equivalent collector model parameters [189]
Equivalent pad-mounted transformer
Sbase (MVA)

Vnp (kV)/Vns (kV)

Zt (pu)

111

0.6/34.5

0+j0.05

R (pu)

Equivalent collector system (Sbase=111 MVA, Vbase=34.5 kV)
X (pu)
B (pu)

0.015

0.025

0.01

Substation transformer
Sbase (MVA)

Vnp (kV)/Vns (kV)

Zt (pu)

111

34.5/230

0+0.1

B.2) WECC Type 3 wind generators dynamic model
Sbase= 333 MVA; Vt= 600 V.

1) Wind Turbine Generator drive-train module
Parameter
Ht
Hg
Dshaft
Kshaft

Table B-5 WTGT module parameters [190]
Description
Turbine inertia (s)
Generator inertia (s)
Damping coefficient (pu)
Spring constant (pu)

Value
4.32
0.91
1.5
0.077
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2) Wind Turbine Generator Pitch angle control module
Parameter
Kiw
Kpw
Kic
Kpc
Tθ
θmax
θmin
dθmax
dθmin

Table B-6 WTGPT module parameters [190]
Description
Pitch-control integral gain
Pitch-control proportional gain
Pitch-compensation integral gain
Pitch-compensation proportional gain
Pitch time constant (s)
Maximum pitch angle (degree)
Minimum pitch angle (degree)
Maximum pitch angle rate (degree/s)
Minimum pitch angle rate (degree/s)

Value
25
150
30
3
0.05
30
0
-10
10

3) Wind Turbine Generator Aerodynamic module
Parameter
Ka
θ0

Table B-7 WTGAR module parameters [190]
Description
Aero-dynamic gain factor
Initial pitch angle

Value
0.007
0

1) Wind Turbine Generator Torque control module
Parameter
Kip
Kpp
Tp
Tref
Temax
Temin
Tflag
p1
spd1
p2
spd2
p3
spd3
p4
spd4

Table B-8 WTGTRQ module parameters [190]
Description
Integral gain
Proportional gain
Power measurement lag time constant (s)
Speed reference time constant (s)
Maximum torque (pu)
Minimum torque (pu)
0: speed error; or 1: power error

User-define pairs of points, function f(Pe)

Value
1.5
2.5
0.05
60
1.1
0
0
0.15
0.85
0.23
0.95
0.35
1.1
0.46
1.2
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2) Equivalent collector and transformers parameters
Table B-9 Equivalent collector model parameters
Equivalent pad-mounted transformer
Sbase (MVA)

Vnp (kV)/Vns (kV)

Zt (pu)

333

0.6/34.5

0+j0.05

R (pu)
0.015

Equivalent collector system (Sbase=333 MVA, Vbase=34.5 kV)
X (pu)
B (pu)
0.025

0.01

Substation transformer
Sbase (MVA)

Vnp (kV)/Vns (kV)

Zt (pu)

333

34.5/230

0+0.1
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Appendix C: WECC Composite Load Model parameters

1) Composite load model fractions
MA%
MC%
ME%

-- Motor A fraction;
-- Motor C fraction;
-- Electronic load fraction;

MB% -- Motor B fraction
MD% -- Motor D fraction
MS% -- Static load fraction

MS%=100%-(MA%+MB%+MC%+MD%+ME%)
2) Three-phase induction motor loads parameters
Table C-1 Induction Motor parameters (residential, agricultural, and mixed loads)
[175]
Motor
LF
Xs
X′s
X′′s
Rs
T′o
T′′o
H
MA
0.75
1.8
0.12
0.104
0.04
0.095
0.0021
0.1
MB
0.75
1.8
0.19
0.14
0.03
0.2
0.0026
0.5
MC
0.75
1.8
0.19
0.14
0.03
0.2
0.0026
0.15

Table C-2 Induction Motor parameters (Industrial loads) [175]
Motor
IA
IB
IC

LF
0.85
0.85
0.85

Xs
3.1
3.1
3.1

X′s
0.2
0.2
0.2

X′′s
0.165
0.165
0.165

Rs
0.01
0.01
0.01

LF: Loading factor – used to set motor MVA base:

SLoad
base 

T′o
0.8
0.8
0.8

Motor fraction  Load power
LF

Rs : Stator resistance (pu)
Xs : Synchronous reactance (pu)
X′s: Transient reactance (pu)
X″s: Subtransient reactance (pu)
T′o : Transient open circuit time constant (s)
T″o: Subtransient open circuit time constant (s)

T′′o
0.0026
0.0026
0.0026

H
0.15
1
0.2
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3) Equivalent distribution system parameters
Table C-3 Equivalent distribution network parameters (S base= Sbaseload, Vbase=34 kV)
[175]
R (pu)
X (pu)
Bss (pu)
B1
B2
0.04
0.04
0.04
0
Calculated*
*

B2 is calculated to match the loads and distribution feeder reactive power with reactive power obtained
from load flow

Table C-4 Tap Changing Transformer (LTC) parameters (S base=Sbaseload) [175]
Parameter
Description
Value
Vnp (kV)/Vns (kV)
LTC nominal ratio
230/34
LTC
step
size
(pu)
Step (pu)
0.00625
LTC Vmin (low side pu)
Vmin (pu)
0.9875
LTC Vmax (low side pu)
Vmax (pu)
1.0125
Tdel
LTC time delay to initiate tap adjustment (s)
30-75
Ttap
LTC time delay between tap steps (s)
5
Xtf
transformer reactance (pu)
0.08
4) Power Electronic load parameters
All the electronic loads are modeled with as constant power loads with unity power
factor.
5) Static load parameters

P(V , f )  P0 ( p2 (

V
)  p3 )(1  K pf f )
V0

Q(V , f )  Q0 (q2 (

V
)  q3 )(1  K qf f )
V0

P0=Pload×MS%
Q0=P0×power factor
Table C-5 Static load parameters in the study system [178]
Load
p2
p3
q2
q3
Kpf
Kqf
Power factor
L1
0.4
0.6
-0.5
1.5
0
0
1
L2
0.72
0.28
-0.5
1.5
0
0
1
L3
0.33
0.67
-0.5
1.5
0
0
1
L4
0.4
0.6
-0.5
1.5
0
0
1
L5
0.33
0.67
-0.5
1.5
0
0
0.98
L6
0.36
0.64
-0.5
1.5
0
0
1
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Appendix D: Controller parameters

D.1) POD and FFR controller parameters (Chapter 3)
Table D-1 FFR controller parameters
Kpf
Kif
4
12

Table D-2 POD controller parameters
Tw
T
α
10
0.5882
0.189

KPOD
200

n
2

D.2) RFC controller parameters (Chapter 4)
Table D-3 RFC controller parameters
Tw
T
α
5
0.6012
2.04

KRFC
0.4

n
1

D.3) RFC and Multichannel POD controller parameters (Chapter 5)
Table D-4 RFC controller parameters
ωf
T
α
1.18
0.4
4.5

KRFC
0.35

Table D-5 Multichannel POD controller parameters
Channel
KPOD
T
α
ωf
M2
M3

0.1
0.4

7.5
6.2

12.43
7.23

0.189
0.23

n
1

n
1
1
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Appendix E: Control design methodology
Linear control theory is used for the analysis and design of the controllers. In this section,
only the concepts and tools that are used in this thesis are reviewed.

E.1) A brief review of small-signal analysis [3, 169]
A nonlinear dynamic system, like a power system, can be expressed by its state-space
representation as shown in (E- 1):

x  f (x, u)

(E- 1)

where x  [ x1, x2 ,.....xn ] denotes the vectors of the system states, xi, and u  [u1, u2 ,.....um ]
is the vector of m inputs to the system. In (E- 1), it is assumed that state variables are not
explicit functions of time. The outputs of the system, y= [y1, y2, ….yr], are also nonlinear
functions of state variables and inputs:
y  g(x, u)

(E- 2)

Linearizing (E- 1) and (E- 2) at the equilibrium point of the system, i.e. 0  f (x0 , u0 ) ,
results in the linear state-space model representation of the system:

x  Ax  Bu
y  Cx  Du

(E- 3)

where A(n×n) is the plant matrix, B(n×m) is the input matrix, C(r×n) is the output matrix
and D(r×m) is called feedforward matrix. Once matrices A-D of a system at an equilibrium
point are obtained, it is possible to study the stability characteristics of the system around
that equilibrium point.
Eigenproperties of a linear system provide useful information about the dynamic behavior
of the system. Eigenvalues of the linear system expressed by (E- 3) are obtained by solving
the following equation:
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det( A   I )  0

(E- 4)

Where I is unity matrix of size n. The expression of determinant in (E- 4) result in a
polynomial of order n the roots of which, i.e. λ1, λ2, λ3, … λn, are called eigenvalues of the
system. For any eigenvalue, the nonzero vector φi (n×1) that satisfies the following
equation is called right eigenvector of the system:

A i  ii

(E- 5)

Similarly, the ith left eigenvector of the system associated with the ith eigenvalue, ψi(1×n),
is obtained from (E- 6):

 i A  i i

(E- 6)

The eigenvalues of a system may be real or conjugate complex values. Real eigenvalues
correspond to non-oscillatory modes of the system. Complex eigenvalue pairs are related
to oscillatory modes. The characteristics of the oscillatory modes are defined by the real
and imaginary parts of complex modes:
    j

(E- 7)

where σ is damping of the mode and ω is the oscillation frequency of the mode. The system
is asymptotically stable if the real part of all the eigenvalues is negative. The damping ratio
defined by (E- 8) is relative damping, considering the frequency of oscillation, which is
widely used as the design variable in stability studies.

 



 2 2

(E- 8)

Damping ratio of 3% or more is acceptable in power system small-signal stability analysis
as mentioned in Section 1.4.2. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors provide valuable tools to
analyze the dynamic behavior of systems and design the controllers. Participation factor,
residues, and mode-shapes are three important characteristics of linear systems.
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E.2) Mode-shapes
Right eigenvectors are called Mode-shapes. The elements of eigenvectors can be real or
complex values. The magnitude of the kth element of the ith right eigenvectors shows the
degree of activity of the kth state variable in the ith mode. The angle of the elements denotes
the displacement of the corresponding state variables with respect to the mode. In power
system stability studies, the angle of mode-shapes of generator speeds and angles provide
valuable information about how generators oscillate with respect to each other in a specific
mode.

E.3) Participation factor
Participation factor is a unitless index that measures the relative participation of the kth state
variable in the ith mode and vice versa. Participation factor is defined as follows:

pki  ki ik

(E- 9)

where φki is the kth element of the right eigenvector of the ith mode, and ψik is the kth element
of the left eigenvector of the ith mode.

E.4) Residue
A linear system described by (E- 3) can be expressed by its open-loop transfer function
between the lth output, yl(t), and the jth input, uj(t). It is known that the roots of the
denominator of the transfer function are eigenvalues of the system. Thus, it is possible to
decompose the transfer function into n partial fractions, each related to one mode, as shown
in (E- 10):

Yl ( s)
U j ( s)

n

Ri
i 1 s  i

 Gsys ( s)  

(E- 10)

Ri is the residue of the transfer function for the eigenvalue λi, and can be expressed as a
function of the right and left eigenvectors:
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Ri  cli  i b j

(E- 11)

where cl is the lth row of matrix C related to the lth output and bj is the jth column of matrix
B related to the jth input of the system. It is proven that clφi measures the visibility of the ith
mode in the lth output of the system. Likewise, ψibj indicates the degree of excitation of the
ith mode by the jth input. Considering these definitions, the residue of the ith mode is the
joint measurement of how the mode is controllable and observable through the input/output
pair selected.

E. 5) Geometric controllability and observability measures
In the previous section, it was mentioned that residue is a composite measure of
controllability and observability of the mode in the selected pair input/output pair. Residue
is widely used in controller design to select the most effective input/output signals for the
controllers. However, residue value depends on the units and scales of the selected
input/output pair. The residue values may be misleading especially when input/output pairs
of different types of system variables are compared. The “observability and controllability
geometric measures” are normalized alternatives to conventional measures that address the
scaling issue [191]:

gmcj (i ) 
gmol (i ) 

bTj i

i bj

(E- 12)

cli

i cl

where gmcj(i) and gmol(i) are geometrical controllability and observability measures
associated with ith mode. |z| and ||z|| denote module and Euclidian norms of z [192]. The
joint geometric measure is expressed in (E- 13) which can be used to select the best pair
for the controller.

gmcolj (i)  gmcj (i)  gmol (i)

(E- 13)
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E.6) Residue-based controller design
Figure E-1 demonstrate the power system model, Gsys(s), with the controller added
thorough a positive feedback. The controllers used in this thesis are commonly composed
of a filter, Gf(s), a phase compensator, Gc(s), and a gain, K. The input and output signals of
the controller, xinc/ xoutc are determined through observability and controllability measures
explained in the previous section. The filter, Gf(s), models any signal conditioning filter
like measurement filters, washout filters, or band-pass filters. The compensator and gain
are designed using the residue analysis of the system.

Figure E-1 Power system transfer function and the controller
It is shown that the sensitivity of the ith mode of the system to gain K, when the control
loop is closed, is obtained from (E- 14) [169]:
i
 Ri H (i )
K

(E- 14)

According to (E- 14), the change in the ith mode of Gsys(s) when the controller loop is closed
can be calculated as follows:
i  Ri KH (i )




Controller

(0-1)

It is desired that the mode moves to the left of the s-plane when the controller gain
increases. Therefore, the angle of H(λi) is designed to be the supplementary angle of the
residue angle:
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  Ri
  H (i )  180
180   Ri

0   Ri  180
180   Ri  0

(E- 15)

In (E- 16), the relation between the residue angle and the controller phase is shown. The
controller H(s) is composed of a filter and a phase compensator. Thus, the phase
compensator should provide angle φcomp:

  H (i )  G f (i )  Gc (i )  comp  Gc (i )    G f (i )

(E- 16)

A lead-lag compensator is commonly used to achieve the desired angle obtained in (E- 16).

Concept of the residue technique to find the compensator phase
Gc ( s )  (

1  s T n
)
1  sT

(E- 17)

The order of the compensator n is determined so that the maximum phase for the individual
blocks is not more than 60°. Therefore, if φcomp>60°, n=[φcomp/60] and the lead-lag
parameters, α and T, are calculated as follows:

comp

1  sin(
)

n
 
comp


1  sin(
)
n

1

T

i 
In (E- 18), ωi is the frequency of the ith mode λi.

(E- 18)
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E. 7) MATLAB Control Design toolbox
MATLAB Control Design toolbox provides unique tools for linear control system analysis.
Linearization tool of Control Design Toolbox is used in this thesis for system studies and
controller design. The accuracy of this tool is validated in [70] by comparing the results
obtained from MATLAB linearization tool with those obtained from System Identification
(SI) methods.
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